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Anatomy and Physiology of Political Class 1
Madhu Ghimire

Abstract
The defining characteristics and structures of political class in
different types of societies and political systems remain fluid. The
concept of political class needs to emerge through further studies,
researches and discourse. In this review an attempt is made to put
forth and discuss critical concepts hitherto developed in the
available literature on the subject.
Historically, heredity determined who ruled over whom. This has
continued even to this day in absolute monarchies. Even in
constitutional monarchies, monarchs tend to retain some residual
powers. Having said that, one has to hasten to add that ruling
classes even in the present day do tend to become hereditary as a
matter of course, if not by law or legislation. The concentration of
political power among the Bushes and Kennedys in the United
States of America, the Gandhi clan in India and Sukarno dynasty in
Indonesia and in my own country Nepal, the Rana regime, and Shah
dynasties have been the glaring examples. The advantage is not
1
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hereditary intellectual superiority but the upbringing in an
environment that is conducive to fast learning of the art of ruling
because of the right kind of social position, family traditions and
habits. Horizon for information is wider in certain families than in
others. It is change in the dynamics of social forces rather than a
break in inheritance of the ruling characteristics in an individual that
leads to the decline and fall of one ruler and the takeover by
another who is more suited to the new social dynamics. The new
comer is better able to manoeuvre the newer forces and maintain
the masses in their illusionary state. Rapid alterations of social
forces occur after an external invasion or after a revolution brings
about a period of renovation, or new formation, whereby individual
energies gain the opportunity for a free play in the newly created
political arena. Individuals with more passion, energy and
shrewdness are able to force their way forward from the distant
periphery to the centre of the seat of political power. In such
environments, there is no set ruling class but one is in the process of
formation. Admittance to it is gained very easily. Last decade of the
last century and the first two of the twenty-first century have
painted many such pictures on the international political canvas
spanning from the Russian Federation to Eastern Europe to South
Asia. This phenomenon has generated new political class with new
energies and ambitions and with these also the new greed and
deceits. The phenomenon is likely to remain vigorous to reach a
climax of long social instability from continuing deception until the
emergence of newer forces in the arena.
Elite theory and oligarchy
There is one hard-core fact about any political setup in a nonutopian world: the universal but undeclared existence of the ruled
and of the rulers as different classes of human beings. The concept
of "authority" takes centre stage in political science: physical and
psychological strength or power that few individuals command or
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hold over many others in the community. Elite theory describes the
power relationship in contemporary society.
Elites are a group of people who possess power and influence
society because of their uncanny and undeclared hold and authority
over available and potential resource (Etzioni-Halevy, 1994:9).The
ruled class comprises the large mass of unorganized majority
population and is generally engaged by the ruling class to produce
and streamline the national products. The actual power in any
country or society is wielded neither by one executive head nor by
the entire mass of citizens but by a much smaller group of people
from the elite group. And, this group of elite has generally been
termed the ruling or the political class.
Thispolitical class, even though often seen to be comprising of
disparate individuals headed in divergent or even diametrically
opposite directions, forms an impalpably cohesivegroup because of
their core interest and inherent desire to rule. Even without formal
organisational structure and common stated policies and paths,
they stay organised,visibly and often in an invisible manner too!This
group commands direct or indirect authority over the national
resources and the people at large. Individuals within the group have
common interest of expanding, consolidating and perpetuating their
power base. The group, almost invariably, does not represent the
entire community of citizens, and often, not even the majority in
whose name it claims to rule in modern days. The group comprises
members of the economic elite that essentially determines the core
policy and planning networks and claims to obtain its political
authority and power through appropriate organization and division
of labour, roles and responsibilities.
It is in this scenario that the rule by oligarchy comes into play in any
system of governance, hitherto observed and studied. As the group
assumes a cohesive and consolidated form, their formulated
policies and planned execution are shouldered and carried through
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by bureaucracy. Thus,bureaucracy becomesthe essential tool in the
running of the day to day governance. The emergent hierarchical
axis created by the members of the ruling class and the bureaucrats
and the many linkage systems between them lead to centralization
of crucial decision-making process, planning and implementation.
The elite group that forms the political class tends to recruit and
promote only those bureaucrats who share their opinions. For
certain special decisions, the political class requires specialist inputs
and they too get recruited in a similar manner. Thus, the actual rank
and file in the society as a whole get pushed out from the arena of
governance by these elites and are kept at distance from the
decision-making process. Real power therefore ends up in the hands
of a few (Michels, 1915). Bureaucratization and specialization
become the driving force, with which the central authority is able to
further strengthen and consolidate, and also expand and
perpetuate itself.
Expansion and growth
In recent times, the domain of political class has further widened.
With growing strengths of the political class in governance, large
corporations and business houses have tended to compete in
influencing the decision-making process, by infiltrating strongly both
into the government and organizational units of the political class.
Political class has profited in every way through this phenomenon
across the developed and developing world. Peter Oborne in his
book, ‘The Triumph of the Political Class’ observes that most large
charity institutions too have become the arms of the State in recent
years and pursue politically determined objectives in return for
large funds from the State (Oborne, 2014). Similar situation exists
with the academic and research institutions as well with the risk of
consequent bias and skews in the generated information. This is
true not just of Britain but also of most countries, especially the less
affluent ones in Asia and Africa. Oborne also observes that this
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phenomenon of close linking, networking and influencing by the
political class does not spare the print and the broadcasting media
either. In Nepal on 28 December 2019, several journalists were
summoned by the two co-chairmen of the Ruling Party to a public
forum and made to commit themselves under oath to follow the
line of the establishment in reporting and analysing events in
country or related to the country. The political class journalists who
serve the interests of the political elites or the oligarchs are fast
emerging and spreading across the board, and naturally then, their
loyalty to honest journalism becomes quite a suspect.
To define the political or the ruling class in its concrete form, it is
necessary to invoke their core function, which is to wield and
control the social forces essential in running the society itself. The
movable and immovable wealth, military and other physical
strengths, knowledge, science, religion, etc. comprise such forces.
Based on G. Mosca’s classical definition of the authority class, if an
individual or a group of individuals has the authority and is able to
control and coordinate these social forces and their functioning, the
individual or the group successfully possesses and retains the
political power (Mosca, Hannah & LIVINGSTON, 1939:50-69). Such
individuals occupy the highest ‘authority’ positions in the social
structure and exercise this authority at various socio-political levels
in making decisions that impact the entire community. An individual
or a group occupies the position of authority either because it is
placed in a high position in the vertical social structure or because of
its acquisition of authority by virtue of its performance or service
quality. Authority, thus, appears to be an essential criterion in
defining the political class.
In his recent review, Manolov (Manolov, 2013:161 – 175)analyzed
the concepts of ‘political class’, ‘elite’ and ‘oligarchy’ and
emphasized the characteristics of oligarchy in the context of ‘the
basic characteristics of the democratic political systems’. Placing
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‘authority’ at the centre, he further laid down certain criteria for
defining the political class:the content and the formal criteria. The
content criteriaincluded the top state authority-institutional
pyramid, the way of practicing authority, adequate realization of all
authority phases in the political process, specific functioning of the
authority elite, the elite’s right and skills to control all authority
resources effectively, and the final results of the authority elite’s
overall activity. Formal criteria with which the wide public views the
political class include privileges, representation, immunity and a
number of other eternal symbols of authority. Manolov suggests
that the specific group of people within these criteria, compactly
constructed with inner structure, and relevantly independent be
called the political class. He summarized, “The political class is a
group of people, which are directly (when they are entitled with
authority)or indirectly (when they are in opposition) engaged by
power, making political decisions and governing the state. They
possess particular privileges and professional qualities, high
personal incomes and good material state. Moreover, this class has
a particular structure, specific contents and different layers.”
In his wider sense, Manolov considered the political class as a united
subordinated entity with an established innermost layer surrounded
by substructure and parts, components and elements.
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types of privileges and have a huge political influence in society.
With widened domain, power wielded by the political class is
further strengthened. It thrives inexorably, especially if there is no
effective system of checks and balance. It can often remain informal
and independent of the State's legally outlined political process.
Elites loom large in any society for reasons of personal resources,
for instance finance, intelligence and skills, and their vested interest
and competence in maintaining uninterrupted governance. Their
social, political and economic resourcefulness gets closely linked
with governance without interruption. They will strive in every
possible way to make the government work. For, in reality, it is the
elite that loses the most in a failed government.
Fig 1.

Manolov’s schematic representation of the Political Class

Manolov’s defining criteria appear quite suited for evaluating the
performance and effectiveness of existing political classes in the
context of scientifically performing advanced stages of modern
democratic systems. In his concept, there are regulations and norms
that bind both the content and formal criteria and the
independence exercised by the Class has to be relevant. But how do
we classify the ruling class that does not bind itself with any norms
or regulations and exercises irrelevant independence. At the end of
the day, it all boils down to authority. Political class has to be simply
accepted as an authority class in a community.
What needs to be accepted from Manolov’s proposition, however,
is that the authority class also has a certain gradation, and on top of
the pyramid, reside the political elite, the real oligarchs, a small
social group and the most important part of the contents of the
political class, which manages, possesses and controls authority
resources. They are responsible for the decisions, possess different

Determinants of the urge to rule
What determines who in a given society emerges as a ruler or
ruled? Facts regarding the fundamental psyche of an individual that
makes him or her a ruler or ruled are still not in sight. Different
sections of human society react and decide differently when similar
social impulses or stimulants are applied to them at the same or
different time periods. Certain psychological behaviours however
assume serious significance. The innate urge among a few members
of the community to dominate, rule and drive the rest is very likely
determined by a definite form of class psyche. Is it an inherited
characteristic? It may be, but is perhaps not so in its entirety.
The urge to rule in any individual is very likely borne out of the
interaction between his or her in-born characteristics or traits
inherited at birth and the environment and conditioning he or she
has been subject to. Says Arthur Livingston in his introduction to
‘The Ruling Class’ by Gaetano Mosca, “Not all Sicilians are
politicians, but when a Sicilian is a politician, he is a good one. The
Sicilian takes to politics as a duck in water”.5
Class is a visible external factor of everyday life anywhere in the
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world, and in some subtle form it tends to exist in every society, no
matter how egalitarian it is in its formal legislative depiction. Once
born into a political class, the urge and motivation to enter into the
same flock can be fairly strong. In some form, this tendency is visible
both in advanced political families in the west and not so advanced
political families in Asia and Africa.
Psychological make up
The science of psychology has not yet come up with a clear-cut
analysis of the political mind. It is apparent to most observers that
the manner in which a person engaged in politics thinks is quite
different from how a non-politician does. Cunning is perhaps a basic
requirement of the political mind. Niccolo Machiavelli (Machiavelli,
2008) in his work, The Prince, advises rulers to always serve their
own interests by every means available to them: manipulation,
deception, and exploitationof others to achieve their goals, but at
the same time exercise prudence.It is this psychic difference
between a politician and a non-politician that should be explored if
we are to understand the political class.
Human civilization has progressed to the current level by some
making laws and enforcing them, others abiding by them, and few
others breaking them. An inherent criminal mentality has not been
proved by bio-science. Genetic predisposition may exist but this has
to be fostered by the growth environment and life situations and
events for the criminality to manifest. Similarly, we can assume that
the politicians are quite "normal" before they start politicking,
barring some exceptions, both in a positive or a negative way.
Craving for power is common to all politicians. The key component
of the operational definition of power must lie in having control
over resources. This allows the power wielder the ability to
influence others in the community by rewarding or denying them
the use of the resources. Power corrupts, in almost all social
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conditions with few historical exceptions. Power has many
transformative effects on an individual. Disinhibition is one that
promotes impulsive actions, often self-serving. Objectifying and
viewing others as a means to satisfying one’s own needs and goals is
another. Disregard for the perspectives of others in the group is yet
another norm of power monger. Power also heightens sexual goals
and can create an environment of exploitation of the subordinates
(Kunstman & Maner, 2011 cited in Maner&Case, 2013).
Vast majority of power wielders acquire the temptation to use their
power in self-serving ways. Leadership becomes an essential aspect
in any group to coordinate affairs and achieve important goals.
However, concentration of power in one or few individuals can lead
to exploitation of the followers.
To reiterate here, the political mind is probably an acquired
characteristic in an individual with an inborn predisposition, which
gets either fostered or suppressed by environment and life
situations and events. Thinking pattern of a politician revolves
mainly around the formulation of laws. But by virtue of his ability to
formulate laws in relation to the existing social conditions, the
thought pattern is also often active in circumventing certain laws
when they come in the way of his firm hold on the power
base.Political mind is always concerned with gaining of power over
people irrespective of whether they belong to law abiding or lawbreaking sects. It concerns itself only with exercising power through
the monopoly in persuasion, coercion and regulation as a means to
continue to dominate others in the community. The name given to
this kind of thought pattern by Frank Chodorov is ‘power complex’
that can be explained as a mental fixation that regulation, control
and domination bring about the highest good (Chodorov, 2011).
There may be various gradations of this psychological complex.
Bottom-line is that the law is supreme and therefore those who
formulate the laws are supreme!
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Observing the psychology of the ruled, Freud viewed democracy as
authoritarian as any other form of government. An authority figure
looms before all authority formation. And, every system of
government rules by virtue of its identification with that one
authority. Freudianism maintains that even a “leading idea” refers
back genetically to some concrete person. Moreover, Freud also
maintained that politics and religion originated together as different
names for public authority. He does not view statehood as a source
of optimism with regard to the future of humankind. To him, State
was the manifestation of the ‘worst elements of human desire’.
Progeny
Successful ruling classes are continually generating, launching and
controlling newer social forces around which they are able to
mobilize the masses with the aim of preventing the emergence of
alternative and uncontrollable social forces from within the mass
itself. Max Weber noted that they not only live for politics but also
make their careers off politics as policy specialists and experts on
specific fields of public administration. Existing ruling class tends to
crumble and give way to a new one when newer social forces
emerge in the community from outside the ruling establishment
and cannot be controlled. Such an event becomes the starting point
of decadence and decimation of the old establishment. The fall of
the Roman Empire and the French Revolution have been the classic
examples and the fall of the Soviet Union, end of the South African
Apartheid, regime change in the Eastern European countries are all
the visible recent examples of this phenomenon. In my own
country, Nepal, this very phenomenon led to the fall of monarchy in
2008. The issue of identity politics and inclusion and empowerment
of the many and widely divergent minority groups is playing havoc
among the incumbent ruling elites and the traditional nationalists
even in a small country like Nepal. These are new social forces and
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the outcome as to the ultimate beneficiary from this will depend
upon who can best drive these forces.
Physiology: The Essential Organic Processes and Functions
Common citizen knows that if he/she produces less and spends
more he/she will turn bankrupt. Politicians in power have a
monopoly in manufacturing money so the governments never have
to go into bankruptcy and be troubled by deficit financing. Come to
the next election, even in advanced democracies, the electorate
need not know or understand that. Political economics limits itself
to two basic outcomes: helping those in power to stay on in power
and those outside the seat of power to climb onto the seat. For
those behind the law, or the formulators of law, the thought pattern
is definitely different from that of the law-abiding or law-breaking
member of the community. Different, certainly! ‘normal’ or
‘abnormal’ are probably just the semantics.
Deeper reflection on the nature of politics in general always leads to
the same conclusion: deception of the majority by a few oligarchs in
order to perpetuate their hold on power. Politics is about deception,
deceiving the masses, and to add to that, political deception is
never a straightforward phenomenon. It involves not just the
holding of power but its ‘justification’ on the basis of entrenched
beliefs, inherited ‘norms’ or ethical attributes to which the ruled has
been conditioned during its lifetime. To cite an example of how the
public gets hoodwinked by the political class in one country that
prides itself with having the Mother of All Parliaments: about ten
years ago, the then Prime Minister Gordon Brown announced
Chilcot Inquiry to bring out to the British public the United
Kingdom’s part of the truths related to the Iraq war. Inquiry was
completed in February 2011. Up until five years after the
completion of the Inquiry, all attempts at publicizing the results of
the Inquiry were blocked, allegedly by the top brass bureaucrats
working for the Prime Minister of the time, Tony Blair. Report of the
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Inquiry was finally made public more than five years after the end of
the Inquiry and almost 13 years after the end of the Iraq War. The
Chilcot inquiry has delivered a damning verdict on the decision by
Tony Blair to commit British troops to the US-led invasion of Iraq in
2003.Justification given for blocking the report: American pressure
that anything the then President George W Bush had said or written
in his conversations and letter exchanges with Tony Blair should
remain private (Glover S., 2015). Such attempt at justification
denotes a much deeper need among some to subjugate others and
enjoy authority, and the need to appear superior to everyone else.
These breeds are successful in asserting their dominance by
weakening others and by strengthening the self by using any means,
very often, unscrupulous ones. Some analysts have recognized this
to be a stark manifestation of ego, and therefore of a deep-seated
sense of immaturity, somewhere at the subconscious level.
The political class functions on the ground by creating collective
illusions and by organizing the societies around that illusion. Social
forces are also made to work around that illusion. To seek an
example of this from more recent political world events, one can
look at the illusion of democracy created during the final decade of
the last century by alternative political groups that emerged in the
then USSR, Eastern Europe and some parts of Asia including Nepal.
A new social force was created around this illusion by a group of
individuals outside the existing establishment in order to bring the
establishment down. The objective of bringing down the
establishment was achieved in almost all the cases but ‘democracy’
proved simply to be an illusion.
Organizational acumen appears to be a crucial characteristic among
all the members of the ruling class. Single focus on dominating the
unorganized majority by a well-organized minority brings about the
inevitable success. Power of the organized minority far exceeds the
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resisting power of dissatisfied individuals among the general public,
even when the latter far outnumber the organised minority.
Organization alone is not a sufficient requisite for the minority to
transform itself into a ruling class. The minority needs to be able to
acquire some extra attributes that distinguish it from the large
majority that is to be governed. It needs to be stronger physically
and resource-wise, both in intellect and material wealth, and also
seem to be morally superior to the majority that it wishes to govern.
These qualities combine to enhance their esteem and influence in
the society. In the early stages of social progress, the physical
strength alone could render an individual or a group the ability to
rule over the rest but with social progress to more advanced levels
of civilization, the number of social forces increases. The ruling
class, then, needs to have all or most of these forces under their
control. Among advanced civilizations, exhibition of physical
strength, such as the victory in a war, does not have to be an
essential tool in establishing one’s ruling authority over the others.
But it is always necessary to seem physically strong irrespective of
the number of other social forces already under one’s command.
With further advancement of civilization, wealth emerged superior
to other social forces. With wealth, military-might and other/ newer
social forces could be generated, launched, strengthened and
controlled in society. Human resources could be strengthened.
Knowledge generation, storage, control and dissemination became
a routine affair and with this, the ruling class with wealth emerged
stronger by the day. Wealth generated more political power and the
latter more wealth. North American ‘democracy’ seems to be the
classic example of this phenomenon.
Do moral principles have a role in the emergence of an effective
ruling or political class? Does higher moral standing ever come in
the way of overwhelming assertiveness of wealth in determining the
political path? Political history has been able to outline few rare
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examples in which individuals rather than a class have been able to
charter the political path on the basis of moral principles in modern
times. Thomas Jefferson, A. Lincoln, M.K. Gandhi, N. Mandela, V.
Havell, etc. may be cited as relevant examples. In theory, moral
principles seem to have emphatic roles in political affairs and
decision-making process but in real politic they seem to have a very
limited application, employed mostly in the deception of the
majority by a small but powerful minority. In the United States of
America, power seems to emerge from the electoral barrels; the
suffrage is equal for all genders and races in all states of the Union.
But delving into the real politic makes it quite clear that those
electoral barrels are expensive tools beyond the reach of a common
citizen and one cannot really fire out a successful candidate from
less expensive barrels.
Almost all electoral dramas, especially in ‘democratic’ countries, are
played out in theatres lined, floored and roofed by shiny green
dollars! To cite one example coming from a country of lesser
wealth, the election of Mr. Arvind Kejeriwal as Chief Minister of
Delhi, India (the largest democracy!), on the political slogan of
eradicating corruption was a spectacular dance on the floor of
shining green dollars. In countries, less suave politically such as
China and North Korea it is purely the physical might of the political
class that determines the political path. One Tiananmen Square
incident and watch: the real political path is laid bare for the next
three or four decades without any stumbling block in sight. Physicalmight in modern days, and also in the old, bears a tendency to grow
in tandem with the amount of wealth invested on it.
In every country, every other social force that influences the
political course such as personal charm and charisma, education,
newer technology and training, public position in religion, society or
administration and above all the physical strength – the army and
law enforcement agencies – are much more easily accessible to the
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rich than to the poor, irrespective of how egalitarian the society on
paper. The American Ruling Class is a 2005 dramatic documentary
film written by Lewis H. Lapham and directed by John Kirby. It has
attempted to explore the most tabooed topic of that country: class,
power and privilege in a nominally democratic republic. Wealth
seems to have the final say in this too.
Recently Martin Gilens and Benjamin Page reported from their
research on different sets of actors having different grades of
influence over public policy in the United States: average citizens;
economic elites; and organized interest groups representing the
wishes of different voter segments, and interest groups advocating
for particular policies (e.g., pro-business groups) using a single
statistical model. They utilized a data set that included measures of
the key variables for 1,779 policy issues. Multivariate analysis of this
set of data indicated that economic elites and organized groups
representing business interests have substantial and independent
impacts on U.S. government policy, while average citizens and
mass-based interest groups have little or no independent influence.
The acclaimed leader of Western democracy leans heavily on the
domineering force of the economic elites, hinting strongly at biased
pluralism, and affords much less credence to majoritarian electoral
democracy or majoritarian pluralism (Gilens & Page, 2014: 564581). Gilens and Page (2014) defined affluent Americans as the top
10% of income earners. This research tends to reinforce the
unhappy idea that democracies, the way they are practiced, are
oligarchic deception of the ruled population.
Religion is yet another force that the political class has control over,
either by induction and exaggeration of differences between the
various religious groups influential in the community or by
infiltrating into the powerful hierarchy within the religions. Many a
time both strategies are brought into play. British authorities in
India did often try both strategies successfully until the end of the
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Indian freedom movement. Historically, religious leaders
themselves have often entered into the political arena to emerge as
a strong ruling class made up of clergy. French revolution, it can be
said, was a result of the decadence of all three components of the
old monarchy, the crown, the clergy and the nobility. Often again,
the clergy monopolized in the area of knowledge, both in politics
and economy and thus gained possession of a good share of the
wealth and political power. This was a crucial factor in ancient India
and Egypt and also in the medieval Europe. Clergy strategized,
launched and won wars then. Monopolizing in specialized
knowledge and technology remains a powerful tool of the political
class to this day. Keeping the nuclear bomb technology close to
one’s chest is the classic example of how the political class
maintains its authority and dominion over the rest of the world. To
hold on to the political power and extract the maximum from the
common citizens through a clever amalgamation of the words of
moral principles, use of specialized knowledge and technology,
economic rewards and deprivations, societal divisions and
manipulations, and of course, the final tool, the threats and
implementations of annihilation by using physical force.
In the nineteenth century United States, new lands were being
continually colonized and new industries were being established.
Men who started with nothing attained much fame and wealth. This
helped to inculcate in the people of that country the illusion that
democracy is a fact. However, in reality, it was the same old
oligarchy that continued; it was only the change in the structure of
the ruling class. A new ruling class replaced the old one and the
deception of the masses forged on.
Only in the ‘ageing’ societies, where very little shift is noted in the
religious beliefs, knowledge base and internal socio-economic
dynamics, for example, the present day Saudi Arabia, the basic
political/ social forces are always the same. The class that
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traditionally holds and handles those forces also continually holds
all the political power under little overt dispute, if any at all.
To summarise what has been said above about the ruling or the
political class, one comes to the conclusion that the political class is
an antithesis of democracy, the way Abraham Lincoln used the
terminology: of the people; by the people and for the people. The
class, comprising a small minority, is quite distinct from the major
mass of people in its basic characteristics such as the inherent
desire to dominate others and the indomitable urge to fulfil selfinterests at any cost. It does so by controlling social forces and by
deceiving the people it rules over. The political class does inhabit a
different moral universe to normal human beings. Did Abraham
Lincoln belong to the political class? Yes, most certainly yes! But he
must have been too much of a Machiavellian not to ignore
prudence in his political life while practising manipulation,
deception and exploitation of others in achieving his goals.
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Tharu Identity Movement : Past, Present and Path Ahead
Anil Belbase

Abstract
This article tries to provide an overview of researches on Tharus
cultural and identity movements and identity politics. For that it
applies historical approach and new social movement (NSM)
approach to analyse identity politics, cultural movement and
identity movement of Tharu cultural groups in Nepal. The Tharu
identity movement is one of the oldest identity movements on the
history of Nepal. They are fighting for recognition of their unique
identity even through their everyday activities. The Tharu identity
movement was initiated by a few Tharu elites in 1950s with
establishment of Tharu Kalyankari Sabha. Tharu identity movement
is not sporadic. This identity movement can be understood in terms
of social structure and state's policy in Nepal. This identity
movement is not based on orthodox social and revolutionary
movement and its primary aim is to bring change within an existing
social structural system. According to social movement theoretical
framework Tharu identity movement is based on New Social
Movement (NSM). This identity movement is for their ethnicity and
for their ethnic, collective and cultural identity. The article concludes
that Tharu identity and cultural movement is a process of fighting
against the cultural hegemony or domination that the state employs
to maintain power.
The Tharu identity movement is one of the oldest identity
movements on the history of Nepal. They are fighting for
recognition of their unique identity at policy level (Sheppard, 2009)
as well as in everyday life. The Tharu identity movement was
initiated by a few Tharu elite individuals in 1950 (UNRCHCO, 2013).
After 1950 in-migration of hill people started in large scale towards
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the Tarai region of Nepal. This massive migration was also the result
of government policy to settle other communities into the Tarai
because before 1950 people hesitated to migrate to Tarai due to
the risk of malaria and other insect borne diseases. But when
malaria was eradicated in 1950, hill people were keenly interested
to migrate to the Tarai due to its fertile agricultural land as well as
rich natural resources. With the onset of migration of hill people,
the significance Tharus for the state gradually declined. Before that,
Tharus’ labor was essential to the state for ‘extracting resource
from forests and jungles’ (UNRCHCO, 2013). Hence, Tharus known
for their immunity from malaria 2, were gradually marginalized and
deprived from state facilities and resources. During the Monarchy as
well as the Rana hereditary oligarchy both regimes recognized their
importance and both regimes provided for their local authority for
protection of their culture and identity. Both regimes considered
them as ‘part of the architecture of state governance’ (UNRCHCO,
2013). In this context, the state granted some elites of Tharu special
responsibility of ‘administrators’ and to collect taxes. They were
irate after losing their importance and local authority. These
privileges were transferred to the hill peoples. Shifting responsibility
to hill people is mainly accountable for fomenting discontent among
Tharu community with State governance. Similarly, after the fall of
the Rana regime, the traditional system of governance that
benefited elite Tharus were replaced by more centralized state
structure (UNRCHCO, 2013) which also created anger among the
Tharu community toward state. Ending their monopoly on resources
and increased competition for same resources as well as increasing
landlessness irked them towards state governance and hill migrated
people resulting in discontent among elite Tharus. They, therefore,
started to demand their separate Tharuhat state in the Tarai
(UNRCHCO, 2013). In this context, according to some authors they
2

Tharu are indigenous community and are famous for having strong immunity from malaria.
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established Tharu Kalyankari Shaba (TKS) which in English is called
Tharu Welfare Council, with initiation and involvement of Tharu
elites who owned large areas of land. The people owing large areas
of land were/are popularly called Jimidar (Guneratne, 1998). There
is a debate about the date of establishment of this organization.
Whereas some authors say that TKs was established in 1949
(McDonaugh, 2005), others say that it was established in 1951
(Guneratne, 1998). Throughout this article, Tharu elite means large
landowners who have good relations and meaningful network with
Kathmandu based and other national elite. They are typically the
descendants of the revenue collectors of former times, educated
men (school and college teacher, college students, and those with
professional degree) who are generally but not invariably, also
drawn from the large landowning class (Guneratne, 1994). Their
involvement on TKS and Tharu Identity movement were because
they had financial resources and political power (Bhattarai, 2015).
But they have vested interest and they raised voice of Tharus for
their own benefit which are the primary reasons the Tharus have
not been able to come to mainstream (Bhattarai, 2015).
Similarly, due to major posts occupied by eastern elite Tharu in TSK
focused on their benefit. Tharu community of the western Nepal
especially known by radical group of Dangura Tharu in 1970 set up
an organization calling itself ‘The Association for the Improvement
of Tharu language and Literature’ in the Western part of Nepal
which aims to reform cultural practices such as drinking alcohol,
publish books of songs in their language and to promote Tharu
unity among peasant Tharus. The association also aims to stand
together in the struggle for their rights against exploitative
landlords. Later this group was banned and all members were
arrested by government (McDonaugh, 2005).
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Since 1951, TKS forwarded these demands and raised other
different issues of Tharus. In early days, Tharu Kalyankari Sabha
started publication of a magazine to promote common ethnic
consciousness among Tharu community. At the same time they
demanded with government the support for development of Tharu
communities (Guneratne, 1998). In the meantime the Jimidar
system was abolished (Guneratne, 1998) by government and that
created discontent in Tharu community. Thus, when Tharus felt
that they have not benefited proportionately and fairly in the
allocation of resources after the hill people migration into Tarai
region then ethnicity comes into play as a “mask of confrontation”
(Guneratne, 1998). Similarly, the Muluki Ain (Civil Code) of 1854
B.S., the first codified law applicable throughout Nepal, defined and
based itself on discrimination by caste and ethnicity, dividing society
into a fourfold social hierarchy which saw people ranked as either
un-enslavable or enslavable (PBI, 2010) on the basis of their ‘relative
purity’. In this codification Tharus are codified under the
enslaveable alcohol-drinking caste considered almost at the bottom
of the social structure (PBI, 2010) with “low social
status”(Guneratne, 1998). This codification was one of the main
reasons of expanding discontent among elite Tharus as well as
whole Tharu community because they do not practice caste system
within them.
Though the discontent was there right from1949 it was not noticed
well until 2009. In 2009 “Tharuaht movement for Tharu identity”
(Chaudhary, 2009) headed by Tharuhat Joint Struggle Committee
(TJSC) created a sense of collective Tharu identity which comprises
of 11 different Tharu organizations involved in different Tharu
movmentsincluding first Tharu organization, the TKS/TWC. These
11 organizations are Tharuhat Autonomous State Council (TASC),
Tharu Indigenous NGO Federation (TINF), Tharu Student Society
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(TSS), Backward Society Education (BASE), Tharu intellectual and
National Research Centre (TINRC Nepal), Nepal Democratic Socialist
Party, Bardiyali Tharu Development Forum, Tharu Women Society,
Tharu Artist Society, Tharu Youth Front and Tharu Women
Awakening Centre. The Central Committee is led by chairperson
and/or vice-chair from each organization through collective
leadership system (Chaudhary, 2009). The Tharuhat movement was
not just against the Brahman/Chhetri autocracy but for social
identity, cultural and political equality, and an inclusive democracy
through “state restructuring” and “forward moving reforms” were
the key issues (Chaudhary, 2009).
1. Cultural Symbols and Tharu Identity Movement
Starting as a non violent movement from 1950, Tharuhat movement
at its peakin 2009 became violent and this movement got four
martyrs (Chaudhary, 2009). In 2009, the Tharuhat movement mainly
had a stronger focus on agitating against the ‘One Madhesh One
Province’ political movement led by some Madhesh centric political
groups (Maycock, 2011). In meantime, the Tharu community
created a myth that they are descendents of Lord Buddha (Ranjan,
2010) which was used for mass mobilization from 1950. But later
after 2009 movements they used those four individuals who
became martyrs during 2009 as symbol of Tharuhat movements.
Thus, four martyrs as symbol and descendents of Lord Buddha as
myth helps them mobilize the mass for success of their Tharuhat
movements.
Art is also important in identity movement because art keeps
people in movements by creating a feeling of group unity and
collective identity (Adams, 2001). Similarly, music and dance can
also create solidarity (Adams, 2001) to keep Tharu people active in
movement by creating an emotion of group unity and solidarity. In
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this context Tharu culture, known for its song and dance used some
dances and songs from the beginning of movement to stimulate the
mass for the movement (Krauskopff, 2008). These songs and dances
are especially from their own traditions. Furthermore, comic
performances were also part of Tharu dance to attract mass
attention and response for their collective actions (Krauskopff,
2008). Thus, like other identity movement Tharu movement also
use cultural symbols and arts in their movements for mass
mobilization and collective actions.
In this regard, it is important to understand that in using Buddha as
symbol and creating myth as descendents of Buddha was
meaningful because Buddha opposed the caste system (Krauskopff,
2008) but the Civil Code 1854 codified Tharu under the enslaveable
alcohol-drinking caste considered almost at the bottom of the social
structure (PBI, 2010) with “low social status” (Guneratne, 1998).
Therefore, to oppose and show their dissent against caste system
and hierarchy they created a myth that they are descendents of
Buddha. Similarly, through their tradition music, songs and dance
they created solidarity to keep Tharu people in movement by
creating a feeling of group unity and collective identity.
2. Contemporary Situation of Tharu Identity Movement
Before we discuss about the contemporary situation of Tharu
movement it is necessary to discuss briefly the Madheshi
Movement of 2009. Madhesi communities have been feeling a
sense of discrimination, deprivation and exploitation by the state
controlled and dominated by hilly ( Pahadi) communities. On the
other hand they are dissatisfied with the Citizenship Act of 1964
amended in 2006 (Nayak, 2011). They feel that since 1964 Act they
could neither acquire land ownership papers nor avail government

benefits (Nayak, 2011) and therefore they announced their
movement against the state on January-February 2007. According
to the 2004 Nepal Living Standard Survey (NLSS) literacy rate of
ethnic groups of Nepal is 51.3 percent and 43.5 percent of ethnic
people never attended school (CBS, 2004). Similarly 78.6 percent
have less than 0.9 hectares (ha) of land (CBS, 2004) which is not
sufficient to produce food needed for all the year around. It
indicates that most ethnic groups live below poverty line (BPL) with
35.1 percent of them being below BPL (CBS, 2004). Income disparity
among poor and non-poor ethnic groups is also high with 3.5 (CBS,
2004). The unemployment rate is also significantly higher with 3.8
percent (CBS, 2004) among total ethnic population. The mass
protest was due to “systematic exclusion” of Madhesis from Nepali
public life, and economic and social wealth over a long period of
time (Hachhethu, 2007). Thus central agenda of the movement was
Madheshi identity based on “One Madhesh Single Autonomous
State”. The movement ended after signing the agreement by state
authority and representatives of Madhes based parties. But after
signing the agreement the government announced considering all
Tarai Indigenous groups as Madheshis in February-March 2009. This
irked the Tharu community and intensified their Tharuhat
movement (UN RCHCO, 2013). The incident described below shows
the degree to which Tharu youth were irked with the state after
their decision to keep them into Madheshi group.
“As the march moved towards the condolence
meeting at Bhadrakali, angry Tharu men chanted
slogans. At Tundikhel, the army was having a parade
rehearsal. Even as protestors walked on, the side gate
of the field opened and an army jeep pulled out on to
the Old Bus Park road. Someone shouted: "Stop it."
Two young Tharu threw stones at the jeep. The army
man inside hid for cover. The front window pane was
shattered. The driver immediately shot into reverse
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gear, put one hand on the horn, and drove straight
back into Tundikhel. The crowd went silent for a
minute, with a leader asking who threw the stone. A
youth protestor remarked calmly: "This is what
happens when you wake up someone who is sleeping.
Everyone thinks we are stupid and will not do
anything. Here is the answer." (Jha, 2009).
This incident shows Tharu youth’s anger towards the state and
government agencies as well as mainstream people. Therefore,
Tharu who have many issues with state and government carried
out protests many times. Tharus carried out several rounds of
protests against the government decision of enlisting Tharu on the
list of the Madheshis and ‘one Madhesh one province’ (Ranjitkar,
2009).Therefore their movement was against erasing the
independent identity of Tharu and causing the loss of the political
rights they could enjoy as indigenous people because they
proclaimed themselves as indigenous people of the Tarai but not
Madheshis (Ranjitkar, 2009).
Tharus claim that they have been living in Tarai from time
immemorial. They have even developed immunity against malaria.
Hill people could settle in Tarai only after the eradication of malaria
otherwise for hill people spending even a single night in Tarai meant
death from malaria (Ranjitkar, 2009). Therefore, they do not
recognize the Madheshi state. Thus, they demanded that the
government do not suppress the voices of Tharus while trying to
please Madheshis.
Moreover, Tharu are economically deprived, socially and politically
marginalized and disadvantaged as well as poverty is a key problem
in Tarai where Tharus live (Chhetri, 2005). The literacy rate of Tharu
community is 47.5 percent and 25.4 percent never attended school
(CBS, 2004). Therefore, it shows that more than half population of
total Tharu ethnic group is illiterate. Similarly, 88.4 percent of
Tharus have some kind of land but most of them have less than 1 ha
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of agriculture lands (CBS, 2004). Out of total population of Tharu
35.4 percent (CBS, 2004) of Tharu live below poverty line where as
poverty disparity among Tharu poor and non-poor is 2.02 (CBS,
2004). Unemployment rate is also more than 2.5 percent where as
their total income from self agriculture is 70.2 percent and from
non-agriculture is only 5.2 percent (CBS, 2004). Therefore, low
participation of Tharu community in non agricultural sector and
significantly higher number of Tharu households have less than 1 ha
of land shows that they are economically deprived community of
Nepal. Thus the economic plight of the Tharus seems to be
associated with the unequal relations with the landlords fostered by
the Kamaiya practices (bonded labour) and such unequal socioeconomic and political relations go back to many generations
(Chhetri, 2005 and CBS, 2004). Similarly, they had been made
bonded laborers for generations for small loans their forefathers
had taken. They worked for generations but they were unable to
pay off the loans (Ranjitkar, 2009). In 2000, government officially
decided to free the bonded laborers and declared the system of
bonded laborers as illegal (Chhetri, 2005).Though they are
freed,government did not appropriately adjust their issue of
livelihood so they faced a lot of problems for their daily life. The
Government only gives a very small plot of land (1 to 2 Katthas)
which is insufficient to fulfill their livelihoods. Such situationcompels
most of them to go back to the same landlord to work again as
bonded labour (Chhetri, 2005). State’s failure to properly adjust
bonded labour issue is also one major factor for uprising of the
Tharuhat movement of 2009.
Similarly, they think themselves “backwards” mainly because of lack
of education. This lack of education is one key reasons for their
backwardness in politics and economic life (Guneratne, 1998).
Therefore, in 2009 Tharu movement was born out of a new form
due to discrimination and anger having a major impact on Nepal
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politics (Jha, 2009). They think that their real enemy is the state
structure that made them landless and despite the facade of
democratization, rarely gave them rights (Jha, 2009). In this context,
one of the participants of this movement Bidyanand Lekhi says:
"There is not a single Tharu Chief District
Officer (CDO). We have no access to power. In
everything, we want seven per cent
representation. This movement is no longer
about only withdrawing the Madhesi tag. It is
about
winning
equal
rights
and
representation" (Jha, 2009).
The first Tharu organization TKS or TWC is not influenced by any
political party but in 2009 Tharu movement leaders were loyal to
different parties. Some of them were loyal to political parties led by
leaders of hilly origin, some were Madhesi party defectors,
conservatives, Maoist defectors who are strong but untested and
even thugs (Jha, 2009). Since it had leaders from different
backgrounds and ideologies there were differences among them
about ways of pressurizing government to address their demands
(Pokharel, 2009) . In this context some of the Tharu leaders who
participated and led movement in 2009 registered their own party
named “Tharuhat Tarai Party Nepal” 3 for the Constituency Assembly
election which was held on 19 November 2013. This party gave
candidacy in all constituencies of Tarai regions for ensuring their
ethnic identity agenda through formal legislator in Nepal’s
Constitution Assembly 4 as part of their movements. Therefore,
through this party Tharu community asserted a demand for
recognizing their identity and creating a separate Tharuwan or
Tharuhat state when devising federal states. This was their key
agenda for this constituency assembly election (Republica Daily
3

Election Commission of Nepal,
http://www.election.gov.np/EN/downloads/nirwachan_chinha_125.pdf
4
Party Manifesto of “Tharuhat Tarai Party Nepal” for upcoming Constituency Assembly
Election 19 November 2013.
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Newspaper, 2013). Primarily, the rift in Tharu organization is due to
the ideological differences in oldest and first Tharu organization TKS that has promoted reformist ideas in line with the Nepali
Congress ideology and most of its members are associated and
devoted to Nepali Congress which always avoided raising specific
agrarian problems of the Tharu (Krauskopff, 2008). Due to this,
Tharu people not satisfied, with TKS objectives and its members’
association with Nepali congress, established other satellite
organization like BASE, Tharuhat Group. Those who believe in
progressive land reforms and changes are devoted to the Nepal
Communist Party (Maoist) and involved in Maoist insurgency
(Krauskopff, 2008). In this context, Maoist stressed on economic
reforms agenda especially land reforms, ethnic identity and their
recognition mainly to garner support from Tharu community in
Maoist insurgency. In this way, there is increasing rift between
those who want to limit their demands to cultural reform and those
who believe in economic reformist agenda.
In this context, Tharu movement of 2009 was mainly vis-à-vis state
after it appeared to be lenient to
“One Madhesh Single
Autonomous State”. This demands of Madhesh based political
groups was there since 1950. Therefore, 2009 Tharu movement is
that explosion of erasing independent identity recognition. After the
dissolution of first Constituent Assembly, the Tharu movement
which was at peak in 2009 gradually got weaker (Bohara, 2013).
However, just before the promulgation of constitution by the
Second Constitution Assembly in
2015, the Tharu identity
movement once again caught momentum. The Tharu leaders and
people expedited their identity movement demanding an
autonomous Tharuhat province within federal Nepal. In this
movement there was clash between Tharu protestors and police at
Tikapur, western Tarai of Nepal. This Tikapur incident resulted in
deaths of nine people including the district Senior Superintendent
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of Police (SSP) and a two-year-old child. It shows to what extent
Tharus were determined for recognition of their identity and in their
demand of political unit based on Tharu identity (Nepali Times,
2015). It was warning to the constitution makers who didn’t care
much about the demands of the Tharu people for recognition
(Nepali Times, 2015). It was also a warning to the state that they can
no longer afford to stay aloof and it was explosion of discontent of
Tharu people towards state (Gurung, 2015). But with arrest of the
Tikapur Tharuhat protesters and then subsequent imprisonment of
many Tharu leaders, political activists and their followers by
judiciary and state the Tharu identity movement again slowed
down. Now, it can be said to be almost at the state of dissipation.
3. Tharu Identity Movement and Social Movement
For analysis of any movement, social movements’ text is very
important. Written or spoken texts (Johnston and Klandermans,
1995) are very useful to analyze text of social movement. Social
movement text yields structures of meaning that are useful insofar
as they help explain movement growth, recruitment or mobilization
(Johnston and Klandermans, 1995). It also helps us to categorize
mass mobilization as movements, protest or sporadic action. In this
context, available written document, reports, articles and news are
considered for analysis of Tharu movement.
Social movement refers to a specific form of collective action of
individuals of different kinds which have some degree of formal
organization, specific goals, discontent, mass mobilization and
finally sustainable movements (Dinerstein, 2013). We can evaluate
Tharu movement based on these criteria. Tharu communities have
discontent with state which did not recognize their identity and
marginalized them from resources including that of Tarai region.
They started their movement from 1950 with specific goals to retain
erased identity of their community. They sustainably engaged in the
movement since 1950 and mobilized in mass under the leadership
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of Tharu Welfare Society as formal organization previously and later
through 11 Tharu organizations under Tharu NGO Federation
Council. Therefore, from this description we can categorize Tharu
movement as a social movement.
Social movements are a product of the social structure and hence
emerge out of certain conditions in the social structure (Mukherji,
1977). Tharu movement is also the emergence of social structure.
Poverty, backwardness, lack of education as well as exploitation of
Tharus as bonded labour are some driving structures for emergence
of Tharu movements. Discrimination through state policy and lack of
recognition of their identity are those conditions from which pushed
Tharus to a mass movement. Therefore, Tharu movement is product
of social structure of Nepal. Change due to social movement
occurring within the system is accumulative where as displacement
of existing societal structure without any replacement is
transformative change (Mukherji, 1977). The Tharu movement is
occurring within the existing system. Thus, this movement is
accumulative change instead of transformative change.
Moreover, any type of collective mobilization for action directed
explicitly towards an alteration or transformation of a system can be
properly understood as a social movement. There are three
phenomena of movement – quasi movements, social movement
and finally revolution which should be understood in terms of
hierarchy of controls (Mukherji, 1977). Quasi movement is one in
which the goal is to bring changes within the system only. Social
movement is not only to be identified by the change that it
accomplishes but by the change that it intends to accomplish.
Revolution much more than social movement because it demands
overall changes in social structural system (Mukherji, 1977).
Therefore they are distinguishable in scale of change. Tharu
movement is a quasi movement because it’s aim is only to bring
changes within a system. For instance they only want identity
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recognition which they understand has been erased by government
assimilating them into the Madheshi group. They want to change it
only within the existing social structural system but not the overall
change in existing system. Similarly, social movement is organized
conflicts or conflicts between organized actors over the social use of
common cultural values. It requires inner studies of a socioeconomic system or a societal type or a mode of production
(Touraine, 2002).
Furthermore, resistance is described as a wide variety of actions and
behaviors at all levels of human social life (i.e. individual, collective,
and institutional) and in a number of different settings, including
political systems, entertainment and literature, and the workplace
with recognition and intent. Therefore resistance is simply
understood as an aim of achieving some kind of change (Hollander,
2004).Tharu community elites who are landlords (Jimidar) resisted
government decision to abolish their “administration authority” as a
responsibility of tax collection granted by the Rana regime after
establishment of multiparty democracy system in Nepal in 1951.
They were also against state agreement on ‘one Madesh one
Province’ demanded aggressively in 2005/06. They perceived
state’s leniency on ‘one Madesh one Province’ as an attempt to
erase their identity. Therefore, they resist against this agreement to
change this decision as well as to achieve assurance from
government for their ethnic identity and recognition of separate
province.
Movement means conscious, organized and sustained expression of
resistance where as protest is sporadic, more individualized and
evanescent but both have an element of resistance (Kumar,
2008).Tharu movement is a social movement because Tharu are
conscious about their backwardness, attempts of erasing of their
identity and recognition. They organized this movement under
leadership of their organization and for a long time beginning from
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1950. Thus, Tharu movement is a movement with the aim of
changing within in existing social structural system.
Networking is one of the key elements to mobilization of people in
collective actions. New kinds of networks have been emerging
nowadays. Social networks may increase individual’s chance to
active involvement and participant as well as strengthen activists’
attempts to further the appeal of their causes (Della Porta and
Diani, 2006). Similarly, individuals often become involved in
collective action through their personal connections to people
already involved (Della Porta and Diani, 2006). Tharu movement
when starting in 1950 was only confined to some Tharu elites but
after establishment of Tharu Kalayankari Sabha (Tharu Welfare
Council), it gradually paved the way for a mass movement. This
organization extended its network to most of the Tarai districts. In
2009 a network of more than 10 Tharu organizations and social
networks helped to connect Tharu people. This extension of
networks was also one of the major sources of fueling intensity of
Tharu movement in 2009. Therefore, networking personnel as well
as organizations and social networks are the key elements to help
mobilization of Tharu mass for their collective actions.
Social movements are group actions. They are large informal
groupings of individuals and/or organizations focused on specific
political or social issues, in other words, on carrying out, resisting or
undoing a social change (Manandhar, 2010). Similarly, Tilly (2004)
defines big social movements as a series of contentious
performances, displays and campaigns by which ordinary people
make collective claims on others as well as on social movements.
These are a major vehicles for ordinary people's participation in
public politics (Tilly, 2004). On the other hand Tarrow (1994) defines
a social movement as collective challenge(to elites, authorities,
other groups or cultural codes) by people with common purposes
and solidarity in sustained interaction with elites, opponents and
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authorities.Tharu movement is group action by which ordinary
Tharu participate as collectives and challenge authority for common
purposes and solidarity. Therefore, presence of these all elements
qualifies Tharu movement as Social movement.
According to Nancy Fraser proclaimed socioeconomic injustice is
rooted in the political-economic structure of society (Fraser, 1995).
In this context, Tharus felt that they did not get proportional and
fair benefit from allocation of resources after the hill people
settlement in the Tarai. In the meantime, once state recognized
their identity during the Rana regime, it was gradually erased by
state with abolishment of Rana regime and formation of new
government with new regime. According to Fraser state policy is
mainly responsible for creating injustices to Tharu communities.
State policy is mainly the product of political decision and they
believe that state policies marginalized them economically as well
from using their traditional resources like forest and land.
Therefore, the state either deprived or ignored Tharu communities
from redistribution of resources of Tarai which they inhabitated
from ancient time after state policy of settlement of hill
communities people in Tarai began. Social justice centered on
distribution is now increasingly divided between claims for
redistribution as well as it claims for recognition (Fraser, 1999).
Therefore, deprivation and injustice on resource distribution are the
major factors for the emanation of Tharu movement for social
justice for recognition of identity.
Cohen (1985) argued that New Social Movement (NSM) is a new
type of movement and NSM have two approaches: resourcemobilization and identity oriented paradigm. Similarly, Buechler
(1995) mentions that new social movement theory speaks to the
macro level of structure and context, resource mobilization theory
addresses the meso level of organization and strategy, and social
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constructionism accounts for the micro level of identity and
grievances. He further said that NSM refers to a diverse array of
collective actions that have presumably displaced the old social
movement of proletarian revaluation associated with classical
Marxism. Similarly, it recognizes a variety of submerged, latent and
temporary networks that often undergird collective action rather
than assuming that centralized organizational forms are
prerequisites for successful mobilization (Buechler, 1995). He
further said that NSM is cultural symbolism, autonomy or self
determining, post materialist, identity/group interest, fragmentary
localized, finally socially constructed, latent/submerged and
centralized networks. Furthermore, NSM deals about class like
identity, autonomy and networks. Tharu movement is for their
ethnic identity and autonomy by using their own networks. Thus,
Tharu movement is loaded with characteristics of NSM.
Tharu movements mostly have characteristics of the old or
traditional and new social movement. Therefore it is social
movement. Though it is a social movement it is not reformist or
revolutionary movement as per old social movement. But it is
identity movement, therefore, it is NSM. It is only a quasi
movement by scale which is less than revolutionary movement
because Tharu elites who led this movement had the only aim for
recognition of ethnic identity rather than change in overall social
structure although they have injustice and inequalities in social
structure and resources utilization.
4. Analysis of Tharu Identity Movement
Tharu movement was started with an aim of cultural reforms but
now it changed into identity based movement. First it was insisted
on by elite of Tharu community in 1950 but later almost all Tharu
people were/are involved in the movement for their identity. This
movement’s main goal is to establish their identity which has been
marginalized by the state. The Tharu Kalyankari Shaba (TKS) was
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established as formal organization in 1949 to lead movement and
still it is the main organization with other satellite organization to
lead ongoing Tharu movements. Establishment of these satellite
organizations actively support Tharu movements in several ways.
Similarly, some Tharu elites had registered Tharuhat Nepal Party for
second constitution assembly election held on November 19 2013.
However, this brought some rift in Tharu politics. Erasing their
identity was done through the enacted Civil Code 1854 B.S. and
which announced Nepal as Hindu Kingdom and Nepali as national
language in 1962. And the agreement with Madhesh based parties
about possibility of having Single Madhesh Province in Tarai
Madhesh also undermined Tharu identity. These factors created
discontents among Tharus in Tarai. Similarly, secondary issues like
abolition of previously granted responsibility of ‘administrator’ such
as
tax collector during Rana regime, backwardness and
marginalization from access to resource and loss of agriculture are
responsible for creating discontent and for fueling their identity
movement. Therefore, presence of these characteristics of social
movement drove and led Tharus towards a social movement.
This movement was not only limited to its initial aim of social
reforms to establish identity but later aimed at establishing
separate Tharuhat federal state through upcoming constituent
assembly. Therefore as the movement proceeded ahead, its aims
and goals were changed according to the contemporary situation.
Changing movement goals according to time and adoption of new
strategy against social structural system are key elements to make
the movement successful. Such tendency was found in Tharu
movement. It is main factors for sustainability of Tharu movement
since 1950 to date.
Similarly, Tharu movement is not a class based movement. It is
identity based movement. Therefore, it falls under the New Social
Movement (NSM) because it is related to cultural identity and their
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movement is against the cultural hegemony of hill Brahmin and
Chhetri group who are ruling groups of Nepal. It is like a women
movement which is focused on identity recognition but class
consciousness like in labor movements is not found. .
Furthermore, this movement is against the injustice and inequality
created by state towards them on distribution of resources and
facilities. State’s policies directly or indirectly have played catalyst’s
role to promote hill Brahamin and Chhetri groups access and
dominance on natural resources. This is injustice for these
inhabitants of Tarai from ancient period. Therefore, Tharu
movements are against unequal distribution of resources and in
favour of ruling groups which are mostly from upper caste groups.
Similarly, erasing their identity in the name of implementation of
dominant culture and language of ruling groups as national culture
and language in the name of Nepali nationalism is injustice towards
their identity. Thus, Tharu movement is primarily focusing against
these two factors-inequality and injustice shows that it is a social
movement whose main goal is to change social structural and
system of Nepalese society.
Moreover like other social movements, Tharu movement also
implemented and used art for creating feeling of solidarity and unity
for their collective action to establish their identity and recognition.
Using of emblem of the four martyrs after 2009, creation of myth as
descendents of lord Buddha against including them in caste system,
use of music, dance, songs and drama for creation of solidarity and
unity for stimulating collective action to make Tharu people take
part in these movements actively . Thus, Tharu movement also used
these components in their identity based movement for massive
mass mobilization. High mass mobilization showed strength of
movement on the one hand and on the other hand it supports
success and sustainability of movement. As a social movement
Tharu movement also benefitted by using art not only for creation
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of emotional attachment among Tharu peoples on movement but
also to mobilize resources and collection of fund.
5. Conclusion
Tharu movement initially was initiated by Tharu elites who were
gradually deprived of the granted “authority of administration” by
state after 1950s. The fact that more than 35 percent are poor and
about 68 percent are either landless or have less than 1 ha
agriculture land has added fuel to the Tharu movments (CBS,
2006).In this context, maximum number of Tharu are either poor or
have less than sufficient amount of land for agriculture. Poor and
illiterate Tharu are not much aware about the Tharu movement
because before 2009 this movement was largely confined to Tharu
elite only. Therefore, few elite Tharu initiated movement which was
therefore not widely noticeable until 2009 but in this year the
movement turned violent finally resulting in martyrdom of four
Tharus which in turn sustained the Tharu movement.
Increase in socio-economic inequalities and injustice are the main
factors for marginalization of Tharu communities. Unjust
distribution of resources and lack of access to the state is one of the
main causes for backwardness. Misrecognition and rejection of their
identity by the state is another main reason for increasing social
injustice and inequalities. All these are responsible for the
emanation of Tharu social movement as a Tharu identity
movement.
The Tharu movement remained dormant for long time but after the
movement has gained the momentum some detractors are saying
that the movement has happened due to tremendous external
support. It is also accused that material wellbeing of Tharu elites is
the main factor that keeps Tharu movement alive. Most of the
critics suggest that the agendas of Tharu movement are largely
based on identity issues instead of the pro-poor agendas (Sapkota,
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2014). One of the main problem with the Tharu movement is that it
has not focused on inequality among Tharus and on agendas of poor
Tharus, it is mainly focused on identity. That may be the reason for
intensification of their movement when elite Tharu feel that they
are isolated from state policy.
The Tharu movement of 2009 basically began in opposition to ‘One
Madhesh One Province Concept’ and put forward the demand of
Tharuhat in what has been claimed as Madhesh by Madheshi
community. But now the movement has lost momentum because
Tharu elites who were almost on the same page in Tharu’s identity
movement in 2009 are now in different political platforms.
Tharu movements also used cultural symbols like in other social
movements for creating emotions of unity and collective action as
well as collective identity. The symbols were the four martyrs
during 2009, creation of myth as descendents of Lord Buddha and
arts like dances, songs and comic performance for mass
mobilization and to stimulate changes to create feeling of solidarity
and unity for collective identity. Tharu culture which is also called as
song and dance culture used some dances and songs from
beginning of movement for mass mobilization.
We can find resonance of Gramsci’s concept in Tharu identity and
cultural movement and based on that can interpret Tharu
movement as a process of fighting the cultural hegemony or
domination that the state employs to maintain power (Krauskopff,
2008). Therefore, Tharu movement is for emancipation from
cultural domination or hegemony of hill people and to establish
their identity erased by state. They also focused their movement on
economic issues like poverty and land ownership system and on
proper and just distribution of resources. Thus Tharu identity
movement’s main goal is to regain their identity marginalized by
the state in the name of Hindu culture.
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Tharu identity movement is not sporadic but it is due to state policy
and social structure of Nepal. Although it is not based on
revolutionary movement its main aim is to bring change within an
existing social structural system but not aiming to go beyond
structural system. Similarly, as per NSM it is identity movement for
their ethnicity, ethnic identity and cultural identity. Finally, as
manifested Tharu movement is seen to demand a separate
Tharuhat state which was there right from 1950, it can be said to be
a movement against discrimination and marginalization prevailing in
Nepal for a long time. The discrimination reflected not only in
distribution of resources such as land in favour of hill elites
migrating to Tarai but also in the form of marginalization of identity.
Maoist insurgency used ethnic groups’ sentiments by promising for
structural changes and quest for a more justice and equitable
society but this insurgency ended without these achievements
(Thapa, 2012). Maoists were in many government after they ended
their armed insurgency they also could not pay much attention to
poverty alleviation and ethnic identity or cultural identity which
were the main agenda of their armed struggle. Their government
too did not appear much different from previous governments.
However, some other political groups have tried to keep the
demands and movements of identity alive.
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Background: omnipresence of border crossing
Anthropologists have studied national borders and border crossing
in different national and cultural context. In his auto-ethnographic
description of border between Afganistan and Iran, Khosravi (2010,
p.1)states that it is the age of the beating of borders, an era of
border fetishism. Borders are made to attribute and validate the
difference. In present time, borders seem to be unalterable in such
a way that they have permanently been there. However, as Gellner
(2013) argues, demarcated frontiers are fundamentally the modern
origin. Uses of natural barriers, such as deserts, mountains and
rivers, define borders, also imply their naturalization, which
eventually implicate the idea that ‘borders are timeless’(Koshravi,
2010, p.1). In contemporary globalized epoch, borders signify the
sovereignty of states, thus a nation-state can be imagined only
through its borders (Anderson, 1983).
Not contented with the conventional anthropological incarceration
in a typical community setting, Clifford (1997, p.22) has accentuated
on the significance of both the ‘roots’ and ‘routes’ to understand a
cultural group. To create comprehensive ethnography, he argues for
the significance of understanding traveling cultures, and thus points
to the need of multi-locale ethnography. He argues that routesbased research should be foregrounded and feted rather than being
concealed from the readers’ sight or written out of official fieldwork
monographs. Engaging with Clifford’s paper ‘Travelling Cultures’,
Russell (2007) has described about what it means to be Yakkha (of
East Nepal) in different circumstances. He has underscored that to
cognize these Yakkha as an unabridged, their migration needs to be
taken into account (Russell, 2007, p.378).
Steady and sizable flow of people, goods and ideas across the
geopolitical borderline (Alvarez, 1995) are prevalent reality in many
international border settings. Anthropologists have initiated studies
of mobility of the people across the national border in different
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parts of the world. Anthropologists and other social scientists have
done studies on different facets of experience of border and bordercrossing in adjoining countries, including the border between Nepal
and India. In his classic study, very rare among the social scientists
choosing the area and the people from Tarai during those days,
Gaige (1975) had shown that there was no restriction on the
movement of people across the border and it corresponded to no
geographical, linguistic or cultural divide line. The existence of
border lies in the experience of people when they encounter it
(Gellner, 2013), and thus it may vary as per the context of
encounter.
The frontier between Nepal and India has remained open for the
general people for a long time and the relations across the border
are there from time immemorial. Though there are some instances
of upheavals in the relation, for example, during declared and
undeclared blockade by the Government of India in 1989 and in
2015, the open border between Nepal and India is among the one
of the unique examples in today’s global society. It is fascinating to
note about the kind of relationships that exists between the two
countries. Generally, people move freely across this border and
there are no dividing lines between linguistic, religious and cultural
arena (Gaige [1975], 2009; Hausner, 2007). There is a long history of
Nepalis going to Indian cities to look for work, and Indian nationals
also come to work in different parts of Nepal in different seasons.
Prior to the rule of India by the British East India Company, both
Nepal and India were separated into small kingdoms and
principalities. Nevertheless, Nepal was never colonized by the
British imperial expansion. Unlike its border with China, the
demarcation and delimitation of the Nepal-India boundary has a
rather recent origin, which took place after the Anglo-Nepal War of
1814-16. Nepal’s boundary with India lies on three sides: East, South
and West. Kansakar (2001) regards Nepal-India border as unique in
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the world in the sense that people of both the countries can cross it
from any point, despite the existence of border check posts at
various places. In these check posts, people have to come upon
different state and non-state actors stationed to regulate
movement of the people. Sharma (2018) states that this ‘open
border’ offers some paybacks for Nepali labor migrants to get
independence and experience of residing in a distant world.
Hausner (2007) conducted a study during the intensified period of
Maoist led conflict in Nepal. It had focused on the contemporary
geopolitical reality of the Tarai as a place in which hill migrants
assemble and advance to India in search of work, safety and
opportunities. While analyzing the dynamics of migration and
particularly the realities of border town prostitution, she had
described both the voluntary and forced nature of migration. Based
on ethnographic data collected from three Tarai border towns in
Nepal, she had presented the women’s experience of their
migration.
Hausner and Sharma (2013) had come up with an article based on
the studies carried out on various aspects of border crossing
through different parts of Nepal-India border. They contemplate
that borders are the national boundaries up to which a nation state
can claim its sovereignty. Borders are not geographical lines on the
sand, but rather emergent locations in the relations between states
and their peoples. They have shown that their research participants
would not have migrated to India had the Nepali state been able to
provide them prospects for food, land, and work or cash income
within its national boundary. For them, labor migrations
demonstrates the diminished capacity of Nepali state to cater to all
kinds of needs of its people.
I have developed this article based on ethnographic information
generated from my doctoral fieldworks conducted in different times
from 2012 till 2015 (Dahal, 2017). This fieldwork was conducted in
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southern part of Nepal and extensive interactions with the Maithili
Brahmin women and their cross border medical travel to Bairginiya,
Motihari, Sitamadhi and Darbhangain India was an important part
of my research. Female patients, their family members and
significant others who accompanied with them in their medical
journey, medical doctors and other service providers in some of the
clinics and private hospitals in these border towns were my research
participants. In-depth interview, key informant interviews, and
observations were the main techniques I have employed to
generate information. To respect the privacy and maintain secrecy
of information of acquired from the research participants, I have
given pseudonym Lakhanpur to my field site in Nepal. Lakhanpur
lies in the vicinity of borderland with the regular flows of people,
goods and ideas back and forth across the ‘geopolitical borderline’
(Alvarez, 1995). I have adopted both the conventional
anthropological approach of studying people in their own
community as their ‘routes’ and also followed their ‘routes’
(Clifford, 1997, p.22) to understand their health seeking practices
across the border.
Tarai region in general and Lakhanpur in particular is no exception
to this tradition of cross border relations. There is a saying in
national discourse that right captures the understanding and saying
in the locality about relationship between bordering areas of Nepal
and India which is ‘roti aur betika sambandha’ which recapitulates
the age old relationship especially between the Tarai and India in
general and neighboring areas in particular. This means
interdependence and interactions in terms of food materials and
marital relations. As outlined by this very famous saying, people
from both sides have economic linkages. They also marry out their
daughters and sisters to the other side of the border. Following the
marital relation, relatives from both sides invite their relatives from
the other side on different social, cultural and religious occasions.
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Marital relation across the border has added to form transnational
‘alliance through the marriage’ (Strauss, 1969). While commuting to
and from Lakhanpur and district headquarters one can frequently
find that the person sitting in the horse cart, jeep or a threewheeler is from India and visiting his/her neighbor in Lakhanpur or
the nearby areas.
I have found that medical doctors in these border towns in India
would also like to relate themselves with Nepal. While chatting to
one of the most popular female doctors in Sitamadhi, she told me
that she does not like to consider Nepali women as ‘others’. It is
because, her mother-in-law’s mother was from one of the Tarai
district of Nepal. Unfortunately, all her kids died except her
husband’s mother. This made her husband the ultimate successor of
her property in Nepal. People from both sides broadly acceptthat
there is cultural, religious and social relations among the people
across the border. They think it is there from time immemorial
because of similar cultural values and practices among the people.
In addition, people go to the other side of the border to look for
work, be it part time or full time employment. However, the flow of
Nepalis going to India is far greater from Lakhanpurthan that of
people coming from the other side of the border into their area.
Ordinarily, they go not to bordering areas but to India’s megacities
like Delhi, Mumbai, and Calcutta to look for work. This practice has
been gradually declining recently with the new trend of migration
to work in the Gulf and Malaysia.
People from the Indian side of the border come into Nepal to make
money by selling different varieties of goods. More than this, the
adjacent Indian cities are famous for ‘cheap’ goods not only for the
residents of Tarai region but also for many other Nepalis who
happen to visit bordering areas of Nepal. People think they can get
quality goods at cheaper price over there so they have to go for
shopping for their everyday needs on a regular basis.
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Likewise, going to India for education has a long history. People go
up to Banaras and Delhi, whereas for many people from Lakhanpur
and surrounding areas, still the neighboring towns are more
important. Though this trend has sharply declined now, some thirty
years ago there was less choices for the people in Nepal if they
wanted to have formal education. My landlord, where I stayed for
my fieldwork in Lakhanpur, also studied in Bairginiya and for other
locals Mzjaffarpur and Banaras were also the convenient places. He
still praises his education in India which made him capable of
getting a job of teacher in a lower secondary school. He stayed at
his relative’s house while studying in the school.
Some popular religious destinations in India such as Badrinath,
Kedar, Puri and Rameshworam collectively known as Char Dham
(four abodes or four pilgrimage sites) entice many Lakhanpur
residents. It is considered highly sacred by Hindus to visit Char
Dham during one’s lifetime. They also go to other religious places in
Banaras and other neighboring areas. Similarly, the Durga temple in
Lakhanpur has also remained a holy place which attracts many
Indian pilgrims especially during Durga worship in the autumn
season.
In addition to corporal mobility, the shared cultural values and ties,
which also provided the basis for such multifaceted relations, have
been there from time immemorial. Local people mentioned dress
patterns, festivals, food, and language as the common form of
culture which bring people on either side of the border closer
despite having the evident national political boundary. In such
common cultural ground and recurrent mobility of people from
bothsides of the border, for a variety of purpose, cross border
medical travel takes place in Lakhanpur.
These days both sides of the border are further related through the
market mechanism. Nepal imports different consumer goods from
India not only for these border towns and localities but also for the
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other parts of the country. While passing through the border area,
one can see many Nepalis fetching everyday consumable goods.
Nepali travelers returning from the other side of the border can be
seen as holding bags full of goods bought from the shops across the
border. Difference in economic development in two sides of the
border makes Nepali nationals buy such goods in India for their daily
consumption and promote ‘informal sector cross-border
trade’(Peberdy, 2000).
Lakhanpur residents know that many people from Tarai region buy
their vehicles, register them in India, and retain them with their
relatives in India. It is essentially because of the extreme custom
and duty charge on four wheelers in Nepal which makes buying
vehicle in India much cheaper. People call them ‘vehicles in Indian
plate’, implying that only the registration is there in India but the
owners are Nepali. As per the rule, vehicles in Indian plate can
commute into Nepali side up to five kilometers without paying any
taxes. If they have to go outside that coverage, then, every day they
have to pay certain amount of money. Though Lakhanpur is a bit far
from the Indian border but its district headquarter is within one
kilometer’s distance from the Indian border.
People have experienced that the political border has not been able
to create boundary between the people of the two countries for
everyday interactions in different avenues of their social life.
Though there are some occasions of barriers from the side of Border
Security Force (BSF) from the Indian side, people of think that it is
basically for the people who want to smuggle goods across the
border, without paying any customs. As commoners, they do not
have any restraints on cross-border mobility. In fact, people know
that they began to feel the presence of BSF following the Maoist
insurgency in Nepal.
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Medical journey across the border
The history of modern Western medicines shows that it had spread
into different parts of the world along with and as part of Christian
missionaries and colonization. After 1858, India officially became a
British colony as British crown took control of India from East India
Company. Along with transportation, medicines came into India as
means of modernization in the colonial era (Arnold, 1993). It also
expanded in different parts of India along with the intrusion of
colonization process. Development of biomedicine has longer
history in India compared to Nepal. Biomedicines there had been
regarded by Lakhanpur people as effective means of treatment
considering its capability to make effective diagnosis and
instantaneous treatment.
As Streeflandmaintains (1985) modern Western medicines are
essentially a centralized medical system. They reveal urban biasness
not only in terms of concentration of institutions of knowledge
productions, store and training but also in terms of treatment and
care giving. Therefore, people have to travel to get such services to
the urban areas. In case of Tarai region, such proximate areas are
mostly located across the border.
Lakhanpur is situated in the proximity of about 15 kilometers from
Indian border. Along with the expansion of modern Western
medicines across the border, Lakhanpur people began to look for
their medical care in India. As they have matrimonial relationship
across the border in India, some of their daughters-in-law have
come into their village from their natal home in India. They are
already familiar about the hospitals and medical care existing in the
neighboring Indian towns and cities. Similarly, their daughters are
married across the border in India and they also come to discern
from them and their relatives about the available medical
treatments on the other side of the border.
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Cross-border medical travel is very common in Lakhanpur. People
from different walks of life know about this situation. Even the
government officials, who are liable to deliver health care services
across the whole district, also take this as a very common
phenomenon. In fact, the District Health Officer (DHO) clearly and in
a candid way told about the need of cross-border medical travel:
It could be because we have not delivered proper services
and facilities. A medical officer obviously cannot treat all the
diseases. Consequently, people go to India (for their
treatment). Government has not planned to deliver
specialist services at the district level. Therefore, people go
to Sitamadhi, and Darbhanga. Wherever they are from, they
go through the road in front of our district hospital.
Nowadays , biomedicine has expanded up to Lakhapur area. As
pointed out by the DHO, certain specialized services are not existing
even in the district hospital. Hence, people need to go outside to
seek for the treatment. What Hausner and Sharma (2013) have
claimed in the context of labor migration, applies to the state of
health care services in Nepal. They said cross border travel points to
the diminished capacity of Nepali state to cater to all kinds of needs
of its people. This also follows the arguments that biomedical
practices in different parts of the world are mediated by local sociocultural and politico-economic context (Van der Geest&Finkler,
2004) and Lakhanpur is not an exception.
Lakhanpur people had experienced that all the towns across the
borders are not same in terms of medical facilities. Not only in
terms availability of the medical facilities, the cost associated with,
and the quality of service available also affect their destination.
Some other social factors too influence their medical destination.
Some of the patients have stated that even local doctors also advise
them to take the patients across the border. While travelling to
Sitamadhi, I have seen crowds of patients in front of many clinics or
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pharmacy, whereas, I never saw such crowds in Bairginia and
Motihari. Anexperienced patient/guardian who had been to all
these neighboring towns for the treatment of himself or his family
members told me :
Many people work as brokers to take the patients to a particular
clinic in Darbhanga whereas it is less in practice in Sitamadhi and it
does not exist at all in Bairginia. By the time you get off from the
train , brokers will approach you and ask you if you needed to avail
services of any clinic. Even if they take us to the clinic, they do not
charge us even a single rupee.
The other common brokers are rickshaw pullers and pharmacists. At
times, the rickshaw pullers advise the patients to go to some other
clinics than the one the patients ask to go. If patients agree with
their advice, then they take them to the same clinic. These rickshaw
pullers get commissions from the clinic for getting the patients.
Not only the patients and community members told me about the
practice of brokering but also a medical doctor in her clinic in
Motihari told me about the presence of this practice. Though she
denied existence of such practice at that timeshe accepted that
such practices were prevalent some years ago. She also claimed that
she never allowed such Tatar(broker) in her clinic. She had heard
that these people used to collect patients visiting them in their
corresponding communities and bring them to the clinic. Entwined
into the process of commodification (Henderson & Petersen, 2002),
people from different walk of society are involved in brokering
medical care, often euphemized (Fernandez, 2008)in the form of
altruistic advice.
As a procedure, when a patient reaches the clinic, he/she has to
register his/her name at the register. Sohan Mishra, a local resident
from Lakhanpur, had experienced that when a patient approaches
at a clinic in India, the clerk asks him/her, among other things, about
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the person in Nepal who had referred him/her to visit there. He
thinks it is a strong evidence to show that the clinic provides
commission to the referee.
Lakhanpur people think that it is not only because of the quality of
health care or better skilled doctors but also because in local towns
people commonly know the doctors and/or the staff working there.
They do not need to go through the broker in small towns. In the
big cities like Darbhanga, it is difficult for people to find the
particular clinic and the complexity increases when the patient is a
first time visitor. Some people might have earlier ideas about which
hospital or clinic they are visiting or doctor they would want to see
but those who do not know about whom to consultend up
accepting the assistance of the brokers. The indiscernible cost of
brokerage is indirectly levied upon the patients by the clinic or the
service providers, which ultimately makes the patients pay extra for
the medical care/services they look for.
The availability of kin or social network, recommendations from the
knowledgeable or experienced person in one’s own network are
factors that affected where people went for their treatment.
Bochaton’s (2015) study of cross-border medical travel of Lao
people also shows the crucial role played by social networks in
patients’ decision making and on the routes they choose to seek
treatment in the neighboring Thai side. Remarkably, in case of less
severe disease, they even chose the destination based on their
other needs such as shopping. If they have to buy something which
is available in reasonable price in particular town, they are more
probable to go that town even for medical reasons.
One way of understanding hospital among Lakhanpur people is
regarding them as chhota (small) or bada (big). Initially, these
lingoes sound like size but people use them in figurative terms to
refer to the specialised services available there. The more the
specialist services available are, the big the hospital is considered.
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People go to different parts of India to consult such Badahospitals.
Notion of Chhota and Bada applies also into the seriousness of their
health problems. People regard certain illness such as common
cold, delivery pain at the beginning and fever as Chhota whereas
certain protracted illnesses such as delivery pain, tuberculosis,
cancer or uterine prolapsed are regarded as Bada. They think that in
case of having Bada illness, they have to turn toBada
hospital/doctor. In this way, how people understand the sickness
through their ‘explanatory model’ (Kleinman, 1980) also affects
their destination for health care services.
There is no similarity in reasons about sending the patients to other
clinics/hospitals, no matter whether it is in Nepal and/or in India.
These doctors admit that all kinds of ailments cannot be diagnosed
and treated at any institution or a place.For that reason, they have
to be referred to other places for further diagnosis and treatment.
Dr. Jha from Sitamadhi said:
Where in the world is the practice of referral not available?
It is because no government can provide specialized
services in every corner and hence obviously patients have
to be referred to the higher level or specialized hospitals.
The argument of Dr. Jha shows that there is a thin line between the
referral and Tatar services provided by the lower level facilities.
Referral is done for genuine reason when the particular services are
not available at the lower levels of hospitals and health centres.
However, where do the health centres refer the patients is
important to analyse. Will this be based only on the availability of
services, reputation of the doctor/clinic, distance of the
destination/referred health facility in case of urgency or will there
be any other factors which act as incentives to the people who refer
these patients?
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Lakhanpur people think that they do not get adequate health care
services from their local health facility. It is also apparent that these
health facilities are not supposed to cure all the health problems
that the locals may have . This makes local people feel that local
health centres are inadequate and insufficient which pushes them
to look for such services across the border (Dahal, 2019). One
private medical practitioner told me :
Our local health facility is good enough in providing vaccine
and vitamin A. Eighty percent of local people travel to
neighboring towns in India for their health problems.).
A 67 year old woman told me why they like to go across the border
for treatment. She said :
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When there is a question of health care and well-being, these social
restrictions become liberal for them to be able to step out.
Marketing of Indian clinics in Lakhanpur
There is a Gregorian calendar hanging at the right side of Umesh
Jha’s clinic in Lakhanpur. This is the corner where visiting patients
stand to inquire him about the medicines or tell him about history
of their illness to buy some medicine. At the bottom of the calendar,
there are some information about the gynecological and pediatric
clinic in Bairginia. Along with mobile numbers of contact persons it
also includes information about its recent shift into the owners’ own
building, only little further from the earlier site. It also says that this
clinic is open twenty four hours for emergency service.

Overstating number and percentage to depict one’s argument is
plainly seen in the above quotes. To make their arguments sturdy
and show weak position of local health facilities, these research
participants have said that the government health facilities only
provide services to very common ailments such as common cold.
These statements also connote to the lack of knowledge and skills
among the service providers and the belief that they cannot serve
patients for the ailments beyond these common ones.

One day, when I was sitting in the counter of UmeshJha, two men
came on a motorbike, they stopped the bike in front of his drug
store and asked him about whether there were any doctors in the
locality. Umesh told them that there were two doctors in Lakhanpur
and 2/3 more doctors come on certain days of the week to
particular clinics in the village. To make the purpose of their visit
clear to Umesh, one of them then said,‘actually we are from
Sitamadhi and we run a pathology lab. We are here now for the
promotion of a doctor’s clinic’. He then took out the doctor’s
visiting card from his pocket handed it to Umesh and told him that
the doctor is a very famous one.

Cross border medical travel also provides Lakhanpur women
opportunity to get rid of monotonous everyday life prevailing in
their locality. Since they are socialized and are expected to become
bona fide women (Dahal, 2018), they have rare opportunities to
cross the boundaries set by the society. The micro level cultural
institutions like family and marriage, the underpinnings of the social
and cultural life of people from Nepal’s Tarai, can contribute in
shaping the typical kind of suppressive self and situation of women.

I asked the visiting card and saw it. . It was in English. The visiting
card itself suggested that this clinic was located at Hospital Road in
Sitamadhi. It contained doctor’s mobile number as well. It further
provides information that the doctor did his MD from Allahabad but
it is not clear whether it is simply the name of the university or the
city. It further says that the doctor is a neonatal and child specialist
and he had served as a Senior Resident in Delhi. Interestingly, the
card also included the name of another doctor, probably the

They only provide medicines at the government health
facility only for common cold, cough and fever. For almost
all ailments people travel to private clinics in India.
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popular one, whose clinic is nearby the clinic of this doctor. Later
on, I asked Umesh about his perspective on these two visiting men.
He told me that such people come to Lakhanpur from neighboring
Indian border towns including Bairginiya, Sitamadhi and Darbhanga.
Sometimes, these people also offer commission to the pharmacists
who send patients to their clinic. He added that he also had got such
proposals from these clinics. When I asked him whether the drug
stores have specific forms or anything by which they refer patients
to a particular clinic. He was not so much open, regarding the
commission he might get from such referral, as he used to be with
me while talking about other things. I thought he wanted to hide
something from me.
I found it interesting how they approached Umesh initially and only
later on told about their intention about promotion (advertisement)
of a doctor. Moreover, they have also emphasized on the location
of the clinic and the training and association of the doctor with
Delhi. It was crucial to note that the card simply says that he was a
senior resident in Delhi but keeps silence about the name of the
hospital in Delhi where he worked. For me that was the interesting
illustration of a hierarchical notion of health care service availability
in different part of India. Simply the name Delhi was enough for the
promotion of the clinic. Likewise, referring to the name of another
doctor to promote one’s own clinic also reflects some interesting
dimension that the other doctor mentioned in the visiting card must
have been popular in the locality and the one intending to promote
himself also wants to link himself with the same social space. On the
other hand, not being specific also provides the space to doubt
about the reliability of the information this visiting card aims to
communicate.
I have also seen some stickers stuck on the doors of refrigerators in
Lakhanpur and at the district headquarters, especially in restaurants
and tea stalls. In addition to the contact numbers, these stickers
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have information about the location of the clinic, time when
doctor/s is/are available in the clinic, and kinds of ailments treated
in the clinic.
Indian clinics also broadcast their advertisements in the local FM
radios. Such advertisements contain information about the name of
the doctor, their experience, name of the clinic and its location and
kinds of ailments are cured there. Moreover, these advertorials are
broadcasted in local languages including Bhojpuri, Maithali and
Bajjika. I have found that many people from Lakhanpur have traced
the clinics in India based on these advertisements as well. In this
way, Indian clinics and hospitals approachLakhanpur people, in
many ways to make them visit there. One common trait of these
approaches is that these institutions have made their efforts to
reach to the
individual level. Amidst the ubiquity of
commodification of health care services (Henderson & Petersen,
2002) and increasing brokering ‘euphemized’ (Fernandez, 2008) as
advice, cross-border medical travel takes place in Lakhanpur area.
Concluding remarks
The above discussion shows that the presence of border lies in the
experience of people when they come across it. It also portrays that
borders do not necessarily need to ‘validate the differences’
(Khosravi, 2010, p.1) in its two sides. There could be much
commonality among the inhabitants of the both sides. People have
experienced that the political border has not created boundary
between the people of the two countries for their everyday
interactions in different avenues of their social life.To understand
people’s livesin holistic manner, in the context of health seeking
practices of women from southern part of Nepal, it is vital to
understand their cross-border medical travel. It is not an
exceptional phenomenon; rather it is embedded into a local social
and cultural context.
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Socially organized responses to disease, as Kleinman (1980, p.24)
suggests, constitute a special cultural system and the health care
system is a part of it and such practice manifests in Lakhanpur as
well. Kleinman points out, ‘in every culture, illness, the responses to
it, individuals experiencing and treating it, and the social institutions
relating to it are all systematically interconnected. The entirety of
these interrelationships is the health care system’ (1980, p.24).
Kleinamn in his writing has not dealt anything about the national
border, however, while going through his analysis one can see that
health care system lies in a culture within the national boundary.
Departing from Kleinman, in view of the commonality and
naturalization of cross border medical travel in this part of Nepal as
my data has solidly supported, I would like to contend that health
care system of a culture, both at the level of imagination and also to
that of practice, may exist beyond the national political boundaries.
On the other hand, wider prevalence of cross border medical travel
to India shows Nepali state’s weak capacity of its health care system
which is not sufficient to cater to the health services of its people.
These clinics and hospitals have made every effort which make
people believe that they are capable of providing services to the
people (Schuurman, 2000), they have largely succeeded in creating
such image for themselves. They have attempted to address the
weakness and lacking of ‘arbitrariness of bureaucratic arrangement’
(Gupta, 2012) of the health care services, e.g. opening hours of the
health facilities in Nepal. Through their visiting cards and calendars
not only they have reached to Lakhanpur, but they have also make
use of their ‘social capital’ of belongingness in a particular location
of hospital road and/or proximity to another reputed doctor/clinic
to ‘generate economic capital’ (Bourdieu, 2011) through the
advertisement of their own clinic. Euphemized in the form of lack of
specialized health care services at the locality, referral of patients
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also contributes to make money to those who refer the patients to
particular hospitals and clinics.
With the frequent presence of brokermedical journey of the
patients across the border to India is different from going there for
other purposes. When they go for other purposes, they do not
need any intermediaries to travel around, visit their relatives or to
look for jobs. It could be because of esoteric nature of medical
knowledge, which becomes a different domain and thus strange
field even in the familiar places. Need and presence of broker makes
their knowledge, experience and networks insufficient, eventually
making them ready to pay for these middlemen, which sometimes
they may not know as the brokering can come euphemized as
altruistic act.
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Abstract
With the growing number of reports on exploitation of the rights of
migrant workers in most regions of the world, the Arab Gulf states
have received particular attention due to the regularity and intensity
of the abuses.Despite this attention, massive number of migrants
flood the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries in recent years,
seeking a way out of poverty. Migrant workers from developing
countries such as Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh, Kenya, Ethiopia,
Ghana and Indonesia pay large fees to obtain labour-intensive jobs
in this region. Domestic female workers seem to be the most
affected of these abuses.
This paper sought to explore how all these restrictions and
devastating stories of domestic migrant abuses do not deter women
from going to the Gulf countries to work, focusing on Nepal and
Kenya. The primary data used for this paper was obtained through
an in-depth literature review of articles relevant to the research
topic. Findings showed that more people will seek for jobs in other
destinations regardless of the cost due to rising heights of poverty,
illiteracy, unemployment, lack of skills, and the forces of
globalization leading to a suggestion that recruitment policies are
written by both sending and receiving countries to ensure an
effective control of the situation.
Introduction.
Migration movements within and out of Europe during the 17th and
18th centuries were indeed of great significance to the development
and modernisation of those European countries. Some examples are
migration from the Netherlands and France to Prussia and from
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Europe to America, transforming them from agricultural to modern
societies(Schneller, 2001).For so long a time, refugees were seen as
a matter of international charity and not as a political and security
problem. Since the end of the Cold War, powerful political and
social fragmentations were unleashed, leading to a massive wave of
both domestic and cross-border migration (Schneller, 2001).
A growing number of emigrantsespecially from the global South
move towards destinations in Europe and North America,and other
destinations such as the Middle East and the Gulf countries. This has
become a popular trend.
However, the vast majority of
international mobilities and migrations are internal and within the
global South (Cairo review, 2018). ‘According to the International
Organisation for Migration (IOM), (2015a), the choice of countries
of destination by African migrants is related to factors such as
geographical proximity, historical and cultural’” factors (Atong,
Mayah and Odigie, 2018).
Europe has become a region of immigration with the influx of
immigrants reaching an exceptional level in recent years. The
numbers of refugees have increased tremendously.
A larger percentage of migration movements have been within the
developing world thereby endangering social and economic stability
in receiving countries especially ones already struggling
withunderdevelopment, political instability and ethnic tensions.
Long-drawn-out wars, inequality, rapid population growth, ethnic
conflicts, and increasing poverty in many less developed countries
have unbridled waves of migration which might probably not end. It
then becomes clear migration is intensely rooted in social, political
and economic conditions (Schneller, 2001).
Today, migrant workers can be very much vulnerable groups
trapped in the throes of a malicious problem, fashioned and
sustained by poverty, dynamics of globalization, labour uproars and
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government inaction or corruption in both their home and host
countries.
According to existing literature and media reports,migrant workers
are exploited in most regions of the world (Auwal, 2010). There are
reports explaining how human rights of migrants are violated
worldwide. They are exploited, humiliated, and dehumanized in
most countries of the world but the Arab Gulf states have received
particular attention in the global landscape of migrant labour
exploitation due to the regularity and intensity of the abuses
(Auwal, 2010).
A massive number of migrants have flooded the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries in recent years. Jobs have resulted from the
great wealth of oil and gas in this region thereby drawing in tens of
thousands of new migrants seeking a way out of poverty each year.
Migrant workers from developing countries such as Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Bangladesh, Kenya, Ethiopia, Ghana and Indonesia etc. pay large
fees to obtain labour-intensive jobs in this region (Auwal, 2010).
Although many earn more than they would have earned in their
native countries, many suffer shocking abuse in this region.
These migrant workers are often misled and exploited by
intermediaries(middlemen), sponsors, and employers in both their
country of origin and receiving countries. They end up losing not
only the investments they make obtaining the jobs, but also their
basic human dignity, health and, in some appalling cases, their lives.
They are often deprived of wages, live in squalid conditions, are in
forced work, denied freedomto move or change jobs, and imperilled
to physical and sexual abuse(Auwal, 2010; Murray, 2013) .
It is a moral imperative for governments of both the sending and
receiving nations to end this problem. Strong policy
recommendations to end to this problem are available and yet not
being implemented principally due to a lack of social awareness
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about the dilemma of migrant workers. Ending the mistreatment of
migrant workers seems not to be at the top of the public agenda in
either the sending or receiving countries but then, political realities
in the region limits the ability of individuals and groups to collect
and publish solid ‘scientific’ data on labor issues(Auwal, 2010; Malit
and Youha, 2016).
Domestic workers in GCC countries especially women seem to be
the group experiencing most of these abuses. Reports of these
abuses have been the headlining news publications in recent times
on various platforms like the Human Rights Watch, ILO and Cairo
Review. Countries like Nepal, Pakistan, Bangladesh, India and the
Philippines have implemented restrictions on labour migration to
the Gulf States but they have either limited or opposite effects
(Murray, 2013). People somehow manage to get to the Gulf
countries at all cost, through agents and illegal means. Here, I wish
to explore how all these restrictions and devastating stories of
domestic migrant abuses does not deter women in going to the Gulf
countries to work.
The primary data used for this paper was obtained through an indepth literature review of articles relevant to this research paper.
These articles were found in different search engines in relation to
the GCC countries as well as the labour exporting countries; Nepal,
Kenya using key words of the research topic.
Labour Migration to the GCC States
The Gulf Cooperation Council consists of all Arab states of the
Persian Gulf with the exception of Iraq, namely: Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.
Over the last two to three decades, Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) have been the top destinationsfollowed by
Kuwait and Qatar for migrants seeking employment, including
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domestic work in the GCC states and in the whole region. ‘In 2010,
there were an estimated total of 8.4 million migrants in Saudi Arabia
and 7.3 million in the UAE, while in 2017 the estimates stood at 12.2
million and 8.3 million for the two respective countries’ (Atong,
Mayah and Odigie, 2018).
Baldwin–Edwards (2011) accounted for at least 75 percent of the
labour force in almost all the GCC countries being foreigners,
reflecting the dominance of migrants in the total population and
their workforce. This shows the intensity of migration to the GCC
states and its implications for the labour force considering the
majority of migrants there are for employment.
A large number of migrant workers, about 20-30% of the estimated
10 million are victimized (Auwal, 2010). These migrants are
exploited by private sector agents and employers in both their
home and host countries, under their unresponsive governments
but much of their abuse occurs at home for domestic workers in
the hands of their employers (Auwal,2010). They are repeatedly
cheated during recruitment, paid unfairly, housed in sordid
conditions, forced to work, and sometimes subjected to physical or
sexual abuse. Even amid those who report being content with their
work conditions are denied some of their basic human and labor
rights (Auwal,2010; Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
According to Auwal (2010), hundreds of labourers interviewed in
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar seemed ratherpleased with their
treatment and compensation as they usually receive their contractbased salaries on time and in many cases allowed extra payments
to supplement their monthly salaries by working overtime.
Inaddition they also receivezakaatwhich is a mandatory charity and
thesadaqah, the optional charity from pious and wealthy Gulf
nationals, adding on to their incomes.Auwal(2010) with the help of
interviews with diplomats and academics estimated70-80% of
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migrants in Gulf countries seem to accumulate a net benefit from
their jobs despite numerous hardships from this.

exist, there are high chances that they are signed by the agents
without their knowledge (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).

Recruitment Deception

Besides, only contracts written in Arabic are recognised during a
disagreement. Most of the recruitment agencies often replace the
original contracts with one consisting of different terms and
conditions thereby making it impossible for domestic workers to
fight for their rights as they are left with no base. Agents leave out
so much detail that, the domestic workers are not even aware there
exists a three-month probationary period that states their contracts
can be terminated if their work is not satisfactory within that
period. The workers also can do same if the work environment is
not conducive (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012). Since these
domestic workers do not know this, they are forced to work in that
environment even after the probationary period (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012).

Migrant workers serving in the Gulf are recruited through labour
brokers operating in their home countries whocharge potential
workers a sizable fee in exchange for theopportunity to travel
abroad and work for a higher wage than they can get in their home
countries(Auwal,2010; Pyakurel, 2018).
Auwal (2010) explains, the possibility of being able to send money
back home to support family that justifies the sacrifice worthwhile
for the migrants.
Based on research, there is substantial proof that labour brokers are
misleading and are deceitful in their bid to enlist new labourers by
promising higher wages and better working conditions than will
actually be received and failing to inform them of limitations that
will be placed on their ability to return home (Auwal’s , 2010) ; Malit
and Youha, 2016).
These brokers, according to Auwal(2010), are completely aware of
the discrepancy between what they promise and the realities of the
labour conditions abroad, and even act in a way that disgraces and
humiliates workers in some cases. A broker he interviewed said he
tells people of `some inflatedsuccess stories´ to sell visas to them.
They then blametheir unethical participation in the exploitation of
migrant workers on poverty but Auwal(2010) believes theunethical
behaviour of some others can be attributed to greed, not to
poverty.
One major challenge is the absence of a contract especially for
domestic workers where they are often not aware of the terms and
conditions laid down by the employer. In cases where contracts

Most job recruitments, especially domestic workers, go through the
kalafa system (Murray, 2013; Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
The Kalafa System
The Kafala system was set up by the GCC countries in the 1950s
when slavery was abolished to provide a means of procuring foreign
labour, requiring a migrant worker to be sponsored by a citizen or
government agency (Murray, 2013).
The kalafasystem, also known as the sponsorship system is based on
the Bedouin principle of hospitality which sets certain obligations in
the treatment and protection of foreign guests (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012). With this system, the host vouches for the
foreigners´ visit, implying that the sponsor is responsible for the
safety and protection of the guests but the meaning has changed
overtime with it being used to primarily provide the GCC countries
central governments with the means to regulate labour flow into
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their countries (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012; Murray, 2013).
Sponsorship is the only means through which workers can obtain an
entry visa and residence permit. The sponsor, therefore, assumes
legal and financial responsibility for the migrant worker during a
contract period, usually two years, and signs a document from the
Ministry of Labour to that effect (Murray, 2013; Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012).
During this period, the domestic worker´s visa and legal status is
tied to the sponsor, meaning the sponsor takes both economic and
legal responsibility of the worker. The worker´s recruitment fee,
issuance of national identity card and medical examination are all
the responsibility of the host. This thereby puts the host in complete
control over the worker making him/her completely dependent on
the host. The mobility of the worker is all in the hands of the host.
The worker cannottransfer employment nor leave the country
without the consent of the host. The exit visa is even obtained from
the host.These domestic workers are therefore unable to exercise
their rights and freedoms, thereby, making them the `invisible
working class´ in these countries which in turn can lead them to
vulnerable working conditions such as lower salary, physical,
psychological, verbal and sexual abuse and long working hours. Such
powerlessness makes it extremely difficult to regulate and
scrutinise their working conditions(Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012;
Murray, 2013).
Unfortunately, recruitment agents barely inform their applicants
about the conditions of work thereby making it more difficult for
the labour migrants to adjust to the situation. They sell the idea of
opportunity of easy ways of making and not the overall conditions
of employment. Notably, Nepal has tried providing such education
to would be migrants but many of them choose to skip it and
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‘purchase’ the certificate of participation. Therefore this orientation
training for would be migrants has not succeed much.
Recently on September 4, 2018, Qatar’s emir signed a bill allowing
foreign workers the right to leave the country excluding several key
groups of workers, falling short of Qatar’s reform pledges over the
last year according to Human Rights Watch (HRW, 2018). This,
according to HRW (2018), is as a result of the country comingunder
increased scrutiny of its treatment of foreign workers sincewinning
the bid to host the 2022 Football World Cup and needing to employ
thousands of migrant workers to build the infrastructure for the
tournament.
Although the Law No. 13 of 2018 cancels requirements for most
migrant workers covered under the country’s labour law to seek
authorisation or an exit visa from their employer to leave the
country, it excludes migrants not under the labour law including
those in the military, public sector, and domestic work and allows
employers to request for the exclusion of some other workers
thereby falling short of the public pledges Qatar made for labour
reform to meet international human rights standards (HRW ,2018).
Effects of the Kalafa System on domestic workers
The Kafala Sis deemed as a system that helps governments oversee
the movement of migrant workers within the GCC countries.
However, they have failed to understand the system’s implications
on workers’ mobility and the violation of their labour and migrant
rights (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012). Domestic migrant workers
do not fall under the labour protection policies of almost all the GCC
states making it almost impossible to be covered. Reports on
migrant workers being abused, mistreated or deprived of wages
have become so rampant that they seldom draw attention. The
cases that receive media coverage and attention from authorities
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are mostly the gruesome and shocking ones (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012; Auwal, 2010).

Granting citizenship to these migrants will make the natives the
minority, ending their identity as Arab-Islamic (Murray, 2013).

The system requires an employee to work only for the sponsor and
because of this so many, if not all, sponsors take away their
migrant workers' passports and identification cards. So, it is unlikely
that the migrants will leave the country but if they do, a stiff
monetary penalty immediately awaits them. The worker is
immediately expected to leave the country at their own expense
instead of having their employers cover their return airfare at the
end of their contract (Murray, 2013).

The importation of cheap foreign labour has created a very high
standard of living for GCC citizens including lower-income citizens.
Some citizens have also turned the sponsorship system into a
money making business by sponsoring migrant workers. As at 1996,
it was reported one could earn as much as $1,360 just by providing
visa (Murray, 2013).

Murray (2013) states in his work, Onn Winckler´s ‘five distinct ways
in which the GCC migration system differs ‘quite radically’ from
other patterns of migration, which should be taken into account
when considering possible reforms of the system’. These
distinctions are; no citizenship available for workers, lack of
employment stability, permanent settlement not sought by
workers, migrant workers constitute majority of the workforce and
lastly sweeping interest of GCC citizens in cheap foreign labour.
Unlike the Western world, it is almost impossible for migrant
workers to belater joined by their families after a few years or
evengain citizenship in the host country. These workers can also be
deported from GCCcountries without prior notice despite having a
defined contract period. An example given by Murray (2013) was
where Palestinian and Jordanian workers in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
as well as Yemeni workers in Saudi Arabia were deported due to
their countries' support of Iraq after the 1990-1991 Gulf Crisis. The
kinship based system of GCCsocieties prevents outsiders from easily
integrating into their society. Many migrants aim to make as much
money as they can during their contract period and return to their
home country. They live isolated lives either in labour camps or
private households (Murray, 2013). Foreigners are a larger
population of some GCC countries like Qatar, Kuwait and UAE.

The dilemma of domestic migrant workers
Exploitation by recruitment agencies, undefined hours of work, nonpayment of wages, no off-days, verbal, psychological and sexual
abuse, mobility restriction and constant fear of deportation are few
of the challenges of domestic workers. Due to these causes the
chances of protests are slim and almost unlikely (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012; Auwal, 2010; Malit and Youha, 2016; Atong, Mayah
and Odigie, 2018).
Despite the fact that the recruitment fee and airfare of the labour
migrant is tobe paid by the employer under the kalafa system,
recruiters seem to be extorting huge sums of money from would-be
migrants. Although Nepal, for example, set a maximum amount
payable to recruitment agents by the migrants, they are still
charged higher than that amount(Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
They are made to believe that the amount covers airfare, insurance,
labour permit fee, pre-departure orientation, airport taxes and
contribution to the Foreign Employment Welfare Fund. The
migrants receive little to no wage as a large portion goes to the
agent as payment if they choose to pay later (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012)
The abuse begins on arrival to the receiving country. They lose their
passports that very moment. With their employers having hold on
their passports, mobility is immediately cut off. They are often not
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permitted to contact family and kept in isolation from society and
other domestic workers. This, they believe, limits the likelihood of
these domestic workers from leaving before completion of their
contract (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).For example, Article 29 of
the Constitution of the United Arab Emirates warrants all citizens
freedom of movement and residence within the limits of law, but
there exist some restrictions on mobility for both Emirati and
foreign women. “The Gulf is pervaded by a patriarchal ethos and
conservative religious social and cultural norms that underline the
rights and privileges of men vis-à-vis women while limiting women’s
rights” (EUROPA, 2014). Laws are guided by the Islamic Sharia
legitimising a largely recognised characterisation of women’s status
as not entitled to equal basic rights and having less participation in
all social and political spheres (EUROPA, 2014). It, however, is not
the same situation in all GCC countries although it is a general
feature. Its application in Saudi Arabia is considerably the most
intense, severe and absolute with its numerous restrictions on
women’s liberties and lack of rights and opportunities available to
them. These restrictions apply to female citizens of the Gulf States.
The living conditions of domestic migrant workers are often
described as slave-like, with severe restrictions on their personal
freedoms and rights by human rights organisations. As to whether
these conditions are observed as human right violations differs
according to the level of social and political awareness of the
employer (EUROPA, 2014).
With no clear job description, they are sometimes made not to work
just in their employer’s home, but loaned to other households as
well as other multiple forms of work and almost always without
extra pay. Overtime pay is non-existent considering they are not
covered by the labour laws of most host countires (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012).
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Besides not being provided extra pay or overtime, wages are mostly
not paid on time or sometimes withheld for months. Other
employers deduct recruitment costs from the very same paltry
wage. Salary differs based on the nationality of the worker and the
host country. The Domestic Workers Convention requires countries
to set a minimum wage for domestic workers if a minimum wage
exists for other workers butnone of the GCCcountries have heeded
to it. Kuwait in 2010, for example, increased the minimum wage for
workers in the private sector to $210 per month but this provision
excluded domestic workers. The abuse either tends to increase or
wage deducted when employers feel they have been cheated by
these recruitment agents (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012). From
another perspective, Auwal (2010) also makes mention of a woman
promised a 100 Kuwaiti Dinar (about $350) monthly salary as well as
free room and overtime pay which she hoped would be able to buy
back the large portion of her family's land, which she sold to pay a
labour broker for job and journey to Kuwait, in a few months.
However, three months after arriving in Kuwait she had been
offered no employment and was living with a help of a distant
relative. The idea of being paid substantial amounts of money
always seems to lead labour migrants into taking great risks for
better living but does not always reward them in that way thereby
leading to even worse situations.
Despite the existence of labour laws requiring equal pay for all sexes
for similar work , women throughout the region earn less than men.
Although for example, Article 13of the Bahraini constitution
provides equal rights and opportunities to all workers, a recent
study shows that men earn more than women with the gender gap
being greater in the private sector, which employs most migrant
workers. With domestic workers being women in most of the cases
because of preferences for them, their low wages compared to that
of the male migrant workers is no surprise as the native women
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themselves experience the wage gap (Murray, 2013).
Sexual abuse ranging from sexual advances, molestation, unwanted
fondling, rape and offers for paid sex have been what domestic
workers are subjected to with the absence of protection
(Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012). Some, reportedly, are forced to do
sex work in GCC countries. The maids are mostly expected to
provide sexual favours for their employers´ guests aside household
chores and are abused and harassed when they refuse (Bajracharya
and Sijapati, 2012).Undocumented workers are the most
susceptible to sexual and physical abuse and duress to accept to
lowly living and working conditions as employers can threaten to
report them to police. If caught, they may be penalised and
returned to the kafeel or charged, detained and deported. It is also
probable to be black-listed by the authorities making it difficult to
go to another GCC country once blacklisted in one without
confirmation (PNCC, 2011 as cited by ILO, 2012).Undocumented
workers may resort to smugglers or traffickers to assist them to
return home and apply again so as to outwit the legal barriers. (ILO
2012). Cases of rape are mostly not reported because these
domestic workers practically do not know the law and have no idea
where to report it. Even when they do, it is useless if there is no
male witness or strong medical test report to prove the act
(Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012). None of the GCCcountries offers
specific protections against domestic violence thereby posing major
barriers to the protection of women inside the home.‘Studies
indicate that 30 percent of Bahraini women experience some sort
ofdomesticabuse, but domestic violenceis usually covered up and
kept within the family’ (Murray, 2013).Police are therefore unwilling
to get tangled in family matters when women file complaints.
Murray (2013) gave an example of a Saudi Arabian girl who sought
protection from police after being sexually molested by her father
but was told she needed her father to file the complaint for her .
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“There is also a high chance of being prosecuted under Sharia law
for engaging in a relationship outside of marriage. Further, in cases
where a worker gives birth as a result of rape, the child is not
recognised by the state in the GCC countries and faces a great
challenge in getting the required legal clearances to bring the child
back home to Nepal” (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
The power the Kafala system allows the sponsor to have many ways
of controlling the migrant worker hence many times it has been
equated to modern-day slavery as employer (kafeel) meets his or
her labour needs in the environment of great control and unbridled
power over the worker, creating an environment suitable for the
violation of human rights and attrition of labour standards (ILO,
2012). Domestic workers seem to suffer at the hands of their
employers also because they are neither covered by the labour laws
nor protectedby social security laws of GCC countries as they
explicitly exclude domestic workers. Although some GCC countries
and their neighbouring countries like Lebanon and Jordan, made
efforts to bring domestic workers under the scope of their labour
laws, they are yet to be effective. Bahrain in 2007 drafted a labour
law including domestic workers but still has not been endorsed
(Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012; Auwal, 2010).
Slow judicial process, language barrier, high cost of legal and
administrative processes and proscription on alternative
employment while a case is pending in court on reporting an abuse
discourages workers from taking their employers to court on
account of an abuse. If attempted, the employers tend to falsely
accuse their employees of theft which leads to deportation as it
outweighs the domestic worker’s complaint. If the worker is
returned to the employer, it only means the worker has to face
further abuse (Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
If the migrant worker decides to leave the workplace without the
employer’s written consent they may be charged with ‘absconding’.
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Even if a worker leaves in response to abuse, it only makes their
situation worse as a breach of contract is treated as criminal
regardless of the reason. They remain at risk of being treated as a
criminal rather than receiving appropriate victim support. . Once the
employer files a case of any breach with the police, the worker faces
a deportation risk and also makes the worker liable to pay back the
costs borne by the sponsor in hiring the worker. The migrant worker
is unable to leave the country given this would require the
employer’s consent and possession of their passport (ILO, 2012;
Bajracharya and Sijapati, 2012).
Labour migrants, despite the situation are required to obtain their
exit visas from their employers. If denied, they are left with the
choice of either going back to work for their employer, getting
imprisoned or reaching a settlement with the employer which is
most likely at the expense of the worker (ILO, 2012; Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012).
Why more and more migrant workers move to GCC countries
“International debt politics has encouraged this dependence on
migrants' remittances, while at the same time creating the incentive
for many women to emigrate in the first place.The International
Monetary Fund asks the government of any country seeking
financial assistance to slash its social services budget by keeping
wages down, cutting health and education subsidies and reducing
the number of government employees. With low wages and few
opportunities afforded to family members at home, women often
emigrate just to keep their families afloat financially” (Murray, 2013
page 463).
Pyakurel (2018) in his work cited stories of Nepali women who
found illegal ways of migrating to the Gulf states for work despite
the ban imposed by the Nepali government on female migration.
They used all means necessary to get there even if they had to
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travel with fake documents or sell their belongings to afford the
trip. Hardship cuts across all the stories. The inability to make ends
meet or to find jobs that gave them decent amount of money to
take care of their families was one major reason that pushed them
to try for foreign employment no matter what it took to get there.
The inability of their governments to provide these basic wants has
been a battle and seems to most likely be the main push factor.
Does this mean no amount of restrictions can end this migration,
especially by women seeking jobs as domestic workers?
Also stated by Pyakurel (2018) was the fact that the policies
introduced by the policy makers in Nepal clearly displayed the lack
of basic understanding of how the women actually saw the
situation. The restrictions rather increased the number of women
seeking jobs as domestic workers which turned out to be the most
significant for Nepalese women. Agents gained an advantage by
charging higher fees as they now have to go through difficult routes
to get them to their destinations.
Nepal´s mandatory pre-departure orientation set up under the
Article 19(1a) of the Foreign Employment Act 2007 and Article 20(1)
of the Foreign Employment Regulations 2008 are not attended by
most of the would-be migrants as they easily get the certificate of
participation by paying a fee without attendance (Bajracharya and
Sijapati, 2012). The blame should not be put much on the would be
migrants but also on the availability of orientation centres because
49 government certified pre-departure orientation training
institutions are all located in the Kathmandu Valley. Therefore
government also should take responsibility for this. Considering a
higher number of would-be migrants are from outside Kathmandu,
transportation to and from Kathmandu is too much of a cost so the
would be migrants prefer to pay comparatively lower price for the
certificates. However, on doing this they lose the benefits of the
orientation.
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Although some countries have a substantial amount of evidence
indicating the abuse their citizens go through, they choose to be
silent and are unwilling to implement bans or restrictions for fear of
losing their remittances as the Gulf countries will turn to labour
from other countries (Murray, 2013). An example given by Murray
(2013) was Sri Lanka. This country has hesitated enforcing
diplomatic pressure to protect the rights of their citizens for fear of
the Gulf States turning to other countries for labour. Citizens
therefore migrate to the Gulf despite the stories heard, hoping their
stories will be different.
The reaction of Saudi Arabia to the ban from Indonesia after one of
its own was beheaded also proves this fear true. Saudi Arabia did
not accept the ban as their punishment. They in response, banned
domestic workers from Indonesia from coming to work in their
country, opening doors to other countries that were relatively
cheaper such as Kenya, Morocco, Nepal, Vietnam, Eritrea and
Ethiopia (Murray, 2013; Atong, Mayah and Odigie, 2018). These
countries, according to Murray (2013), are less likely to require
tough hiring conditions; signed contracts indicating minimum wage,
off-days and others, thereby making them cheaper.According to
HRW, 2017,as cited by Atong, Mayah and Odigie (2018) agents have
turned to East Africa ‘where protections are weaker and workers
demand cheaper wages as Asians have increased protections and in
some cases banned recruitment to the Gulf entirely’.
The Gulf has become the major destination for labour migrants not
just from South Asia but Africa as well. According toAtong, Mayah
and Odigie (2018), careful analysis of literatures show that African
migration is driven by underdevelopment, poverty and violence.
Lack of decent work, growing unemployment and low wages are
push factors for most African countries.
This clearly shows how economic gain in terms of remittances are
important to these migrant-sending countries as they jump to such
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opportunities not considering the experiences of other migrantsending countries. With the interest and dependence of the country
and the government on remittance becoming very high the desire
for better wages and employment opportunities for migrants in
mind, I pick Kenya as the focus countrybecause labour migration
from Kenya to the GCC states has grown significantly in recent times
and there have been increasing reports of abuses suffered by their
nationals in the GCC countries. Kenya aired a story that caught our
interest in migration to the Gulf. Nairobi Senator Mike Sonko´s news
on his social media accounts on Friday, July 28thsaying Mary
Kibwaba, a Kenyan woman who was attacked by her employers in
Jordan, Middle East in May 2016 after being involved in a gas
cylinder explosion, passed away. This is a famous news in Kenya.
Sonko Rescue Team was instrumental in fetching her from the
airport and rushing her to the hospital.She sustained 47% burns
after the fire caught onto her clothes and lower body before
spreading to the rest of her body. She regained consciousness when
her employers kicked her awake while hurling insults at her. Mary
Kibwaba´s screams, according to Nairobi News, drewneighbours
who then called the police. She was rushed to the hospital and
detained for six weeks as her employers disregarded her requests
for her family to be contacted to inform her plight.
Since this news was broadcasted, we began to follow and read news
on domestic workers in the Gulf and their plights.
Labour migration from Kenya to GCC countries
In recent years, some Gulf countries and employers have turned to
Kenya as a fresh source of inexpensive labour as most Asian
countries have imposed restrictions on sending workers to the
region. The ‘rising unemployment and instability at home, combined
with the difficulty of gaining entry to Western countries and the
GCC region’s economic growth and proximity, have caught the
interest of would-be migrants” (Malit and Youha, 2016).
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The Kenyan government, as well, has progressively developed
labour export policies to secure employment for its citizens (mostly
for unskilled work) in the Gulf countries. Kenyan government has
been
facilitatingcentral economic strategies enabling the
government to tackle the Gulf countries’ labour shortages. Yet still,
the government has not formed comprehensive protection policy
nor
established
bilateral
labour
arrangements
and
institutional/diplomatic capacity to protect its citizens from labour
violations and exploitation (Malit and Youha, 2016 b)
Unethical treatment of Kenyan migrants in these countries by either
agents or employers have been a constant challenge. ‘Kenya has
now been facing a dilemma : how to protect its diaspora while
maintaining strong bilateral relationship with that country, and both
t are crucial to its own economic interests’. It seems to have
prioritized its economic interests over the migrant´s welfare (Malit
and Youha, 2016). The government seems to find it difficult to
protect their citizens for the fear that trade and humanitarian aid
might be cut by the GCC countries or an immigration limit will be
placed on Kenyans (Malit and Youha, 2016 b).
In 2015, according the Central Bank of Kenya, remittances
represented 3% of the gross domestic product thereby indicating
the vital role labour migration plays in the socioeconomic
development of Kenya but these migrants are often exposed to
illegal recruitment practices. They are mostly lured with fake job
offers to make them migrate to the Gulf countries (Malit and Youha,
2016).
In order to address the abuses faced by Kenyans, a ban was
imposed in 2012 on labour migration to the GCC countries and
overturned the next year as some citizens found illegal ways to
migrate due to lack of economic opportunities while concerned
observers believed it was lifted because recruitment agencies
lobbied for it (Malit and Youha, 2016). In a bid to address the
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issues with emigration, the Kenyan government introduced the
Labour Institutions Act in 2007 to regulate cross-border recruitment
by private employment agencies.
Kenya, in 2015, implemented a diaspora policy aimed at harnessing
the potential of its nationals abroad to contribute to the country’s
economic development to facilitate remittance inflows (Malit and
Youha, 2016). This policy makes clear the interest of the Kenyan
government in remittances. With all proposed policies, none seem
to provide a strategy to address the reported abuses from the GCC
countries. The Solidarity with Women in Distress (SOLWODI) and
Trace Kenya, national human-rights organizations, have accused the
Kenyan government of prioritizing its economic benefits over the
wellbeing of Kenyan nationals in the GCC states (Malit and Youha,
2016).
According to Malit and Youha (2016), ‘Kenya lacks detailed
strategies and capacity for implementation of its regulations. The
lack of such labour laws, policies, and institutions paves the way for
systematic labour abuses and creates an exploitative space for
recruitment agencies, Human Rights Watch contends’. Recruiters
according to the Human Rights Watch in 2017, are progressively
turning to East Africa because the protections are weaker and less
expensive as cheaper in terms wages demanded as protection for
Asians has been increased and in some cases, banned recruitment
to the Gulf completely (Atong, Mayah and Odigie, 2018).
With the government´s growing interest in economic gains, they
have also complied with the strong diplomatic strategies of the Gulf
states. Malit and Youha (2016) throw light on the trade
relationships these countries have established with the sub-Saharan
African countries. They have described how the UAE government
has established a visa and consular assistance centre in Nairobi to
facilitate the entry of Kenyan workers to their country and the soft
power disguised as humanitarian aid is given to not just Kenya but
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other countries as well. Malit and Youha (2016) say,
“the UAE Ministry of International Cooperation and
Development extended more than US $7 million in
humanitarian aid and development assistance to Kenya.
Beyond government aid, organizations such as Dar Al Bern,
which runs 80 charity programs in Kenya, as well as privatesector entities such as Etihad, the UAE national airline, are
involved in building mosques, digging wells, handing out
blankets and school supplies in underprivileged
communities, and sponsoring orphans and Quranic
teachers”
The UAE is the preferred destination for most Kenyans in the GCC
region as it is perceived to provide higher wages, better work and
living conditions. Kenya has no formal institution; labour office in
UAE unlike the Asian countries like India and Indonesia for the
protection of its nationals against abuse. Although it at a point
established a hotline in UAE, it lacked the resources and staff to
address complaints effectively (Malit and Youha, 2016).
A major challenge has been the lack of pre–departure orientation
prior to migrants moving to the GCC states mostly making migrants
unaware of what is expected of them in terms of their rights and
responsibilities. Kenyan migrants in the UAE, for instance, ‘were
found to be more vulnerable because they had limited legal and
rights awareness due to lack of pre–departure information (IOM,
2011)’ (as cited by Atong, Mayah and Odigie, 2018).
Many complaints; contract substitution, illegal and unethical
recruitment practices, illegal deductions of wages, sexual abuse,
restricted labour market mobility, and withholding of passports, as
well as trafficking and servitude have not been addressed thereby
discouraging those aware of the labour-related services from using
them in times of need (Malit and Youha, 2016). In 2015, for
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example, a Kenyan domestic worker in Saudi Arabia was asked to
choose between having sex with the boss or death (Atong, Mayah
and Odigie, 2018).
Malit and Youha (2016), conclude their work saying,
‘Kenya has only recently institutionalized efforts to send
migrant workers abroad to GCC countries and create a
framework to protect them. In the absence of strong
bilateral labour accords and government institutions to
protect workers during the recruitment and deployment
phases, however, Kenya has opened itself to the perception
that it is prioritizing its economic interests and diplomatic
relationships in the Gulf over the labour rights and wellbeing of its citizens abroad. Until it addresses this
governance gap, the Kenyan government will have practical
challenges in upholding its national migration policies and
may be leaving Kenyan migrant workers vulnerable (Page
7)’.
Investigations by Kenyan authorities, sparked by increasing reports
of abuse of Kenyans,in 2013 led to the arrest three Qatar-based
Kenyan nationals from India and the United Kingdom operating an
agency not following the right regulations. The government again in
September 2014, revoked 930 licenses of recruitment agencies
violating regulations in deploying Kenyans to the Middle East,
predominantly the GCC countries but subsequently reopened(Malit
and Youha, 2016).
A new administrative process whereby the government approves all
proposed contracts before deployment by approved agencies was
created but findings from local NGOs and other sources show that
not much has been achieved in reducing the labour abuses and
illegal deployments despite the restrictions (Malit and Youha, 2016).
With agents falsifying contracts to lure potential applicants to
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accept employment offers not only increases the chances of them
being abused but also negatively affects their wages.
Notwithstanding the non-existence of labour cooperation, the
Kenyan government aims to send higher number of citizens for
foreign employment. Labour export policy of Kenya will continue to
be a long-term feature of its foreign labour policy, as it proposes
substantial economic opportunities, increase in remittances, and
the reduction of the Kenya’s unemployment problems (Malit and
Youha, 2016 b). There continues to be discrepancies in the data of
the Kenyan government and the GCCon the number of Kenyans
migrating to the GCC due to the growth in illegal migration as a
result of the increasing unofficial recruitment agencies implying a
critical governance issue (Malit and Youha, 2016 b).
Conclusion
Increasing levels of poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, lack of skills,
and the forces of globalization means more and more people will
seek for jobs in other destinations even if it costs them. Labour
exploitation and inadequate public awareness of the issue seem to
be the situation at hand.
With the ban and restrictions on labour migration to the GCC
countries by some countries and the strong desire of would-be
migrants to provide for their families, these migrants choose to go
to the Gulf through an approved country illegally. This makes them
highly vulnerable to more abuses which in turn makes it extremely
difficult for them to go seek shelter at their home country´s
embassy.
Nepali and Kenyan recruitment agents seem to use the same tactics
in getting more women on board. They charge these would-be
labour migrants hefty amounts of money to transport them there
then expect to be paid a certain amount after they arrive. Also,
although the employers seem to be the ones covering the cost to
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bring the workers into their countries, the agents cunningly make
the workers’ pay and also receive a commission on reaching there,
then take money from the to-be employers as well. These domestic
workers on reachingthere are made to pay back the recruitment
fees by their employers.
Although Nepal has a legal government agency for labour
recruitment to these countries, unlike Kenya, agents seem to be
flourishing because of the restrictions placed on women migrants to
the Gulf. Illegal means of getting to the Gulf has become the norm.
Some Kenyans have resorted to migrating to the Gulf using tourist
visas due to the expense involved in acquiring a job. This illegal
means makes it difficult for them to get the help needed in times of
trouble which applies to every labour migrant using illegal means to
get to their destination Gulf country for work.
Despite the existence of a trade agreement signed in 2011 between
Kenya and the UAE, there has been no labour accord signed
between these two governments. There exists no bilateral
agreement or diplomatic discussions publicly reporting on labour
protection for Kenyan labour migrants thereby opening itself to the
perception that it its economic interests and diplomatic relationship
are of priority than the wellbeing and labour rights of their citizens
working abroad.
Unlike Kenya, Nepal seems to have employed restrictions on female
migrants by banning their movement to the Gulf States for domestic
work. Although there is a ban, it cannot seem to control the
movement of the women into these states. The illegal channels are
flourishing which seems to be due to the lack of understanding the
reasons behind this rebellion despite the ban.
As to whether restrictions or bans will help curb this issue is another
puzzle to solve. Some Gulf countries like Kuwait and UAL have made
efforts such as introducing a unified standard domestic workers’
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contract in 2006 and 2007 respectively. Oman recently introduced
a pilot contract for the employment of house maids to help tackle
the issue with respect to the employment contracts. However, they
are not implemented properly.
Many GCC citizens are in denial of this situation. They seem not to
either believeor are in denial of the problems faced by these labour
migrants. They argue that labour migrants would definitely stop
migrating to their countries if they were indeed being treated
harshly or being paid low wages as compared to labour migrants in
the West. So long as the influx of labour migrants to the GCC states
are on the increase, there seems to be no reason for GCC citizens or
governments to take these reports seriously.
Based on our research and reading of news reports elsewhere, one
question has repeatedly come to our mind which is, whether
restrictions on women from going to GCC countries have any
connection or impact on the abuse or there is something else? If
the attempts to ban women's mobility is only due to abuses on
women migrants from the host society, why similar or more abusive
experience faced by male migrant workers has not been taken to
consideration to limit man's mobility? Local norms and traditions
stemming from the patriarchal system of GCC countries still exerts
pressure on women, thereby, limiting their chances in education,
employment and participation in the public sphere notwithstanding
the benefits that women in the GCC have achieved. The cultural
constraints placed on women must be removed. This can be done
through education and public enlightenment that promotes the
view that women are equal partners with men in society, beginning
with the education of the parents which will in effect change
socialization of the subsequent generation of children, initiating
them into an open culture based on tolerance and understanding
then change and modernization will come gradually from within
society. Social and cultural patterns should be modified according to
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a more tolerant interpretation of the values of society.
With all that being said, we believe, one way to curbing this is that
GCC states together with the labour migrant sending countries
canmake policies on recruitment and labour rights of the workers
especially domestic workers. They can also work together to make
regulations about wages (minimum wage) and establish authorities
that handle abuses (a safe place for reporting abuses). They should
also jointly act to take the exit visa rights from employers so as to
curb this pandemic and avoid loopholes. Writing up these policies
should not be the end of it but their implementations should be
ensured. Social dialogues must be initiated to create a platform
where local populations as well can be engaged to help raise
awareness about the issue of human rights abuse of migrant
workers.
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Abstract
Recently Climate change has become one of the most prominent
global issues. The impacts of climate change are now known to be
irreversible due to more than a century of carbon dioxide emissions
in the Earth's atmosphere. Climate change affects everyone on this
planet but in particular the poor and marginalized communities.
They generally are the indigenous communities who are highly
dependent on natural resources to maintain their livelihoods.
Because they live in a fragile landscape and are marginalized, they
are more vulnerable to environmental degradation and climate
change. With this concept, this research focuses on the indigenous
Thami community of Nepal. Thamis are mostly reliant on
subsistence farming for livelihood and survival. This study will mainly
be concerned with the impacts of climate change on the agriculture
done by the Thami community of Dolakha district.
INTRODUCTION
In the past century, rise in earth’s surface temperature
(global warming) is one of the major reasons for climate
change.Statistically, 95% of the observed climatic changes are
human induced and most of which are due to excessive greenhouse
gases (GHG)emissions (Pachauri, Meyer, & Team, 2014). These
emissions are mainly driven by population size, economic activity,
lifestyle, energy use, land use patterns, technology and climate
policy. The effect of these manifest in different global natural
systems. It also very likely leads to increase in the magnitude and
frequency of extreme weather events such as droughts, floods and
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storms and has both direct and indirect effects on human lives and
different economic sectors(IPCC, 2014).Likewise, United Nation’s
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) distinguishes
between climate changes attributable to human activities and
natural climatic variability which changes naturally with passing
time and changing climatic variables (UNFCCC, 2011).
Indigenous communities living in rural areas are among the
most affected communities by climate change and are the first to
bear the brunt of it. Climate change makes the lives ofsuch
vulnerable indigenous communities even more difficult by
exacerbating their circumstances.This is usually because
environmental policies are not implemented properly and scarcity
of local level initiativesin these communities (The Asia Foundation,
2012).Hence, the indigenous groups especially in the developing
countries such as Nepal remain more exposed and vulnerable to
climate change.
An agrarian country to begin with, Nepal’s climatic
conditions are changing at an alarmingrate. It has experienced an
increase in average maximum temperature by 0.06oC per annum
since the past four decades and is also ranked 4th on vulnerability
index by verisk maplecroft in 2011 (Maplecroft, 2011). Despite
having only 0.4 percent of the total global population and only
emitting 0.025 percent of the total Green House Gases (GHGs)
globally, Nepal is affected disproportionately by climate change
(NAPA & MoPE, 2010). Consequently floods, landslides, intense
rains, hailstorms, droughts, cold and heat waves and other climate
related hazards are regular phenomenon in the country (MOAC,
2011). The strain of it all falls on the Nepalese farmers whoare
forced to alter traditional lifestyles, cultures and identities to
unpredictable climatic changes. Thamis of Dolakha district are one
of such community. In the recent past Thamis of Dolakha were
refused identity by the government of Nepal as a distinct ethnicity
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which led to further exclusion in the society and community.
Primarily an agrarian community they are dramatically affected by
the changing climatic conditionsand are hardly adapting to these
impacts.
Materials and methods
Two hamlets, Topar and Lisapoto from Suspakshamawati
were purposively selected as the study sites. Mixed methodology
was used for the research. Primary data were collected through
household surveys, in-depth interviews, key informant interviews,
observations and focus group discussion.Books, journal articles and
previous researches were consulted for secondary data.
Results and discussion
Thamis from Topar and Lisapoto villages have an
agriculture-based livelihood. The high dependencies of the
respondents on agriculture in both the villages indicate influences of
changes in climatic indicators in their livelihood (FAO, 2013). Also
importantly impacts of global climate change is felt mostly by
subsistence small holder farmers (Morton, 2007).
Farmers in Topar and Lisapoto follow both the traditional
and modern agricultural practices. They cultivated their rain fed
terraced land locally called “Khet” and “Pakho bari”. Farmers
produce mainly paddy, wheat, maize, millet as their major crops.
Likewise, potato is a dominant vegetable grown in the village. Apart
from that they grow tomatoes, chilli, cauliflower, cabbage,
cucumber, kiwi fruit and guava. Mainly the vegetables are grown as
cash crops.
Most of the respondents were small land holders and were
found involved in subsistence farming. Only a few households have
irrigation on their lands and the rest are fully dependent on rain-fed
agriculture resulting in lower productivity. Productivity is also
determined by the availability of chemical fertilizers and pesticides
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in case of some farmers (GoN, 2007). They also had heard about
and perceived climatic change in their daily lives. Availability of
means of communication in the villages played a key role in getting
acquainted with the changing climatic variables (Weber, 2010).
Education level was a key determinant of their perceptionsand ideas
on climate change. Higher the level of education, higher awareness
and understanding was found in therespondents.
Climate change perceptions of the Thami community


Awareness of climate change
Climate change although an old phenomenon, is a new
concept for the Thami community. They understand climate
change as the change in temperature and short-term
weather. They could not relate disasters to climate change.
They related jal bayu pariwartan (climate change), to
mausam pariwartan(weather change). Farmers’ perceptions
were mainly based on their indigenous knowledge. Their
perceptions are also enhanced by awareness and nonformal trainings held in the villages. Thamis use their own
local terminologies for local climatic and weather
phenomenon. However, they fully do not understand that
the alterations in the climatic conditions (hawa pani) are
the causes of many environmental incidents such as erratic
rain fall (bemausami pani) and droughts (khaderi) in the
village (NHMRCC, 2015).



Perceived water scarcity and impacts on water
About 78 % of the respondents perceived that there is
scarcity of rainfall. The rainfall scarcity was perceived by all
the respondents in the months of March. In the months of
April and May the respondents also experienced droughts.
The rainfall that occurred in rest of the months was also
perceived to be erratic in nature. The 16 % who replied
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there was no scarcity were the ones who had year-round
access to water for irrigation and drinking. The household
femaleswere found to be facing more problems such
ashaving to travel farther from home to fetch water which
could be the one of the reasons for incidences of
harassments to women.
Changes in temperature (maximum and minimum temperature)
The respondents perceived increase in temperature
(garmi badeko) which according to them has led to increase
in production of new kinds of fruits and vegetables in the
village. Figure 1 is the representation of maximum
temperatures in Jirifrom the year 1987 to 2016 as shown by
the record in Department of Hydrology and Metereology
(DHM), Nepal. There were some missing data for couple of
months mostly in the mid-90s but in totality the trend of
maximum temperature seems to be increasing. The trend
line in the middle of the figure is moving in the upward
direction. Most respondents replied that temperature has
increased during the last decade which coincides with the
official scientific data. According to the scientists from
NASA, even half a degree Celsius of temperature increase
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Fig 1: Trend Analysis of Maximum Temperature from 1987 - 2016

Fig 2: Trend Analysis of Minimum Temperature from 1987 - 2016

can be a big deal having major ecological and social
implications.



Majority of respondents also said that nowadays they
experience warmer temperatures even in the colder months. They
say, ‘In winters, it is not as cold as before’.Figure 2 shows that the
minimum temperature is on an increasing trend for the past
decade. The minimum temperatures in the past decade have gone
upward by almost a degree. This result coincides with the
perceptions of most of the respondents in the study site. Due to
such rise in temperature numerous extreme weather events have
been observed by the respondents in the area. Effects such as
reduced crop yield, erratic rainfall, increased pests and diseases,
landslides and droughts all have been frequently observed in the
study site.

Erratic rainfall

Thami farmers believed that incidences of droughts and
floods in the village were “God’s play” and nothing new. However,
there have been incidences of erratic rainfall in the region for
sometime.According to their elders the rain clouds came in with the
cold eastern winds(purwa bata kalo badal aayo bhane pani
parcha)and the flowering of wheat or with the corn silk (makai ko
chamara). The wind nowadays is unpredictable and sometimes the
speed is very high. As per the calendar there should be regular
incidences of rain happening at mid -Ashar (June) instead of Jestha
(May). However, farmers experience heavy rainfall at the wrong
time nowadays and mostly with hail storms.Figure 3 represents the
monthly rainfall data from Jiri hydrological station from 1987 to
2016 which shows the changing characteristics of rainfall over
time.The erratic rainfall also has been causing massive soil erosions
and landslides in the villages. Some Thami farmers also perceive the
decrease in rainfall by observing the local river named Kuthali khola.
Despite rain showers, farmers have observed that the river has not
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risen as it used to before. Oozing water coming out of the field walls
(mul futnu)was a common sight in the past which hasn't happened
for generations. There occurred an incident of massive drought two
years back in May giving no yields that year. Maize being their
staple crop climate change has been raising concerns of food
security for the villagers.
Fig 3: Trend Analysis of Rainfall from 1987 -2016
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Likewise, rapid snow melts are seen in most winters in the region
which is an unusual occurrence as per the respondents. Before, the
arrival of winter was indicated by the snowfall in the nearby
Gompha(monastery)hill. It also indicated the end of monsoon rain
(jhari). Now, farmers rarely notice snow on that hill. Likewise, in the
past wheat sowing time (gahu charne bela)was indicated by the
flowering of Paiyun (Prunus cerasoides). Similalry,Champ (Michalia
species) for maize sowing season and Karangkurung birds indicated
the season forsowing cucumber and summer fruits. However, due
to rapidly changing climate these symbols of indigenous knowledge
have been disappearing. There were various such examples in the
research sites where such knowledge seemed obsolete.
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Climate change impacts on agriculture
Thamis perceived that temperature in Dolakha region has
increased but it has not done much harm to the crops and
agriculture. According to 87 percent of Thami respondents,
agriculture sector was most affected due to climate change.
Likewise, 63 percent indicated the impact on water-systems in the
village. And indeed, agriculture being a climate dependent sector is
the most affected sector to climatic hazards (Malla, 2008). High
dependency on agriculture for livelihood makes Thamis susceptible
to climate change. This also has indirect implications such that it
invites socio-economic problems such as poverty, food insecurity
and out-migration from the villages.
Repetitive cases of crop failures due to hail storm and droughts
are more likely nowadays. There also is no enough rain in Baisakh
(April), Jestha (May), Ashar (June) and Shrawan (July) because of
which agricultural production
in Kartik (October), Mangsir
(November) and Poush (December) are not satisfactory. In winter
season there are mostly no crops grown. It gets very windy from
Falgun (February) to Jestha (May). There is also rise in pests and
insects in the fields due to rising temperatures. There have been
problems with fertility of the soil as well. Fertile mud is very easy to
plough and made ready for sowing. Whereas the mud which is not
fertile (amillomato) is very difficult to plough and is like sand. It also
has a red color. This also is due to high use of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides used by the villagers to tackle low productivity with
lower agricultural yields. Villagers also have experienced problems
like discoloration of the crops and vegetables (bali ra tarkari
oilaune). Due to use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides most of
the local breed of vegetables such as local spinach (local saag),
cucumber (kakro) and pumpkin (farsi) have been gradually replaced
which has serious implications for small holder farmers such as
Thamis. Rise of insects and diseases sometimes destroy t he entire
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crops and vegetables of the season. There also has been an
increasing problem of mosquitoes and flies in the village.Agricultural
production has increased for those who can afford chemical
fertilizers and improved varieties of seeds. Access to irrigation
facilities all year round also is a major factor determining higher
productivity in the village. However, in case of subsistence farmers,
their production has decreased. Some of the villagers have also
started to farm new kinds of fruits and vegetables in the region by
using modern ways of farming such as tunnel farming and drip
irrigation. Although these new methods of farming have increased
productivity but it also has led to loss of indigenous knowledge in
these communities.Besides, droughts in their fields, Thami farmers
observed and experienced increasing storms (hawa huri). Strong
winds affected their local maize plants that grow taller and fall and
damage production. Also maize plants are affected by foliar
diseases due to rain showers.
ADAPTATION PERCEPTION AND PRACTICES
Change in agricultural practices as adaptation:
Thamis were found to be applying different adaptation
practices for adapting to the impacts of climate change. Most of
these practices were based on indigenous knowledge whereas
some were done with support of different governmental and non governmental programs. Due to seasonal calendar shifts because
of climate change, Thamis had to change crop plantation timings
and their indigenous knowledge seems to be ineffective in this
case. The villagers were also found to be experimenting with
hybrid and improved seeds from the local market for faster and
larger quantity of production. They mostly use hybrid seeds for
vegetables and for staple crops mostly in case of insufficient home
stored seeds. But most Thami farmers were not aware of the
quality of the seeds available in the market. Hybrid species need
proper care and use of modern tools and techniques and manuring
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for better growth. Some of these species even grow all year round
even during so called ‘off season’. Though Thamis had shifted to
cultivating new seeds for greater yield, they often complained
about loss of nutritional value and taste in their new production.
The farmers had also experienced crop failures and pests in their
fields. Thamis were given trainings by various organizations on
modern agricultural practices which are beneficial and have
created lucrative business opportunities of vegetable farming (ETCN, 2017). They also used to do multi-culture cropping between
maize and grazing grass. The field would act as a grazing ground for
cattle post-harvest. However now this seems rarely possible as the
grass does not grow any more so they stopped the practice all
together. Here, the Thami community has used ‘change in practice’
as adaptation measure.
Adaptation to erratic rainfall:
Topar and Lisapoto villages have taps at each of their
households made with the support of the government and Red
Cross Nepal. Thamis aretrying to adapt to erratic rainfall is by
conserving forest and planting perennial plants around the water
springs with a belief that it will help conserve the water sources. But
for most of the time they have totolerate the manifestations of
climate change mentioned above. For droughts, they had a system
of water source management through taking turns or water pooling
and using water from the streams in the drought seasons. This
sometimes resulted in conflicts between the farmers as there is no
working mechanism for measuring the volume of water used per
household. They also use drought resistant crops provided by the
district agricultural office in district headquarter Charikot. Some
Thamis do not cultivate anything at this time of the year whereas
some of them have developed rain fed irrigation channels. Here,
Thamis used toleration and prevention as adaptation practices.
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As far as hailstorm is concerned, some of the farmers tried
to predict it by observing the changing weather phenomenon
(thundering and lightning). There was nothing that the villagers
could do to stop the effects of hail storm than to prevent the crops
from getting affected which could be only done by early harvesting.
This could be done only when the crops are almost ripe. Some
farmers practiced prevention as adaptation whereas, some
practiced toleration.Same was the case for less rain and drought.
Also if there was more rain than required, they had a traditional
draining system(Bhal tarkaune aali makulo banayera).
Likewise, drip irrigation and water pooling techniques
practiced by Thamis were for efficient water use in the field. In case
rainfall occurred later than in the usual time of the year , the crop is
sowed a month later than scheduled. Here farmers changed their
practice as adaptation. In the winter when temperature is lower
there is the adaptation method of planting cold resistant crops (jado
sahane bali) such as buckwheat, wheat, paddy, maize, cabbage.
However, only paddy is more reliable in winters for producing grains
(dana lagne fasal) others usually produce empty pods. Farmers also
used plastic tunnels (tudal kheti) for farming tomatoes in winter. In
this case they practiced prevention as adaptation measure.
Adaptation to increasing insect pests
Thamis sprinkled homemade pesticides/repellant on their
plants which was made by adding tobacco in urine (human and
cattle) and using water to dilute the mixture. This practice is helpful
in chasing away the pests especially the red ants. Farmers also made
use of titepatee(artimisia vulgaris), timmur ko paat, kyatute,
hattibara in this mixture. These indigenous ways of keeping the
pests away can be very useful in every step of the plant growth. Use
of market pesticides affectedplants, humans and animal health.
However, farmers used chemical pesticide called bevestine by
mixing it with the seeds before sowing, if the home made method
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stopped working. In this case, Thamis practiced prevention as
adaptation.
Adaptation to other climate induced hazards:
For soil erosions and landslide, Thamis used big stones to
reinforce the terraced walls of the fields (pakho bari). Also, most
Thamis applied their knowledge about elevation and other
traditional farming techniques such as making barriers for guiding
the water in their fields (aat lagaune) which has helped farmers
manage and regulate water around fields.
Likewise, the villagers also adapted to increasing
temperature by planting new varieties of crops and vegetables. The
government conducted trainings and awareness programs in the
villages on integrating traditional and modern ways of farming. They
also provided seed bins and technical support (pravidik rekh dekh)
to the villagers for local seed production. They were also supported
with tractors, plastics for ponds, rainwater harvesting, and drip
irrigation by I/NGOs.
Women seemed pro-active on the fields and in climate
change adaptation than men. Knowledge sharing among farmers,
relatives, and neighbors is another important factor for
adaptation.With the rise in commercial farming, feeling of
competitiveness among farmers had increased too. For bigger
production the use of tunnel farming technique was used by the
farmers. They also prefer hybrid seedsand urea fertilizer for higher
quantity production. However with that there is also rise in pests
and degrading soil quality.These products are not environment
friendly and the villagers seemed to understand the downsides of
using urea and hybrid seeds but that seemed better than having no
food to eat. Also they were having difficulties in keeping up with the
increasing market prices of seeds and fertilizers.In addition, these
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modern interventions were somehow leading to loss of traditional
knowledge as well.


Other adaptation measures:

Purchasing food from the market is another adaptation
measure done by the Thamis when there is not enough production
in their fields to sustain for the entire year. Data from the
household survey shows that only 6 percent respondents had an
adequate amount of food grains for 12 months whereas the
remaining respondents purchase food grains from the market. Most
of these who do not have enough food grains for the whole year
migrate to the cities and work as a labor for rest of the year. Thamis
were also highly skilled handy men who buildhouses (dakarmi),
carpenters(sikarmi), plumbers, masons, porters and so on. The
Thamis living in Alampu regions (higher regions of Dolakha) were
known to take turns in building each other’s housesin the village.
They use stones and wood to build strong houses. Here, the Thami
community has used change in location and practice as adaptation
measures.
The adaptation strategies combining indigenous knowledge
and modern tools and techniques have helped Thamis in agriculture
and income generation. Due to warmer temperatures, Thamis have
been observing growth of new vegetables and fruits as well. This
appeared to be lucrative for those who had better supply of
irrigation in their fields. The rest were still facing the problems due
to lesser productivity and lesser yields. Many villagers simply
passively accepted their circumstance, just waiting for the impacts
to worsen. However, there are a few people in the community who
have emerged to be role models with their agricultural and adaptive
practices. The Thami community have adapted to these changes
mostly by means of toleration, prevention and changes in
activities/location. They have been knowingly or unknowingly
practicing climate change adaptation in agriculture minimizing its
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effects to some extent. Most of the adaptation practices among the
respondents were based on modern knowledge. To a large extent
these interventions have positive effects on food security of
farmers.However, they had not completely abandoned their
traditional practices. By looking at the trend of agricultural practices
in the villages, the Thamis seemed more inclined towards modern
tools and techniques for faster and higher quantity production.
However, there can be concerns about the farmers abandoning
their traditional practices. Looking at the trends of climate change
effects and hazards in the villages the sustainability of their
adaptation practices seems questionable due to lack of proper
awareness and access to information about adequate and
sustainable adaptive measures. But despite these developments
there is acceptance of introduced modern tools and technologies by
the communities. The advantage of these practices lies in the
integration of modern techniques with the already available local
and traditional knowledge in agriculture which also helped in
climate change adaptation.

Conclusion
Indigenous communities are one of the most vulnerable and
affected communities to climate change. They are among the first
to face its direct consequences due to their dependence and close
relationship with nature. However, Thamis seemed less concerned
about these changes. Climate change is affecting agriculture
severelyin the research sites and also posing threats to food
security. Likewise, due to increased temperatures some Thamis
have been able to seize the opportunity , however some are
concerned about change in traditional species and the availability of
various plants and vegetables. Lack of awareness on these issues
has made them more vulnerable to climate change. Their traditional
ways of farming are also threatened due to climate change. With
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low socio-economic conditions,it is difficult for them to set any longterm goals. They also do not possess any additional financial
resources to adapt to climate change. Neither do they have enough
opportunities necessary for prosperity. Climate change has both
long and short term effects. Although short term adaptation
practices are carried out in the villages it is the long-term effects
that make them more vulnerable to increasing climatic hazards. The
focus on modern technology and methods also seems to have
negative effects on conservation and promotion of traditional
knowledge which could be detrimental to these communities in
climate change adaptation in the long run.
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g]kfnsf d"njf;L bdfO{ hfltsf] nf]shLjg
8L= aL= g]kfnL
!=! bdfO{ zAbsf] pTklt
g]kfnL a[xt\ zAbsf]zn] bdfOFsf] cy{ o;/L nufPsf] 5–k|foM n'uf l;pg] / ljjfxf,
j|taGw, pT;j, rf8kj{ cflbdf jfhf ahfpg] k]zf ePsf] Ps hflt, gulr{=, bhL{
-k]h%(&–.._ . 9f]n zAbnfO{ cgfo{ zAb dflgG5 . k~r} afhf ;d"xsf] Pp6f k|d'v
afhf bdfxfnfO{ k|of]u ug]{, leg]{ jf ahfpg] bdfxL hflt g} zAb dfw'o{ / pRrf/0f
;f}sfo{sf] lglDt bdfxL+n] bdfOF ¿ k lnPsf] c8\sn ul/Psf] 5 . ltgLx¿ klxNo}sf
c5't /x]5g eg]/ c8\sn sf6\g ;lsPnf . t/, pgLx¿ c5't x'g'kg]{ sf/0f rfFlx
/x:od} x/fpg] b]lvG5 . xfd|f k/Dk/jfbL zf:qn] cg'nf]d / k|ltnf]d ljjfx ljjfb/lxt
aGg ;s]sf] 5}g\ . @))& ;fn cl3 ;Ddsf] xfd|f] ;dfhn] k|ltnf]d ljjfxnfO{ unt
g} 7fg]sf] 5 . tyflk, tL ;GtfgnfO{ c5'tdf ulg+b}gy] . bdfO{ a'emfpg] csf]{ zAb
9f]nL 5 . 9f]nL klZrd g]kfndf a9L k|rlnt 5 . k"j{df eg] kmf§km'§ ;'lgG5 dfq .
3/df 9f]n x'g], leg]{ jf ahfpg]nfO{ 9f]nL eg]sf] xf] . tYosf cfwf/df 9f]nL zAb
bdfOF zAb eGbf h]7f] dflgG5 . 9f]nLx¿ klg c5't ju{d} ulgPsf 5g\ . o;af6 afhf
ahfpg]x¿ c5'tdf ulgPsf] cyjf c5'tsf Ps ju{n] afhf ahfpg] sfd lnPsf]
bdfxf cfpg' eGbf cl3 b]lvs} rng /x]5 eGg] s'/f k|dfl0ft x'g\ cfpF5 . 9f]nLx¿ n]
bdfxf lnP/ bdfO{FePsf] klg x'g;S5 .
bdfO{ / 9f]nL ;/xsf]
xfg]/ ahfpg] afhf xf]
bdfO{ . of] ;lx xf]
/fhgLlts 3f]if0ff dfq}
^$–^&_ .

csf]{ zAb gu/rL÷gurL{ 5 . gu/f eg]sf] bdfxf h:t} uhfn]
. t;y{, gu/rLsf] cy{ xf] gu/f ahfpg] cyf{t 9f]nL jf
eg] rf/ hft 5lQ; j0f{ eGg] s'/f k[YjL gf/fo0f zfxfsf]
xf] . h;df /fd|f] ;dGjofTds efjgf emNsG5 -dw'ks{,@)@&M

x'8\s] afhf ahfO{ x'8\sn
] L xfNbf pgLx¿ x'8\s] x'G5g\ . bdfpF, bdfxf, gu/f, e]/L /
k~r} afhf ahfpFbf pgLx¿ bdfO{ x'G5g\ . 9f]n ahfpFbf 9f]nL x'G5g\ . cl3kl5
l;nfO{ k]zfdf ;+nUg ePsfx¿ ;"lrs/ jf bhL{ elgP . dËnw'g ahfpFbf dËn]
x'G5g\ . s'g} z'e sfo{ jf ;fOtsf] a]nf ;u'gL aGb5g\ . b]jafhf gu/f ahfpFbf
gurL{ x'G5g\ . ;Ddfg;"rs cfb/fyL{ zAb k|of]u ul/+bf klg bdfO{x¿ nfO{ gurL{ g}
elgG5 . jfBjfbgsf ljleGg kmfF6 ;DxfNb} cfPsfn] pgLx¿ nfO{ ;f]xL cg';f/sf] gfdn]
af]nfOg' :jfefljs} lyof] . l;nfO{df nfu]sf bdfO{x¿ nfO{ xfn bhL{, 6]n/, df:6/,
6]n/df:6/ elgg] klg u/]sf] kfO{G5 . bhL{ zAb d';ndfgj:q lgdf{tfnfO{ elgGYof] .
t/, clxn] ;du|df of] zAb bdfO{;"rs bhL{ sf] ?kdf ;d]t k|of]u ug]{ u/]sf]
kfO{G5 . oyf{ydf tL ;a} ;+1fsf] Pp6} gfd / hflt xf] bdfO{.
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logLx¿ n] g]kfnL ;ËLt ;F:s[ltnfO{ cg]s b'Mv, si6 / oftgf ;x]/ klg k/Dk/fb]lv
cIf'00f /fvL ;Dj4{g / ;+/If0f ub}{ cfPsf 5g\ . pTkltsf] uLtb]lv d[To"sf] uLt;Dd
/ /f}b|/;b]lv zfGt/;;Dd k|bfg ug]{ bdfO{ hfltsf] g]kfnL ;ËLt / ;F:s[ltdf
ct'ngLo of]ubfg /lxcfPsf] 5 . afhf ahfpg] / l;nfO{sf] sfd ug]{ u/]sfn] c¿
dgf]/~hgsf/L hfltx¿ eGbf logLx¿ sf] cj:yf cln /fd|f] b]lvG5 . t/,
ljsf;qm|dnfO{ x]g]{ xf] eg] cfh klg logLx¿ ztflAbcf+} cl3sf] hLjgofkg ug{ afWo
5g\ . b'Nn'sf] sf]6L:tDesf] zfs] !@&( sf] k[YjL dNnsf] lznflen]vdf #^ s/ dfkm
ul/Psf hftx¿ dWo] x'8\s] -bdfO{_ klg /x]sf] kfOG5 . tNnf]hfltsf sfd u/L vfg]
lzNkLx¿ nfO{ k[YjL dNnn] s/d'Qm ul/lbPsf] s'/f o;af6 k'li6 x'G5 -bgf{n, @)$%M!–
!)_ .
! -s_ cgflbsfnLg d"njf;L bdfO{ hflt
;Gw'3fF6L;Eotfsf] gi6kl5 cgfo{ b|lj8 lzNkL ;d'bfon] ;'b/" klZrd / s0ff{nL If]qdf
d"njf;Lsf] ?kdf cgflbsfnLg lzNk;Eotfsf] ljsf; u/]sf lyP . o; If]qdf v;x¿
cfOk'Ug' eGbf cl3 cljsl;t cgflbjf;Lsf] ?kdf /x]sf] ljleGg Oltxf;sf/,n]vs /
;F:s[ltlj4x¿ n] ljleGg k|;+ux¿ df pNn]v u/]sf 5g\ . pgLx¿ n] ljsf; u/]sf]
lzNk;Eotf, lzNkzf:q, k|:t/, ;+:sf/ / j}ejk"0f{ uf}/jzfnL snf ;+:s[lt /
/fhsfhsf] af/]df hgsnfn zdf{n] cfkm\gf] k':tsdf :ki6¿ kdf pNn]v u/]sf 5g\ .
h;df elgPsf] 5–cgfo{ b|lj8 -z'b|, pTkLl8t, lzNkL_ hfltn] lzj,lji0f', s'df/,
xg'dfg, u0f]z -zLtnf–clhdf_ cflb cg]s b]jb]jL Nofof] .
j]bdf s[i0f OGb| lj/f]wL b]lvP klg kl5 pgL cfo{sf nflu k[\Ho eP . t'n;L,
j/lkkn / a]nsf] k"hf ug]{, b]jtfsf] ;fd'Gg] w'k xfNg], k|s[ltsf] k"hf, rGbg k'ik
b]jLb]jtfnfO{ r9fpg], w'k xfNg], 38L–306f cflb afhf ahfpg], g[To–;ª\uLt k|:t't
ug]{ nufot ;+:sf/ ljlw cgfo{ b|lj8, z'b|, lzNkLx¿ n] g} ljsf; u/]sf] x'g\ . hf]
jt{dfgdf ;LdfGts[t lzNkL ;d'bfosf gfdn] kl/lrt 5g\ -zdf{,@)#( M$),$!_ .
kfg, ;'kf/L, gl/jn, l;+b"/ cflb hf] xfd|f ljleGg b}lgs / wfld{s
hLjgdf Jojxf/ ul/g] rLhx¿ 5g\ . oL ;a} hLjgz}nL / ;f+:s[lts ;Dkbfx¿ cgfo{
b|la8, lzNkLx¿ s} b]g xf] eGg] egfO 5 . o:t} sltko lj4fgx¿ n] t gfuk"hf, lzj,
lji0f' tyf a|Dxfsf] k"hf ;d]t b|la8,lzNkLx¿ 4f/f rnfPsf ;+:sf/ x'g\ eg]sf 5g\
->]i7, @)@*M^&_ .
8f=s]zjdfg zfSon] s0ff{nL If]qdf /x]sf lzNkL÷blnt ;d'bfo
v;x¿ cfOk'Ug' eGbf klxn]sf cljsl;t cgflbjf;Lsf] ¿ kdf /x]sf]
æg]kfndf a'4wd{ / v; hfltÆ zLif{ssf] sfo{kqdf pNn]v ug'{ ePsf] 5
-zfSo,@)^&M%_ . O=k"=!%)) df l;Gw'3fF6Ldf b|lj8 hfltsf] cfkm\gf] /fHo lyof]
. lxdfnosf] blIf0fL sfv g]kfndf cgfo{ b|lj8, lzNkL hfltsf] /fhf /
/fHox¿ /x]sf] hgsnfn zdf{n] cfkm\gf] k':tsdf pNn]v u/]sf] kfOG5 .
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ljleGg ;To tYo k|df0fxn] klg of] s'/fnfO{ k'li6 u/]sf] 5
-ljZjsdf{,@)%$M!@_ .
ljz]ifu/L ;'b/" klZrd / s0ff{nL k|b]zdf v;cfo{sf] 7"nf] ;d"xsf] k|j]zkl5 lzNkL
-blnt_ ;d'bfo cfkm\gf] yft\ynf], /fhsfh, ;+:s[lt / cgflbsfnLg s0ff{nL
lzNk;Eotfaf6 lj:yflkt eP . oL tYox¿ df–clxn];Dd ;'b/" klZrd / s0ff{nLdf lzNkL
;d'bfosf] hftLo gfddf bh{gf} u9L,lsNnf sf]6x¿ sf] gfds/0f x'g',o; If]qdf 7"nf /
rlr{t b]ljb]jtf lzNkL ;d'bfos} k"vf{x¿ n] k|fKt ug'{, cgflbsfnLg s0ff{nL
lzNk;Eotf,snf / ;fF:s[lts ;Dkbf (^ k|ltzt eGbf a9L oLg} ;d'bfosf] /xg',
ljleGg 7fFpdf lzNkL ;d'bfo clxn] klg e"ldklt -d6\of_sf] ?kdf /xg', emfFª\u|L ljBf
/ gfrufg snf–;F:s[lt s'dzfNof -slyt tNnf hft_ hfltx¿ sf] xf] eGg] tYo
Oltxf;ljbx¿ n] Oltxf;df pNn]v ug'{, ljleGg axfgfdf y'k|} 7fFpdf lzNkL ;d'bfosf]
cfdg/;+xf/ ul/Psf] Oltxf; kfOg', If]qut / P]ltxfl;s lg/Gt/tfsf] ?kdf clxn] klg
pgLx¿ sf] b]z}el/df s0ff{nLdf klxnf] 7"nf] hg;+Vof /xg', P]ltxfl;s b:tfj]hx¿ /
:ynut cWoogsf qmddf :yfgLo a"9fkfsf / hfgsf/x¿ sf cg';f/ lzNkL ;d'bfo
s0ff{nLsf cgflbsfnLg d"njf;Lsf] ?kdf /x]sf] k|i6 x'G5 . oL tYo / j:t'ut
cfwf/x¿ n] n]vs, Oltxf;sf/x¿ sf] n]vgdf ;Totf /x]sf] 5 .
Ps rlr{t egfO 5–æs'g} hfltsf] cl:tTj d]6fpg' 5 eg] p;sf] Oltxf; /
klxrfg d]6fOlbg' k5{ .Æ g]kfnsf cfd lzNkL ;d'bfox¿ cl:tTj ljlxg x'g'sf] d'Vo
sf/0f pgLx¿ sf] klxrfg / Oltxf; g} d]6fOPsf] 5 . zf;s kIfw/ Oltxf;sf/x¿ sf]
a]OdfgL / Oltxf;nfO{ pN6f]kfN6f] kfg{n] Oltxf; d]6fpg emg} 7"nf] an k'u]sf] 5 .
v; lxGb" wd{k|lt >4f /fVg] eP tfklg ha pgLx¿ sf] k|j]z pQ/L -s'dfpF u9jfn
x'Fb} ;'b"/klZrd / s0ff{nL_ e]udf x'g uof] . ta cfkm\gf] s§/ lxGb"TjnfO{ 5f8]/
:yfgLo b]jLb]jtf / wfld{s k/Dk/fnfO{ klg u|x0f ub}{ cfP . klZrdL kxf8L e]udf
k"lhFb} cfPsf di6, efu]Zj/, sfn;L, 36fn cflb :yfgLo b]jb]jLnfO{ oxfF zf;g ug]{
v;n] klg cf/fwgf ub}{ cfP . olb o:tf] gx'Fbf] xf] t :yfgLo:t/df cfkm\gf] ks8
alnof] agfpg d'l:sn} x'GYof] . t/, of] klg x'g' ;Dej 5 ls v;sf] cfudg ;Fu–;Fu}
oL b]jLb]jtfx¿ lxGb" wd{sf] 3]/fleq ;dfj]z x'g cfP . cyf{t\ k|s[ltk"hs cgflbjf;L
cgfo{ b|lj8, lzNkL ;d'bfonfO{ lxGb"s/0f ul/of] . h;/L ls/fFt]Zj/ kz'kltgfynfO{
lxGb"s/0f u/] h:t} k|s[ltk"hs lzNkL ;d'bfosf] b]jLb]jtf, wfld{s ;+:sf/, rfnrng,
/Lltljlw, ;+:s[lt / ;Eotfx¿ v;cfo{s/0f x'Fb} uP . t;y{, dWoklZrd tyf
;'b"/klZrd If]qdf v;cfo{ cfpg'k"j{ lzNkL -bdfO{_ ;d'bfo clxGb" / k|s[ltk"hs lyP
eGg] s'/fnfO{ oL tYox¿ n] 3fd hlQs} 5n{Ë kfb{5g\ -zdf{, @)%*M!$, !%_ .
8f+=dx]Zj/ hf]zLsf cg';f/ s0ff{nLsf 8'd -/,s0ff{nL k|b]zsf la6fn'
agfOPsf,8'd cyjfcgfo{ b|lj8,lzNkLx¿ _ ;d'bfo lxdfnosf] o; e]udf v;x¿ eGbf
klxn] cfPsf x'g\ -s0ff{nL k|bz
] ;/sf/, @)&^M $(_ .

o;/L ljleGg tYo k|df0fx¿ n] cgfo{ b|lj8, lzNkL ;d'bfo s0ff{nL k|b]zdf
cgflbsfnb]lv d"njf;Lsf] ?kdf /x]sf] k|dfl0ft x'G5 . pgLx¿ n] g} To; If]qdf
dfgjLo ;F:sf/, ;F:s[lt/ ;Eotfsf] z'?jft\ u/]sf lyP . t;y{, ;LdfGts[t cgfo{
b|lj8, lzNkL -bdfO{_ ;d'bfo s0ff{nL k|bz
] / g]kfnsf cgflbsfnLg d"njf;Lsf] ?kdf
/x]s] k|dfl0ft x'G5-ljZjsdf{, g]kfnL,@)&^M@$–@^_ .
!=@ hg;+Vof M
;g\ !((! ;fnsf] hgu0fgf cg';f/ bdfO{ hfltsf] hg;+Vof #,^&,(*( -!=((%_,;g\
@))! -lj-;+=)%*_ df #(),#)% -!=&@%_ / ;g\ @)!! -lj=;+=@)^*_ df $,&@,*^@
-!=&*%_ /x]sf] b]vfpF5 . bdfO{ hfltsf] hg;+Vof j[l4b/nfO{ x]g]{ xf] eg] )=)& k|ltzt
/x]sf] of] tYof+sn] cf}NofPsf] 5 -l8Pg Pkm sf] bz jif]{ /0fgLlts kq,;g\ @)!#M
$!_
bdfO{ hfltsf y/x¿ M
g]kfnsf cgflbsfnLg d"njf;L bdfO{ hfltsf y'k|} y/x¿ /x]sf] kfOG5 . ljz]if
u/L pgLx¿ sf] y/ ldl>t hftLo gZnsf] ?kdf sfod ePsf] kfOG5 . tL dWo] s]xL
lgDg adf]lhd /x]sf] 5 .
-s_ du/hfltsf] y/

bdfO{ hfltsf] b/

-!_ bgf{n

-!_ bgf{n

-@_ bnf{dL

-@_ bnf{dL

-v_ u'?Ë hfltsf] y/
-!_ 3n]

-!+_ 3n]

-u_ sfo:y hfltsf] y/
-!_ bf;

-!_

bf;

-;|f]t M g]kfnsf hftLo ;+:sf/,efu–@,!$#—!$$_
o;/L x]bf{ bdfO{ hfltsf y/x¿ cgfo{ b|lj8, d+uf]n÷ls/fFt / v; gZnsf]
;+o'Qm ;ld>0fsf] ?kdf hftLo pTklt /x]sf] kfOG5 . o;n] ubf{ g[jz
+ sf] cWo]tf /
vf]hstf{x¿ sf] nflu ;d]t vf]hsf] ljifo ag]sf] 5 .
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k'hf/Ln] prfnL ;s]kl5 dfq} c?n] prfNg ;S5g\ . clg To;nfO{ ufpFdf 3'dfP/
glhssf] rf}tf/Ldf ;]nfpF5g\ .

bdfO{ hfltsf] cgflbsfnLg cflbynf] s0ff{nL k|bz
] xf] . of] k+lQmsf/sf] vf]haf6 ev{/}
k|sfzg ePsf] ælzNkL klxrfgÆ k':tssf cg';f/ s0ff{nL / e]l/sf] gfds/0f ;d]t
bdfO{ hflts} afhfaf6 /x]sf] kQf nfu]sf] 5 . ;'b"/klZrdf~rn If]qdf klg bdfO{
hfltsf] afSnf] pkl:ylt /x]sf] 5 .

of] bdfO{ hfltsf] k|d'v dxfg rf8 xf] . of] rf8df kf}/fl0fs lzNkL
anL/fhfsf] hktk, :t"tL, k|z;
+ fsf ;fy} ljz]if cf/fwgf ul/G5 . of] rf8 ufO{ ltxf/
cf}+zLsf] lbg ;lsG5 . o;nfO{ e;L eGb5g\ ->L % sf] ;/sf/, @)$$M !%$–!%^_ .

pgLx¿ sf] 3/sf] agfj6 eg] tNnf] tnfdf k|foM 3/sf] jLr efudf cu]gf] x'G5 . cu]gf]

v_ di6f] k"hf

-r'Nxf]_ sf] glhsdf cf]5\ofg nufP/ ;'Tg] ub{5g\ . cu]gfsf] glhsdf ;'Tbf hf8f]
ofddf Gofgf] x'G5 . dflysf] tnfdf cgfh -/fvgw/g_ /fVb5g\ . dflyNnf] tnfdf
r9\gsf nflu sf7 jf 9'ª\u|]jf+;sf] cyjf 9'+uf df6f]sf] ln:gf] /flvPsf] x'G5.

bdfO{ hfltsf] k|d'v rf8 di6f]k"hf klg /x]sf] 5 . of] rf8 h]7sf] k"l0f{dfsf lbg
dgfOG5 .
o;df wfdLn] b]ptf a;L cfkm\gf] lj£gafwf, b'Mv cflbsf] ljifodf s]
x'G5 < s;f] x'G5 < asL cWoog u/L hjfkm lbg] ub{5g\ . o; k"hfdf
/f]6L,vL/,hfF8,/S;Lsf ;fy} k"hfsf] ;fdfu|L tof/ ul/Psf] x'G5 . o; k"hfsf] nflu
k"hf/L / wfdL bdfO{ hflts} k'?if /xg] ub{5g\ . o; k"hfsf] nflu x'8\s] -bdfO{_
hfltsf] k'/fgf] ynf] b}n]vsf] k'/fgf] vf8L u}of uf=lj=;=j8f g+=# ba8fdf Ps 3/ 5 .
;f] 3/df k"hf ul/G5 ->L % sf] ;/sf/,@)$$M !%$–!%^_ .

s_ zf/Ll/s agfj6M
bdfO{ hflt klg ljleGg hftLo gZnsf] /Qm ld>0f / j}jflxs ;DjGwn] ubf{
cgfo{ b|lj8,d+uf]n÷ls/fFt / v; d"nsf] ldl>t hftLo ;d"x x'g\ . logLx¿ sf] sb
clg j0f{ ;a} hflt;+u ldNbf]h'Nbf] x'G5 .
v_ j:q / cfe"if0fM
bdfO{ hfltsf k'?ifx¿ n] nufpg] sk8f 6f]kL,na]bf,;'?jfn,sf]6,O:6sf]6,sldh
;'?jfn x'g\ eg] dlxnfx¿ n] nufpg] kf]zfsdf u'Go' rf]nf],k]6Lsf]6,k6'sf cflb k5{g\ .
unfdf xf/, gfsdf em'Ds] d'Gb|L / km"nL,sfgdf dfnjf8L cflb u/uxgf nufpF5g\ .
!=$ bdfO{ hfltsf] df}lns rf8kj{M
bdfO{ hfltn] cfkm\g}
k|d'v df}lns rf8sf] ?kdf e;L,di6 / lkt/nfO{
w'dwfd;Fu dgfpg] u/]sf] kfOG5 .
s_ e;L
e;L rf8 ljz]if u/L bdfO{ hfltx¿ n] sflt{s s[i0f kIf cf}+;L-lbkfjnLsf]
nIdL k"hf, g]jf/sf] ;d'bfosf] Dx k"hf_ sf lbgsf] cl3Nnf] lbg cfkm\gf bfh'efO
lbbL jlxgL Pj+ ;Dk"0f{ kl/jf/ hDdf e} lbpF;f] v;L, s'v/' f df/sf6 ug]{ / ljleGg
kl/sf/ agfO{ vfgf vfg] u/L dgfpF5g . a]ns
' f lbofnf]sf] /fFsf] xftdf lnP/ e;L
hufpg / Pp6f sf7sf] lsnf] hldg d'lg ufl8G5 . e;L hufpg yfNg] / bdfO{
k'/]tåf/f clez]if u/L wfdLsf] 3/af6 nu]sf] cfuf]n] alQ jflnG5 . o;kl5 u8f]df
9'+ufb]lv+b}+ hfG5 / u8f] 7'nf] x'Fb} hfG5 . kl5 hlt /ft a9\b} hfG5 e;L hlt
hufof], Tolt g} of] a9\b} uP/ s/La !)–!@ xft ;Dd b]lvG5 . /ft 36\b} uPkl5 of]
9'+Ëf klg 36\b} hfG5 eGg] hgljZjf; /x]sf] kfOG5 . ljxfg bfp/fsf] -sf]7L_ ef/Ldf
;fdf nufpF5g\ . ufpFsf] d'Vo k'hf/Ln] ;fdf gprfn];Dd c?n] prfNg ;Sb}gg\ /

u_ lkt[dft[ -lkt/_ Ifdf k"hf
lkt/ k"hf bdfO{ hfltsf] lkt[dft[ Ifdf k"hfsf] ?kdf /x]sf] a'lemG5 . of] k"hf ljz]if
u/L j}zfvLGjfuL / d+l;/df wfg GjfuLsf lbg dgfpFb5g\ . cfkm\gf] cfdf afa' d/]sf]
Ps jif{ kl5 pgLx¿ sf] ;+emgfdf Ps ?vsf] 5xf/Ldf a;L lkt[dft[ k"hf ub{5g\ .
afa'sf] lkt[ k"hf eP s'v/' fsf] efn] / cfdfsf] dft[ k"hf eP kf]yL s'v/' f sf6L ef]u
r9fpF5g\ . lkt[ k"hfdf /f]6L, df;', hfF8, /S;L cflb r9fpF5g\ . cfkm\gf dftf,lktf
lkt[;+u cfkm\gf] 3/sf] cGg kfgLsf] ;x /fvL b]p, e08f/df a;L b]p, j:t'efp, cfk"m
/ cfkm\gf kl/jf/hgdf cfkt\ ljkb\ gkf/, Ifdf u/, /Iff u/ eGg] sfdgf ;fy} ljGtL,
k|fy{gf ub{5g\ .
h;nfO{ pgLx¿ lkt[dft[ Ifdf k"hf eGg] ub{5g\ . k"hf ljlwk"j{s ;lsPkl5 k|;fb
3/sf ;a} kl/jf/n] afF8LrF'+8L vfg] ub{5g\ ->L % sf] ;/sf/,@)$$M !%^–!%&_ .
!=% s"n k/Dk/f / ljZjf;M
k|To]s bdfO{ hfltn] jif{sf] Psk6 cf—cfkm\gf y/,uf]qsf] s"nb]jtf /
jfo"b]jtfsf] ?kdf k'hf ug]{ ub{5g\ . x/]s jif{sf] d+l;/ k"l0ff{df,df3] ;+qmflGt tyf
j}zfv k"l0f{dfsf] k~rdLsf lbg b]jfnL ug]{ ub{5g\ . s"nk"hf ubf{ ;xuf]q jfx]s
c?nfO{ ;dfj]z u/fpFb}gg\ . t/ kfx'gfsf ?kdf eg] af]nfpg] ub{5g\ . sltn]\ rflx+
jif{sf] b'Ok{ 6s j}zfv k"l0f{df / df3] ;+qmflGtdf klg b]jfnL k"hf u/]sf] kfOG5 .
o:tf] k"hfdf cf—cfkm\gf gft]bf/,r]nLa]6LnfO{ klg af]nfpg] ub{5g\ . bdfO{ hfltsf]
;+:sf/ / ;+:s[ltdf ;+;f/L k"hf ug]{ klg rng /x]sf] 5 . hf] e"ld k"hfs} csf]{ ?k
dflgG5 .
bdfO{x¿ eLd;]gsf] klg k"hfug]{ ub{5g\ . h;nfO{ jL/tfsf] k|ltssf] ?kdf
k'Hb} cfPsf 5g\ . bdfO hflt k"hfdf s'v/' f, jf]sf, /fFuf, xfF;, k/]jf / ;'Fu'/sf]
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anL r9fpF5g\ . oLgLx¿ cem};Dd wfdLemfFqmL dfly klg plQs} ljZjf; /fVb5g\ .
s'g} klg /f]u c:ktfnaf6 lgsf] x'g ;s]g eg] logLx¿ wfdLemfFqmLsf] ;xf/f lng]
ub{5g\ . oL hfltn] k~ranL klg lbg] ub{5g\ . k~ranL lb+bf afv|f, /fFuf, e]8f /
s'v/' fsf] efn]sf] aln lbG5g\ .
s_ efiffM
ljz]ifu/Læ>'ltnf]sjfª\do sfJo;DkbfÆ g]kfnsf d"njf;L lzNkL bdfO{ hflt;Fu
;DalGwt /x]sf] 5 . bdfO{ hfltn] x'8\s] ufyf tyf ef/t jf svf{df wfld{s,
P]ltxf;ls / jL/tfsf] ;+bz
] ufFpy] . jL/ufyfdf cfwfl/t ef/t -svf{_ sf] Oltxf;
k|df0f vf]Hb} hfFbf ufyf sYg] / ufpg] rng g]kfnL v;efiffsf] yfngL eGbf lgs}
klxNo}bl] v g} rNb} cfPsf] a'lemG5 . zlQmk|ltsf] cf:yf,/fhfk|ltsf] ;Ddfg,
lkt[u0fk|ltsf] elQm / ljz]if of]Uotfsf :yfgLo JolQm k|ltsf] uf}/j ef/t -svf{_df
pg]/ >f]tf / bz{su0fsf] dgf]/~hg u/fpFb} cfkm\gf] ;f+:s[lts ;+/If0f / hLljsf ;d]t
ug]{ kl/kf6L bdfO{df w]/} cl3b]lv g} /x]sf] yfxf x'G5 .
;dosf] k|jfx;Fu} lal;{+b} uPsf zf;s, lkt[u0f / :yfgLo jL/x¿ sf rl/q
lrq0fdf cfwfl/t ef/t nf]k ePsf / gofF–gofF lsl;dsf JolQmx¿ sf ef/t slyFb}
uPsf s'/f klg cl3 ;fg{ ;lsG5 . To;f] eP/ klg b]jtfsf ¿ kdf dfGotf kfO{
rlr{t /x]sfx¿ sf] syfdf cfwfl/t ef/t t'ngfTds lx;fan] clws bL3{hLjL ag]sf
b]lvG5g\ . ltg}sf pbfx/0fåf/f ljj]Ro ufyfsf] k|frLgtfaf/] c8\sn / cg'dfg nufpg
;lsG5 -kGt,@)^$M&^,ljZjsdf{,g]kfnL,@)&^M@(_ .
;femf g]kfnL v; efiffsf] pTklt / lj:tf/sf qmddf v; k|fs[tsf ;xsfo{df /x]sf
cGo k|fs[t efiffx¿ lyP .+ k};rL k|fs[t,r'lnsf k|fs[t,efNw]nL k|fs[t,b/bL k|fs[t,a|fr8L
k|fs[t,zf}/;]gL k|fs[t tyf dfuwL k|fs[t To;df efiff,hflt / lnlksf kf/:kl/s
;dGjosf k|;Ëdf ;jf{lws ;xof]u b/bL k|fs[t,snf}ltof lnlk / bdfO{ hfltsf] /x]sf]
jf:tljstf clj:d/0fLo x'g ;S5 . To;kl5 dfq a|fr8L k|fs[t nufot cGo k|fs[tsf]
e"ldsf x'g cfpF5 . snf}ltof lnlksf] k|of]u ug]{ b/b / bd'x¿ b/bL k|fs[tsf jQmf
lyP . h'g efiff / lnlksf] cl:tTj bdfO{ hfltdf cem klg /x]sf] kfOG5 . o;/L
bdfO{ hfltsf] cfˆg} dft[ efiff /x]sf] tYo Oltxf;s} ue{df cf]em]n kfl/Psf] b]lvG5
-;dfgtf, @)%!M%^_ .
!=^ bdfO{ hfltsf] ;:+sf/
bdfO{ hfltx¿ n] hGd kZrft\ cfˆg} k|sf/n] 5}+6L,Gjf/g,5]j/,j|taGw / d[To'
;+:sf/ dgfpg] ub{5g\ .
s_ hGd, 5}+6L, Gjf/g M
bdfO{ hflt leq aRrf ghGdfpg] dflg; :ju{ hfg kfpFb}gg\ eGg] cGwljZjf;
5 . To;}n] aRrf hGdfpg'nfO{ logLx¿ :ju{ hfg] e¥ofªsf] klxnf] v'8\lsnf] 7fGb5g\
. k|foM g]kfnL ;dfhdf 5f]/LnfO{ eGbf 5f]/fnfO{ dxTj lbP h:t} logLx¿ df klg
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5f]/fnfO{ g} k|fyldstf lbg] rng 5 . 5f]/f hGd]sf] 5}+7f}+ lbgdf 5}+6L ub{5g\ . 5}+6Lsf]
lbgdf afnssf] l;/fgLdf Psdfgf rfdn,kmnk"mn / snz /flv lbG5g\ . /fte/L
tf]/Lsf] t]ndf lbof] afln/fVb5g\ . cfkm\gf] hfltsf] k]zf cg';f/ l;nfO{sf ;fdu|L jf
k~r}afhf,gf}dtLafhf dWo] pknAw ePsf s]xL afhf /flvlbg] rng klg /x]sf] kfOG5
.5}+6Lsf] /ftdf efjL -b]jL_ n] cfP/ aRrfsf] lgwf/df efUo n]lvlblG5g\ eGg] ljZjf;
ub{5g\ . hGd]sf lbg b]lv Gjf/gsf lbg ;Dd ;'Ts]/LnfO{ z/L/dfs'g} tslnkm gxf];\
elg ljz]if x]/rfxsf ;fy 5'§} /flvG5 . ljz]iful/ ufpF3/lt/ ;'Ts]/Lsf] z/L/ rfF8}
afFlwG5 eGgsf] nflu sf]bf]sf] tLgkfg] /S;L,hfF8,l3p,d]yLdf emfg]sf],nf]sn s'v/' fsf]
df;',w'nf] cf]vtL,kfvgj]tsf] w'nf] v'jfpg] ub{5g\ . bdfO{ hfltsf] aRrf hGd]sf] P3f/f}+
lbgdf Gjf/g ug]{ rng 5 . Gjf/gsf lbgdf aRrfsf] gfds/0f ul/G5 . o;} lbg
b]lv ;'ts klg ;lsG5 . Gjf/g nufot ;a} z'e cz'e sfo{df bdfO{x¿ HjfOF cyjf
efGhfaf6 ;DkGg u/fpF5g\ . Gjf/gdf bdfO{ hfltdf ef]h ug]{ rng 5 . ef]hdf
k/Dk/fut ?kdf hfF8,/S;L geO x'Fb}g . Gjf/gdf k'/]tn] h'/fOlbPsf] gfd logLx¿
uf]Ko g} /fV5g\ . Tof] gfd ;a}nfO{ yfxf ePdf xfgL x'G5 eGg] ljZjf; logLx¿ df 5 .
af]nfpg] gfd eg] 3/sf h]i7 ;b:on] /flvlbG5g\ . Tolx gfdaf6 p ;dfhdf lrlgG5
-kf08]o,===M @(_
dWoklZrdf~rnsf bdfO{ hfltdf eg] hGd ;+:sf/ cln km/s /x]sf] kfOG5 . aRrf
hGd]sf] lbg bfh'efO{ hDdf eP/ 3df/L v]N5g\ . !%–@) hgf eP/ bfofF,afofF
bdfxf,d'h'/fsf] ;fydf gfRb},ufpFb,} ahfpFb} 3'dL–3'dL 3df/L v]Ng] ub{5g\ . ^ lbgsf]
lbg v;L sf6\g],/f]6L,k'/L,kmnk"mn,hfF8,/S;L cflb kl/sf/ tof/ u/L 5}+6L ug]{ ub{5g\ .
k|yd lbg 3df/L j:g] / x]g]{ cGo ;a}nfO{ v'lzofnLdf Vjfpg] sfd ub{5g\ . o;}
lbg aRrfsf] 5}+6L x]g]{ / gfd /fVg] sfd ub{5g\ . o; lbg klg xiff]{Nnf;k"j{s 3df/L
v]N5g\ . ljxfg 3/df v;L sf6\5g\ / 3df/L v]Ng]nfO{ Pp6f 5'§} v;L lbg] k/Dk/f
klg 5 . !!cf}+ lbgsf] lbg lbbL,alxgLx¿ dfO{tdf Pp6f v;L lnP/ cfpF5g\ . !!
cf}+ lbgsf] lbg aRrfnfO{ 3/ jflx/ NofO{ 3fd em'lNsg' k"j{ tkm{ kmsfO{ e"ld /
eujfgsf] k"hf cr{gf ug]{ ub{5g\ . aRrfsf] afh],ah} –-xh'/af, xh'/cfdf_ eP
pgLx¿ n] aRrf tyf cfdfnfO{ l6sf nufO{ cflzjf{b tyf bL3f{o"sf] sfdgf ub{5
{ g\ .
o;nfO{ pgLx¿ cfkm\gf] efiffdf æb'jf/f]æ eGb5g\ . afh] ah} geP aRrfsf cfdf afj'n]
g} l6sf nufO{ lbG5g\ .cfdfnfO{ aRrfsf cfdfnfO{ aRrfsf afj' cfdfn] Pp6f v;L
lbG5g\ . u'Go'rf]nf] nufot sk8f lbG5g\ . o;sf ;fy} cfkm\g} hftsf] k'/]t af]nfO{
Gjf/g ug]{ k/Dk/f klg /xL cfPsf] 5 . ;'Ts]/L !! cf}+ lbg;Dd jfg]{ rng 5 .
;'Ts]/LnfO{ ;s];Dd kf]lifnf] bfn,eft,t/sf/L,df;' vfg lbg] / tf]/Lsf] t]n z/L/df /
aRrfnfO{ nufpg lbg] sfo{ ;dfhsf cGo hftn] ul/g] h:t} rng 5 . Gjf/gsf]
lbg b]lv sf7]ef6f] nufpg lbg] ub{5g\ . aRrf hlGdPsf] v'lzofnLdf vzL sf6\g],ef]h
ug]{ k/Dk/f eP klg lxhf]cfh ul/aLsf] sf/0fn] 5f]8\b} cfPsf 5g\ ->L %sf] ;/sf/,
@)$$M!^!–!^@_ .
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v_ k'/]tM
bdfO{ hfltdf cfkm\gf] k'/]tsf] ljz]if dxTj /x]sf] kfOG5 . hGd]bl] v d[To";Ddsf
;+:sf/,;+:s[lt / k/Dk/fdf k'/]t geO{ x'Fb}g . hGd,5}+6L,Gjf/g,kf:gL,5]j/,ljx],d[To',>f4
sfo{df k'/]tsf] cfjZostf /xG5 . bdfO{ hfltx¿ k'/]tsf] sfd cfkm\gf HjfOF cyjf
efGhfaf6 ;DkGg ug]{ u/fpF5g\ .
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x]g]{ rng /x]sf] 5 . ;f] lbg ld7f] rf]vf],kmnk"mn vfg lbOG5 . gof+F
n'ufsk8f,u/uxgf tyf blIf0ff klg lbOG5 .
5_ ljjfx

oL hfltx¿ df cGo ljleGg ;+:sf/,;+:s[lt dWo] kf:gL ug]{ rng klg k|dv
'
?kdf /x]sf] kfOG5 . oL hfltdf 5f]/f eP ^ dlxgf / 5f]/L eP % dlxgfdf kf:gL
ug]{ rng /x]sf] 5 . eft v'jfpg] z'e ;fOt k'/]tn] lgsfnb5g\ . kf:gL ug]{ ldlt
lglZrt ePkl5 cfkm\gf ;Dk"0f{ g/ gftf,Oi6ldq tyf lk|ohgx¿ nfO{ af]nfOG5 . ;f]
;dodf aRrfnfO{ gofF n'uf,u/uxgf nufO{lbg'sf ;fy} pQm lbg z'e ;fOtsf] 7Ls
;do kf/]/ ;aeGbf klxn] 3/sf h]i7 ;b:on] c;kmL{ jf wft'sf] k};fn] vL/ v'jfO
lbPkl5 kfn}kfnf] u/L a'jf, cfdf, dfjnL, bfh'efO, cfkmGt tyf cGo kfx'gfx¿ n] vL/
v'jfOG5 . ;f] cj;/df aRrfnfO{ ;':jf:Yo tyf bL3f{os
" f] cflzjf{bsf ;fy} k};f /
sk8f pkxf/ ;d]t lbOG5 . gjhft aRrfnfO{ glhssf] tLy{:yndf nuL b]jL b]jtfsf]
bz{g u/fpg] rng klg 5 . clGtddf ;a} kfx'gfx¿ nfO{ ef]h v'jfO{ labfjf/L ug]{
rng klg /x]sf] 5-g]kfnsf hftLo ;+:sf/, efu–@, @)&)M!$&_ .

;[li6nfO{ lg/Gt/tf lbgsf] nflu dfgj hLjgdf ljjfx w]/} g} dxTjk"0f{ ;+:yf }
ag]sf] 5 . oL hflt leq dfuL ljjfxf,k|]d ljjfx / hf/L ljjfx k|rngdf /x]sf] kfOG5
. kmf§k'm§ cGt/hftLo ljjfx klg rng rNtLdf /xsf] kfOG5 . t/, hftLo e]befjsf]
sf/0fn] ubf{ 5f]6f] cjlwd} lj5f]8df kl/0ft x'g] u/]sf] 5 . dfuL ljjfx ubf{ s]6fsf
tk{maf6 s]6Lsf 3/df ndL k7fpg] rng 5 . ;f]xL ndLn] g} s]6Lsf 3/df uP/ s'/f
rnfpF5g\ . s]6Lsf tk{maf6 pQm k|:tfj d~h"/ jf :jLs[t eof] eg] s]6L kIfjf6
s]6fsf 3/df hfg] rng 5 . ljjfxsf] k|:tfj b'j}tk{m d~h"/ eof] eg] s]6f kIfn] s]6L
kIfsf]df rf/,kfFr af]tn jf &–!@ dfgf /S;L / s'v/' fsf] efn]kf]yL 6qmfpF5g\ . o;nfO{
e'6\sf] h'6fpg] elgG5 . s]6Lsf] a'jfn] /S;Lsf] -af]tn_ 7]sL / s'v/' fsf] efn]kf]yL k"hf
u/L ;'ug :jLsf/ u/L vfPkl5 dfq ljjfx lglZrt x'g] u5{ . To;kl5 b'j} kIfsf]
/f]xjf/df ljjfxsf] ltly to x'G5 . oL hftLdf ljjfx !* b]lv @) jif{sf] pd]/df
ul/lbg] rng 5 . cfˆg} y/ uf]qdf ljjfx ug{ dgfxL 5 . oL hftLdf klxnf
k'mk'r]nf,dfdfr]nL ljjfx ug]{ ;+:sf/ lyof] . clxn] of] rngnfO{ cGTo ul/Psf] 5g]kfnsf hftLo ;+:sf/,efu–@,@)&)M!$*_ .

3_ 5]j/ -r'8fsd{_M

h_ d[To'M

j|taGw,pkgog jf r'8fsd{ h];s
' } elgP klg bdfO{x¿ o;nfO{ 5]j/ -!)_ eGb5g\ .
afnssf] pd]/ &–!) jif{ k'Uof] eg] 5]j/ ul/lbg] rng of] hfltdf klg /x]sf] kfOG5 .
dfdfsf] xftaf6 skfn vf}l/g nufO{ 6f]kL,n'uf nufOlbg] ub{5g\ . lbbL,alxgL af]nfO{
pgLx¿ af6 skfn l6kfpg] / blIf0ff lbg] ul/G5 . 5]j/ gu/L ljjx ug{' x'Fb}g eGg]
dfGotf /lxcfPsf] kfOG5 . kfx'gfx¿ nfO{ o; lbg klg cfkm\gf] uR5] cg';f/;u'g
,vfgkfg / ef]h v'jfpg] sfd ul/G5 .

r_ klxnf] /hZjnf

k|fs[lts ;Gt'ng / hLjsf] hLjgrqm sfod /fVgsf] nflu hGdkl5 d[To" :jfefljs
dflgG5 . bdfO{ hfltdf nf;sf] 6fpsf] blIf0flt/ kf/L l;/fgdf ltnsf] t]ndf aQL
afnL x+Fl;of jf v's/' L /fVg] rng 5 . o;sf] cy{ cfTdf ;Lw} :ju{ hfcf];\ e8\lsP/
e"tk|]t,lkzfr gjgf];\ eGg] ljZjf; /x]sf] 5 . nf;nfO{ gbL bf]efg jf h+Ënlt/ nf+bf
6fpsf] pQ/lt/ / v'§f blIf0flt/ kf/L nluG5 . alQrflx+ !)–!# lbg ;Dd aflnG5 .
s;}sf] ckem{6,csfn jf c:jfefljs
d[To' ePdf d[tcfTdf jfo"df kl/jt{g x'g]
ljZjf;n] jfo" ptfg]{ rng 5 . jfo" gptf/];Dd jfo"n] b'Mv lbg],sfd ;kmn gx'g]
x'Fbf jfo" ptfg}{ k5{ eGg] ljZjf; 5 . jfo" ptfbf{ emf+qmLx¿ cfuf]sf] e'u|f]df 9\ofª\u|f]
7f]sL cfuf]dfly gfRg] ub{5g\ . bdfO{ hfltdf d[tsnfO{ gbL lsgf/df nuL bf]efgdf
hufpg] jf uf8\g] rng 5 . s;},s;}n] glhssf] h+Ën jf eL/sf] k]mbdf uf8\g] rng
klg /x]sf] 5 . nfdf] af6f] x'Fbf 3/sf lbbLalxgLx¿ n] kmnk"mn vfhf / hfF8/S;L
nuL dnfdLnfO{ jLr af6f];Dd k'uL v'jfpg] ul/G5 . bdfO{ hfltx¿ df !) b]lv !#
lbg ;Dd h'7f] afg]{ rng 5 . d[tssf] d'vdf h]7f] 5f]/fsf ;fy} ;a} 5f]/fn] bfuaQL
lbg] rng 5 .

bdfO{ hfltdf 5f]/Lsf] klxnf] k6s /hZjnf x'Fbf u'Kt ?kdf n'sfP/ /fVg]
rng 5 . a'jf tyf bfh'efOsf] d'v x]g'{ x'Gg eGg] k/Dk/f cg';f/ @! lbg;Dd 3fd
gkg]{ 7fpFdf n'sfP/ /flvG5 . @! lbgsf] lbgdf g'xfOw'jfO u/L rf]vf] j:q wf/0f u/L
;"o{b]j tyf gju|xsf] k"hfkf7 u/L dfGohg tyf 7'nfa8fsf] xftaf6 6Lsf nufO d'v

5f]/fx¿ gePsf] cj:yfdf >LdtL jf 5f]/Ln] klg bfuaQL lbg] rng 5 . cGo hfltdf
h:tf] 5f]/f g} x'g'kg]{ clgjfo{ bdfO{ hfltdf 5}g . sltko 7fpFdf dfG5] d/]sf] lbg
kf8f] jf afv|f] sf6L hfF8/S;L ;lxt ef]hv'jfpg] rng 5 . t/, of] k'/fgf] rng
lxhf]cfh x6\b} uPsf] 5 .

u_ kf:gL-eftv'jfO_M

ª_ 5f]/LnfO{ u'Go"rf]nf]
bdfO{ hfltdf 5f]/Lsf] klxnf] k6s /hZjnf x'g' cufl8 g} 5f]/LnfO{ u'Go"rf]nf] lbg]
rng /x]sf] 5 . o;sf nflu ljhf]8L c+s ePsf] jif{ ;a}eGbf /fd|f] dflgG5 . o;sf
nflu &,(,!!,/ !# jif{sf] pd]/df u'Go"rf]nf] lbg] ul/G5 . ;f] cj;/df k"hfcfhf /
cflzjf{b lbOG5 . ;fy} gof+ nQfsk8f,ld7f] ld7f] kmnk"mn, blIf0ff tyf u/uxgf klg
lbOg] ul/G5 .
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!=&bdfO{-bhL{_ /fhf
P3f/f} ztfAbLeGbf klg lgs} cl3 cyf{t\ v;;fd|fHosf] cfGtl/s pklgj]z pbo
x'g'eGbf cufl8 jt{dfg g]kfnsf] c5fd lhNnfsf] bgf{sf]6,;Nofg lhNnfsf] bfdf{sf]6
nufotsf :yfgx¿ df /fHo s]Gb| agfP/ bdfO{-bhL{_ /fhfx¿ n] /fhsfh / zf;g
u/]sf] tYo k|df0fx¿ kfOPsf] 5 . bdfO{-bhL{_ Ps dxTjk"0f{ k|frLg /fhj+z ePsf] tYo
k|df0f 8f= gjn ljof]uLåf/f lnlvt æef/tsL cflbjf;L gfu ;EotfÆgfds u|Gysf] k[i7
&@ df pNn]v ul/Psf] 5 .
!=* cflbd ;~rf/sdL{sf] ?kdf bdfO{ hflt
cfhsf] h:tf] ;~rf/ ;'ljwf gePsf] a]nf b]zsf s'gfsfKrf,ufFp3/sf 3/cfFug, b}nf]–
b}nf]df /fi6« / /fli6«otfsf] ;Gb]z ;'gfpg] uGwj{hflt g} lyP . ;'v–b'vsf va/afxs
/ kl/ cfPdf /fi6«sf nflu dl/d]6\g tof/ kfg{ uGwj{n] e"ldsf v]Nby] . /fi6« elQm /
;'if'Kt jL/tfnfO{ hufO{ /0f;+u|fddf hfg pBt agfpFy] . Ps ufFpsf] enfs';f/L csf]{
ufFp;Dd k'¥ofpFy] . l6:6fb]lv klZrdlsNnf sfFu8f;Dd klg b]z / hgtfsf] k|ltlglw
eO{ log} uGwj{ ufpFbf–ufpFb} k'Uy] . :jb]z jf ljb]z hxfFF k'u] klg g]kfn / g]kfnLsf]
;'v–b'v,cfFz' xfF;f],kL/ Joyfsf efj kf]Vb} cfkm\gf] dft[e"ldsf] dlxdfk"0f{ uLt la;{b}gy]bgf{n, @)$%M!#_ .
To;}u/Ls0ff{nLsf lzNkL-blnt_ ;d'bfosf] cgflbsfnLg s0ff{nL lzNk;Eotf-lzNkzf:q_
/ ;+:s[ltsf ljsf;stf{ dWo]sf bdfO{ hfltsf] csf]{ ljz]if ljz]iftf klg /x]sf] 5 .
uGwj{ h:t} Tolta]nf cflwsfl/s ;'rgfafxs bdfO{ g} lyP . h;nfO{ v"6 xfGg'
elgG5 . ljz'4 nf]s jfB–jfbgdf ;d]t :yfgLo ef}uf]lns agf]6sf] k|efj k/]sf]
b]lvG5 . of] s'/f oxfFsf bdfO{ hfltdf k/fk"j{sfnb]lv rlncfPsf] v'6 xfGg] k/Dk/fn]
atfpF5 . ef}uf]lns b"/fGt/-:kfl;on e]l/P;g_ sf] sf/0f 6f9f–6f9fsf dflg; af]nfpg'
kbf{ jf jNnf] 8fF8f, kNnf] 8fF8fsf] dflg;nfO{ af]nfpg' kbf{, kl/l:yltjz ck{em6
af]nfpFbf bdfxf ahfO{ ljleGg sfo{sf] nflu ;f+s]lts Wjlg lbg] ul/G5 . ;+s]t lbg] /
a'emg] sfd bdfO{n] g} ub{5g\ . 7"nf–7"nf kxf8 / vf]nfgfnfn] el/Psf] s0ff{nL
c~rndf jfl/ ufpFaf6 kfl/ hfg k¥of] eg] lbgel/ klg nfUg ;S5 . o:tf] cK7\of/f]
sfdnfO{ ;lhnf] t'Nofpgsf] lglDt bdfO{x¿ n] bdfxf-gu/f,e]l/_ 7f]s]/ jfl/af6 kfl/sf]
dfG5]nfO{ af]nfpg] ;f+s]lts w'g ahfpg] ub{5g\ . o;nfO{ g} v"6 xfGg] elgG5
.jfl/af6 kfl/ ;'lgg] u/L v"6 xfg]kl5 kfl/sf] bdfO{n] v"6sf] cy{ v'6\ofpF5 . /,
bdfxf4f/f g} v"6 xfg]/ To;sf] hjfkm lbG5 . o; k|sf/ bdfO{x¿ n] jfl/af6 kfl/ /
kfl/af6jfl/ ;"rgfsf] cfbfgk|bfg u/]sf] b]lvG5 . cfkt k/]sf] a]nfdf kfl/ uPsf] s'g}
JolQmnfO{ t'?Gt af]nfpg k/]df olx v"6 xfGg] snfn] 7"nf] ;xfotf k'¥ofpF5 .
pbfx/0fsf] nfluæaRrf hlGdof],em§} cfpm b]ptfsf] k"hf 5,rfF8} cfcf] ltdLnfO{ e]6\g
dfG5]cfPsf] 5,t'?Gt} cfpm ‘ltd|f] cfkmGt la/fdL 5g\,e]6\g cfpm ‘Æcflb ;dfrf/x¿ v"6
xfg]/ ;lhn};Fu bdfO{x¿ n]7fFpdf k'¥ofpFy] . bdfO{ hfltsf] of] ;"rgf k|ljlwsf] k|of]u
cfh eGbf k/fk"j{sfndf a9L ul/GYof] . cfw'lgs ;~rf/ k|ljlwsf] ljsf; k"j{ bdfO{

hfltn] cflbd ;~rf/sdL{sf] e"ldsf ;d]t k"/f ub}{ cfPsf lyP . Tof] a]nfdf /fi6«sf]
pRr txdf cfl;g JolQmTjx¿ nfO{ ;Ddfg / ;nfdL klg bdfO{x¿ n] bdfxf ahfP/
r9fpg] uy]{-l/dfn, @)@*M#%, #^_ .
bdfO{x¿ ;Fu csf]{ snf / ;~rf/ Ifdtf eg]sf] o'4 lsNNffdf gu/fdf v"6 xfg]/ lj/f]wL
jf zq'kIfsf] cj:yfnfO{ cfkm\gf] lsNnfsf ;}lgsnfO{hfgsf/L u/fpg' lyof] . o;af6
klg yfxf x'G5, pgLx¿ sf] ;~rf/ ;Lk / gu/f lgzfgLsf] zlQm slt /x]5 eGg] s'/f
bdfO{ hflt;Fu ljz]if tflGqs zlQm /x]sf] ;d]t k|dfl0ft eO;s]sf]] 5 . pgLx¿
emfFª\u|L k/Dk/fsf] ;d]t d"n x'g eGg] tYo cg';Gwfgaf6 k'li6ePsf] 5 .gfnfkfgL o'4
lsNnfdf kfFrb]lvcf7 hgf bdfO{ afgfbf/ /x]sf] s'/f cg'dfg ul/Psf] 5 . pgLx¿ n]
v'6 xfg]/ -gu/fdf ljz]if k|sf/sf] sf]8 efiffdf ahfP/ zq'sf] ;Dk"0f{ hfgsf/L lbg]
;~rf/ k|ljlw_ ;+s]t lbP kl5 dfq} uf]vf{nL ;]gfn] cª\u|]h ;]gfdfly cfqmd0f ug]{
ub{y] . jl/i7 Oltxf; ;+:s[ltlj4k|f=8f=hudfg u'?ªsf cg';f/ lsNnf, u9L, sf]tsf]
k|d'v klg bdfO{x¿ g} x'g] ub{y] . sf]t u9Lsf] ;'/Iff clwsf/L klg pgLx¿ g} x'Gy] .
sf]tsf] k|d'v ePsf]n] sf]tjfn, sf]6jfn x'Fb} s6\jfn ePsf] xf] . h;n] sf]6, lsNnf,
u9L cf;kf;df a:g] ;d'bfosf] nflu cflwsfl/s ;"rgf log} s6\jfnn] g} lbg] ub{y] .
clxn] klg g]kfnsf sltko 7fpFx¿ df s6\jfnk|yf sfod} /x]sf] kfOG5 . cyf{t\ lzNkLblnt_ ;d'bfox¿ bdfO{,sfdL,;fsL{,afbL,uGwj{, d';x/, 8f]d, rdf/ cflb cflbd
;~rf/sdL{ / ;~rf/ k|ljlwdf kf]Vt lyP . OG6/g]6sf] cfljisf/ ePsf] tLg bzs
dfq} ePsf] 5 . oL ;"rgfsf ;+jfxsx¿ nfO{ /fHon] cfh ;Dd klg plrt dfg, ;Ddfg
/ sb/ ug{ ;s]sf] 5}g . jt{dfg ;"rgf tyf ;~rf/ k|ljlwsf] af9Ldf cgflbsfnLg
;~rf/sdL{ hflt, ;d'bfo 5fFofdf k/]sf 5g\ .
!=( bdfO{ nf]s gfr
d'ntM g]kfnsf bdfO{ hflt ;fF:s[lts ;Eotf / ;Dkbfsf d"n;|f]t x'g\ .
bdfO{ hfltn] s0ff{nLdf ljz]if ¿ kdf / cGo If]qdf gfRg] bh{gf} gfrx¿ 5g\ . tL
gfrx¿ dWo] k|d'v ?kdf bdfO{ nf]s gfr, bdfxf nf]s gfr, x'8\s] gfr, 5lnof gfr,
wdf/L -v]n_ gfr w'nf]xf] gfr 9f]nL gfr, bdfO{ gfr, rf]kfpFbfsf] gfr, kf6f gfr,
nf6f] gfr k~r} afhf ;lxtsf] ‰ofp/] gfr, k~r} afhf ;lxtsf] a]7L gfr cflb u/L
nueu Ps bh{g eGbf a9L gfr k|rngdf /x]sf] kfO{G5 . oL nf]s gfrx¿ sf] cfˆg}
lalzi6 dxTj /x]sf] 5 . s]xL gfrsf] ;+lIfKt ?kdf tn rrf{ ul/g] 5 -efO;fa,
@)^^M^–!%_ .
!=(-s_ x'8\s] gfrsf] kl/ro
s'g}klg hfltsf] hftLo kl/rodf g[To ;+:s[ltsf] dxTjk[\0f{ :yfg /x]sf] x'G5 . hftLo
kl/ro g} p;sf] ;+:s[ltn] lbg] ub{5 . ;+:s[lt lagfsf] s'g} klg hflt g} x'Fb}g .
x/]s hfltsf] ;+:s[lt leq g[To klg /x]sf] x'G5 . ;DalGwt hfltsf cf:yf,lgi7f /
k/Dk/fnfO{ ;+jxg ug]{,of] g[To ;+:s[lt hftLo kl/ro lbg] d[\n ljifo xf] . cfkm\gf]
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hftLo e]ze[\iff,u/uxgfx¿ ,rfnrngx¿ ,jfBx¿ tyf hftLo klxrfg x'g] ljifonfO{ klg
g[To dfkm{t ;+/If0f ul/Psf] x'G5 . g[Todf tLg kIf jfB,uLt / clego /x]sf] x'G5 .
ljleGg jfBjfbg -;ËLt_ ;Fu gflrg] g[TonfO{ tfng[To elgG5 .k|frLg ;dodf
jL/x¿ sf] jL/ufyfsf] j0f{g u/L gflrg] x'8\s] gfr Ps k|l;4 tfn g[To xf] . of] gfr
;fdflhs,dgf]/~hg tyf P]ltxfl;s k|sf/sf] /x]sf] 5 . of] gfr afx|} dlxgf gflrG5 .
;fy},s'g} d]nf,kj{,ljz]if cj;/,pT;j jf gf6\osf] cfof]hgfdf klg gfRg] ul/G5 .
:yfgLo hgaf]nLdf of] gfrnfO{ x'8\s]-bdfO{_gfr jf x'8\sn
] L klg eGg] ul/G5 .
x'8\sn
] L ufyf nfdf] jf 5f]6f] t'Nofpg] s'/f x'8\ss
] } xftdf e/ kb{5 . of] gfrsf]
gt{s rt'/f],uLtdf lgk[\0f,k|v/ jfsk6 / cleJolQmdf a'l4dfg÷s[\zntf k|fKt u/]sf] x'G5
. of] gfr z'? ubf{ z'?df O{Zj/ :t[\lt jf dËnufg ufOG5 . dËnufg ;lsPkl5 s'g}
/fhfsf] j+zfjnL jf svf{x¿ ufP/ g[Toflego ul/G5 .
o;df jL/ / >[+Ëf//; /x]sf] x'G5 . k|frLg sfndf o'4sf] ;dodf ;}lgsx¿ sf] dgf]an
a9fpg x'8\s]nL nf]sgfrsf] k|ltof]lutf u/fpg] u/]sf] klg kfOG5 . x'8\sn
] L gfrsf]
svf{x¿ -ef/t_ ljleGg k|sf/sf x'G5g . j+zjnL÷a;fOF,;/fOF,/fhfsf] k|z:tL jf hLjgL
/ j[QfGtdf cfwfl/t ePdf ;DalGwt j[QfGt jf ufyf k[\0f{ ¿ kdf k|:t't ul/G5 .
afnf/fhf sfzL/fdsf] ef/t,/fhf ;+;f/L jdf{sf] ef/t,lhtf/L dNnsf] ef/t,hfnGw/L
dNnsf] ef/t,yfdL /fhf nufutsf] !@ cf} ztflAblt/sf ljleGg v; /fhfx¿ sf]
j+zfjnLsf] svf{ s]xL k|l;4 x'8\sn
] L gfr x'g\ . x'8\sn
] L gfrsf] svf{ ufogsf]
;dflKtdf cflz{jrg jf cflz{jfb ufog u/L ;dfkg ul/G5 .
ljifo j:t'sf lx;fjn] ;f}o{,;f}efUo / :t[\ltk/s /x]sf] x'G5 . of] gfrsf] k|d'v
ljz]iftfdf df}lvs k/Dk/f,sNkgfsf] k|antf,pksf/L efjgf,;fdflhs r]tgfsf]
k|wfgtf,xf:o Jof+UofTdStf,;/ntf / ;'udtf,:yfgLotf,k|tLsfTdstf k|d'v /x]sf 5g\ .
x'8\sf] lkQn jf sf7af6 ag]sf] 8d? h:t} Ps lsl;dsf] afhf xf] . ;fydf s'g}
ef/t jf eF8fu uLtx¿ ufP/ afhfsf]] tfn / nodf clego ug]{ Psfnfkd[\ns tf08j
g[Tosf] k]njL z}nLdf of] gfr gflrG5 . o; gfrnfO{ ‘ef/tÚ jf svf{ klg elgG5 .
;+:s[t zAbsf]ifdf ef/t zAbsf] y'k|} cy{x¿ dWo] cleg]tf klg Ps
lbOPsf] 5 . b'j} zAbsf] ;dGjo cy{ ef/t xf] . O{=k[\= låtLo ;x>flAbdf
sfJosf] /rgf x'gk' [\j{ ho,ef/t x'Fb} dxfef/t lgld{t ePsf] j}1flgs ts{ o;
klg ldNg cfpF5 . /,x'8\s]nL gfrsf] uLtdf o'4 j0f{g ul/Psf ef/tx¿ w]/}
. t;y{,dxfef/tsf] lgdf{0f x'ge' Gbf cl3b]lv g} k|rngdf /x]sf] ef/t -svf{_
cjz]ifsf] ¿ kdf x'8\sn
] L gfrsf] cl:tTj /x]sf] kfO{G5 .

xf] eGg]
dxfef/t
ef/t;Fu
e]l6G5g\
ufogsf]

jL/ / >[+uf/ /;sf uLtx¿ o;df ufOG5 . kfZrfTo ;flxTodf k|rlnt Psn clego
-df]gf]PlS6ª_ svf{ x'8\s] gfrdf klg kfOG5 . To;}n] k[\jL{o ;flxTosf] ¿ ks /
kfZrfTo gf6\o ;flxTodf k|rlnt df]gf]PlS6ªsf] ;+of]u laGb' h:tf] nfUg] nf]sgfr g}
x'8\s]gfr xf] .of] g]kfnsf] df}lns snf ;+:s[ltsf ;h{s tyf hLljt Oltxf; af]s]sf
bdfO{ hfltsf] ljz]if df}lns gfr xf] .
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of] ;d'bfon] g]kfnsf] ljleGg hfltsf] Oltxf; JofVof ug]{ u/]sf] kfOG5 . clxn];Dd
bdfO{x¿ nfO{ hLljt ;fdflhs tyf ;f+:s[lts Oltxf;sf/sf] ¿ kdf klg lnOG5
.g]kfnsf] dWoklZrdf~rn / ;'b"/ klZrdf~rn ljsf; If]q ef}lts ljsf;df jl~rt eP
klg ;f+:s[lts;Dkbfdf / lzNk;Eotfdf lgs} ;DkGg /x]sf] 5 . clxn] klg
cfw'lgstfsf] rk]6fdf gk/]sf]n] g} oxfFsf] k|frLg snf,;+:s[lt / ;ËLtdf xhf/f}
aif{cl3sf ;Dkbf hLljt /x]sf] kfOG5 .
k|frLg ;ËLtsf z}nLx¿
¿ kdf k|s6 ePsf] b]Vg
yfxf gx'g ;S5 . tL
cfPsf] ef/t -h;nfO{
elgG5 .

nf]s–snfsf/sf s07af6 k|:k"ml6t eO nf]sufyf / jL/ufyfsf
/ ;'Gg ;lsG5 . g]kfnsf] olt k|frLg ;ËLt z}nLaf/] w]/}nfO{
ljsf; If]qsf ljleGg lhNnfx¿ df cfh klg cBfjlw rNb}
x'8\s]nL jf euf0f eGb5g\_ nfO{ g} x'8\s] jf x'8\sn
] L gfr

x'8\s] ufyf ljleGg k|sf/sf x'G5g\,To;df wfld{s ufyf,jL/ufyf / nf]sufyf k|d'v 5g\
. CUj]bb]lv a|fDx0fu|Gy,/fdfo0f,dxfef/t,k'/f0f,b'uf{ ;Kt;tL / af}4u|Gy klg >'tL /
:d[lt af6 /lrPsf ufyf g} x'g eGg] s'/f zf:qsf] 5 . t/,g]kfndf eg] ef/t k|fo M
jL/ufyf / ;fdflhs hLjgsf nf]s ufyfs} syfj:t'df /lrPsf 5g\ . hfltut
cfwf/df o;nfO{ x'8\s] jf x'8\sn
] L eGg yflnof] . h:tf],a+unfb]zsf afpn hfltn]
ufpg] z}nLsf] uLt ePsf]n] pgLx¿ n] ufpg] uLtsf] z}nLnfO{ afpn g} eGg yflnof] .
l5d]sL b]z ef/tdf nf]sufyfx¿ kl9g'eGbf ltgnfO{ ;hLj ¿ kdf uLt / clego u/L
k|:t't ug{ snfsf/ vlKk; 5g\ . dxfsfnL kf/Lsf s'dfpF / u9jfndf klg ef/t lgs}
k|l;4 5 .
o; k|sf/sf ufyfnfO{ pgLx¿ Aofn8\ / leG:6«]n eGb5g\ . ldG:6«]n eGbf Aofn8
zAbaf6 ef/t -x'Os]nL_ sf] cy{ JoQm x'G5 . ldG:6«]nnfO{ ;8ssf ufos klg elgG5
. Aofn8df rfFlx syfgs uLt x'G5 . jL/ k'?ifx¿ sf] ;DaGwdf k|d] sf] ljifo /
tTsfnLg 36\gfnfO{ lnP/ /lrPsf /rgfnfO{ uLt / gfråf/f pgLx¿ s'g} Ps 7fpFdf
e]nf eO k|:t't u5{g\ . dWoklZrd / ;'b"/klZrddf olx gfr k|:t't ul/G5 . b'O{sf] Ps k|sf/sf jfBoGq_ ahfP/ x'8\s]-bdfO{_ kmgkmg 3'd]/ gfRb5 / no ldl;Psf]
syfTds uLt ufpg yfNb5 . x'8\s]df bdfO{ hflt ;+nUg ePsf x'G5g\ . x'8\s]-bdfO{_
afx]s c? hfltn] of] uLt ufpFb}gg\,hfGb}gg\ . x'8\s]nL uLt bdfO{ hfltsf] k]jf g} xf]
. o; uLtdf ;Ddf]xg ug]{ zlQm jf df]lxgL ljBf cfa¢ x'G5 eGg] s'/fdf bdfO{ hflt
ljZjf; ub{5g\ .
t/,xfn of] uLt ;Ddf]xgaf6 cnu eO nf]s dgf]/~hgsf] dfWoddf dfq ag]sf] 5 .
cfh ef]nL x'8\s]nLdf jL/ufyfsf ;fydf o} ljs[lt–lj;+ult lj?¢sf cfjfhx¿ klg
;'lgg] ul/Psf] 5 . gfOs] x'8\s]n] z''?jft u/]kl5 c? x'8\sx] ¿ n] klg :j/df :j/ /
tfndf tfn ldnfP/ ufpg,gfRg yfN5g\ / x'8\sf] ahfpFb} gfRg yfN5g\ . o:t} qmdn]
306f}F–306f}F x'8\sn
] L gfrufg eOg} /xG5 . Pp6} ufyfnfO{ x'8\s]n] e6\ofpFb} /ft 5n{Ë}
kfl/lbg klg ;S5 eg] Ps l5g dfq} dgf]/~hg lbP/ 6'ª\Uofpg klg ;S5 .
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o;y{,x'8\s]nL ufyfsf] s'g} ;Ldf x'Fb}g . ljleGg k|l;¢ ef/tx¿ df ;s/fd -;+u|fd_
sfsL{sf] ef/t,/fgL /fpg -/fjt_ sf] ef/t,pbf5kfnsf] ef/t,b'gf P]o/sf] ef/t /fgL
df}nfsf] ef/t,s]nl;of s7fotsf] ef/t,lj0ff kg]?sf] ef/t,l5ofldof s7fotsf]
ef/t,sfn' e08f/Lsf] ef/t,wf]uL;fn–lj/Lzfnsf] ef/t,;'hf–ljhfsf] ef/t,nfnL ;fpFbsf]
ef/t,sfzL/fdsf] ef/t,h}gf s7fotsf] ef/t,k'r}{8L/Gofsf] ef/t,gf/;o g/wfgLsf]
ef/t,snjfw'lgsf] ef/t/ / zf]ef /fjtsf] ef/t cflb k|rlnt 5g\ .oL dWo] k|foM;a}
x'8\sx] ¿ nfO{ z'?b]lv cGTo ;Dd s07:y cfpg] / pT;'stfsf ;fy k|:t't ug]{ ef/t
xf]–jL/ ;s/fd -;+u|fd_ sfsL{sf] ef/t-bgf{n, @)$%M!–&, >]i7, @)$$M ^$–^%_ .
e8f k|f/De ug'e{ Gbf klxn] h'g of]¢fsf] e8f xfNg' kg]{ xf] p;sf] j+zfjnL uLt
ufOG5 . h:t} M;s/fd -;u/fd_ sfsL{sf] ufyf -epm_ ufpg' 5 eg] x'8\sf] ahfO{
clegosf ;fy o; k|sf/sf] uLt ufOG5 .
sfsL{ l;h/fh vgftL,sfsL{ ljh/fh vgftL
9f8sf6} d"0f h'e}m,d"0f sf}6 9fp h'e}m
Xof ug{ emfa} df/ul/ Nofj},df/ ug{ emfj} wf u/L Nofa}
sfsL{sf] 8fFu afO{,sf}gL df0f gfO{
dfRof xfQLsf] h'emf/,dxf/fh .
x'8\sf]M x'8\sf] dWoklZrd / ;'b"/klZrdf~rnsf] k|d'v jfBoGq xf] . ljleGg
gf6\ozf:qdf x'8\sfsf] j0f{g kfO{G5 . x'8\sf]sf] k|of]u k|fo M clwsf+z uLt g[To
uLt,hfFu/ / d'Qmsx¿ df ul/G5 . of] sf7sf] 8d? h:t} cln 7"nf] cfsf/sf] b'a} kl§
5fnfn] df]l8Psf] 7f8f] / t];f]{ kf/L ahfpg ;lsg] u/L lkmQfdf afFlwPsf] x'G5 .
x'8\sf] Psfkl§ dfq ahfOG5 . of] PSn} / cGo afhfx¿ l;t klg ahfO{G5 . x'8\sf]
k|d'v afwoGqsf gfdaf6 g} e8fnfO{ -ufyf_ s'g} :yfgdf x'8\s]nL klg eGg] ul/G5 .
e8f ufpFbf x'8\sfsf ;fydf cGo jfBoGq klg ahfOG5 . x'8\sf @ k|sf/sf x'G5g\–
7"nf] x'8\sf] / ;fOTof x'8\sf] . x'8\sfsf !) tf]8 -tfn÷af]n_ x'G5g\ . tL o; k|sf/
5g\ .

(_
!)_

eDed eDke
ed| kKkf eDkKk-efO;fj, @)^^M!!_ .

( -v_ bdfO{gfr
of] gfr vf;u/]/ ljjfx,a|taGw,Gjf/fg,5}6L,z'ed+unsfo{,hfqfkj{,pT;j cflb
ljz]if ;dodf gflrG5 . of] ;d"xgfr xf] . of] gfr bdfxfafhfsf] tfndf 3'dL3'dL gfRg]
ul/G5 . of] gfrdf uLt eg] ufOFb}g . gf} j6f gu/f afhf / #^ j6f kofgf-tfn_
x'G5g\ . ljleGg cj;/ / sfo{qmd cg';f/ afhfsf] tof/L / hf]xf] ul/G5 . h:t}–
Gjf/fgsf] hUuLafhf,ljjfxsf] afhf a9fO{kofg' cflb . bdfxfafhfsf #^ kofgfsf s]xL
gfdx¿ o;k|sf/ 5g\–d'8'nf], km'nx/L, rf}xQ/, kfNtL, a9fO{kofg', af6fsf]a6f}/f], gf}dtL,
u0f]Qf], rfv'0ofs/f]{, 3f]8fv'/f]{, uf8\5fNof, h'hfxf, af3u'Hhf], 7"nf]dxf/fhL cflb .
afhfahfpg z'? u/]kl5 #^ kofgf g;lsP;Dd gflr/xg'k5{ . uf]nf] 3]/fagfO{
lgx'l/g',cuf8Lk5fl8 ;g'{,yrSs a:g'p7\g',bfofFafofF kms{g',Ps}7fFp em'lDdg',kmfl6P/
km/flsnf] x'g',Pscsf]{df uhf h'wfpg',bdfxf xftdf /fvL pN6fkfN6f ub}{ ljz]if kf]zfsdf
bdfO{gfr /f}gs tl/sfn] gflrG5 . gfRbf gt{sx¿ n] Ps}k|sf/sf] kf]zfs ems'Nnf]d'h}d'hf k/]sf] v'§f;Dd} nqg] hfdf_,;]tf]ku/L,ku/Ldfly gf}/ËL km'sf]{-km]6f_,sfFwdf,jl/kl/
bf]/+ËL ;fFkmf-ns{g_,cfwf /ftf]lgnf] :jL6/, sDd/df klg /ftf]gLNff] k6'sf nufpg] u5{g\
. 3fF6Ldf /ftf;]tf Wjhfn] 5f]k]sf bdfxf em'08\ofP/ uhfn] ahfpFb} a9Ldf @) b]lv @@
hgfsf] ;d"xdf gfRg] ub{5g\ . cem} ljjfxsf] ;dodf dfOtLkIf / s]6fkIfsf] aLr
gFrgLnfUbf Tof] k|lti7fsf] ljifox'g] ePsf]n] Tof] a]nfsf] gfr lgs} k|ltik|wf{Tds,pQ]hs
/ dgf]/~hgfTds x'g]ub{5 . of] gfr gflr;s]kl5 gfr x]g{ pkl:yt ;dfhsf-dfOtL /
s]6fkIf_ k|ltli7t tyf ;Ddflgt JolQm,;d'bfosf] ;Ddfgdf gfd lrg]sf] eP gfd tf]s]/
geP ;DalGwt hfltsf] gfddf a9fO u5g\ / cflzsf eGb5g\ . cflzsf e66\ofpg]
gfOs]n] no xfn]/ ld7f] kf/fn] eGb5 . ;a}y/L hflt,hghfltsf] Pp6f cflzsf
o;nfO{ afx|cfgfsf] em'sf] elgG5 .
afx|cfgfsf] em'sf]-afx|y/Lsf] cflzsf_
vfF0flhtf] e'jfgbfOgL dxfhf{
;ef ;'4f] /fhf

!_
@_
#_
$_
%_
^_
&_
*_

eDkf ked\ eDkf ked\
ed kd ed kd
ked ed ed ked ed ed
ed kKkf eded,ed kKkf ed kKkf
ed ed ed ed
eDk ed kDed
Kjfª Kjfª Kjfª
kDk kkf eDd ef

lk+un ;'4f] ef6
ljBf ;'4f] j/fdg
v]n ;'4L kflQgL
e"ld ;'4f] If]qL
afhf ;'4f] 9f]nL
;f] /fhf gfd s'08nL
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Affx|y/Lsf] cflzsf af]nfof
vfF0flhtf] e'jfgbfOgL dxfhf{
afx|y/L eGgfn] s0ff{nL c~rn cGtu{tsf !@ yknf -b/f_ df a;f]af; ug]{ ;a}
hflt ;d'bfonfO{ hgfpFb5 .
( -u_ x'8\s]gfr
x'8\s]gfr bdfO{ hfltsf] ljz]if df}lns gfr xf] . of] gfr kf}/fl0fs Pj+ P]ltxfl;s
syfj:t'df cfwfl/t x'g]ePsf]n] ;a}eGbf cfs{ifs,efj's / ljz]ifvfnsf] / dxTjk"0f{
dflgG5 . o;df Pshgf s'zn dfp8]-gfOs]_ gt{s P]ltxfl;s tyf kf}/fl0fs k}s]nf
jL/k'?ifx¿ sf] ufyfufpFb} a8f] km"lt{nf]kf/fn] xftdf x'8\sf] ahfpFb,} kmgkmgL
3'Db},x'8\s]gfr gfRg] ub{5g\ . o;/L gfRbf ufOg] ufyfnfO{ æsvf{ jf ef/tÆelgG5 .
ef/tx¿ nfdfnfdf x'g]x'Fbf of] gfr klg nfdf] g} x'g]ub{5 . Pp6} klx/g –bdfOgfrs}_ df x'8\sn
] ] v'§fdf vfFu/,rfFk,xftdf x'8\sf] ;dft]/ tfpFtfpF,bªbª, tª
bªbª======== cfjfhdf ahfpFb5 . uLtsf u]8f p7fpFbf jf æsvf{ jf ef/tÆ z'? ubf{
x'8\sf] sfgdf 6fF;]/ 3'Db} e§\ofpF5 . x'8\sf]sf] uLt, /xgLnfO{ 5f]Kg] rf/kfFr hgf
;xof]uL ufos klg /xG5g\ . pgLx¿ 5]pdf pleP/ uLt 5f]Kg] ub{5g\ . lognfO{ :j/]
elgG5
.
x'8\s]n]
ef/t
eGg'eGbf
klxn]
ToxfF
pkl:yt
bz{s,>f]tf,df6f],b]jLb]jtf,yfgL7fs'/,gbLgfnf,lxdfn,/fhfdxf/fhf cflb ;a}sf] gfd lnFb} /
Oª\lut ub}{ cf/fwgf uLt ufOG5 . x'8\s]gfrsf] z'?jft\df ufOg] d+un jf cf/fwgfuLt
o;k|sf/ /x]sf] 5 .
cf/wgfuLt–
klxnf] r/0f
hbf} hbf} dxf/fh
k}nf 9f]u' ;]jf enf]
bf];|f] 9f]u' ;]jf enf]
t];|f] 9f]u' ;]jf enf]
rf}yf] 9f]u' ;]jf enf]
tf] / df6L bfOg} ePO
tf] / b]j bfOg} ePO
df}nf 3f]0fL lgsf 5Gs] dxf/fh
3f0ff df}/L lgsf 5Gs] dxf/fh
uf]7 e}+;L lgsf 5Gs] dxf/fh===cflb .
bf];|f] r/0f
hfu xf]===
tfn df5L n0fls uof]–hfu xf]===
n]s 8fFkm] v'OsL uof]–hfu xf]===
l7of rfv'0fL v'0fsL uof]–hfu xf]===

e]/L / rf}e]/L lapFemL uof]–hfu xf]===
ufFjsf d'lvof hfu xf]===
ufFjsf 7fn' hfu xf]===
cfhsf Aofpnf hfu xf]===
cfhsL AofpnL hfu xf]=== cflb .
(-3_ >+[ª\ufl/sgfr
>+[ª\ufl/sgfr bdfO{ hfltsf] csf]{ k|dv
' df}lns gfr xf] . of] gfrdf s'g} gLltljlw /
syfj:t' x'Fb}g . of] lans'n} /dfOnf],xfF;f] 76\of}nL,/f]dfl06s kf/fsf] gfr xf] . of] gfr
k|lt ;a} pd]/ ;d"xsf dflg;x¿ cfslif{t x'g] ub{5g\ . To;}n] of] gfr x]g{ tga'9f]
ePklg dga'9f] gePsf dfG5] / cw{a}+;] o'jfo'jtL,afnaflnsfx¿ sf] 3'FOrf] g} nfUb5 .
o;df x'8\s] gfrsf] h:tf] bIf gt{s / ufos rog ul/Psf] x'Fb}g . hfGg]
hf];'s}n],h;/L gfr] klg x'G5 . t/, gfRg l;kfn' eg] x'g}k5{ . of] gfr xfF:o/;df
cfwfl/t x'G5 . ;+of]ufGt,ljof]ufGt / b'vfGtdf cfwfl/t uLt ufOG5 .
xfF:o/; afx]s ;+of]uljof]u,s?0ff/;,jL//;df cfwfl/t uLt klg x'G5g\ . o; gfrdf
Pshgf x'8\sf] afbs / c? b'O{hgf ;xof]uL gt{s klg ;Fu} gfRg] ub{5g\ .
gfFRbfgfFRb} bf]xf]/L ufpg] klg ul/G5 . uLtaf6} ;xefuLx¿ nfO{ dfg;Ddfg u/L uLt
ufFpb} xf}:ofpg],/f}:ofpg] klg ul/G5 . gfrufgsf] lg/Gt/tf yk dgf]/~hg k|bfg ug{
;xefuLx¿ n] :j]R5fn] ?k}ofF,k};f ;d]t gt{sx¿ nfO{ pknAw u/fP/ xf};nf a9fOlbg]
ub{5g\ . bz{s xf}:ofpg] /f]dfl~rt uLtx¿ 5\of;ld; / clgolGqt x'G5g\ .
dfofk|]d,3f]+rk]r,;"rgfd'ns,b'vL,j}/fuL,;Demgf,dfg;Ddfg
/
cfb/sb/
emNsfpg]
dgf]/~hgfTds / efj's ;a} k|sf/sf uLt ufOG5g\ . >+[ª\ufl/sgfrdf ufOg] uLt o;
k|sf/ /x]sf] 5–
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bz}sf h'jf/fsg /fVGof 6k/LgfO
jgaf; e}uPO klg xl/vkl/gfO
af6}ly l;nª\uf8fnL gNk/fn vt]pGof
oOb/f sf]O klg 5}g b'lvdg\ kt]pGof
aemfª\uL /fhfsf e}+;f ;]tLsf 5fNel/
b}sf] d]/f] e]6 eof]g P]ns
] f] ;fNel/
o:tf uLtufpFbf /xgLn] a9L ;f}Gbo{ yk]sf] x'G5 . /xgLsf] k|of]u x'8\s] / >[+ª\ufl/s
gfrdf a9L ul/G5 . gfr / uLt cg';f/ /xgL km/s x'G5g\ . >[+ª\ufl/s gfrdf
/xgLsf] k|of]u uLtsf] cGTodf x'g] ub{5 . s0ff{nL c~rndf /xgLnfO{ km'sf{-6'SsfM_
eGg] ub{5g\ . /xgL-km'sf{_sf] Ps gd"gf o; k|sf/ /xsf] 5–
lx/f nfnLc kf}/\ofg
uf]ug 9NSof] hf]jg
sf6\of] sfpnL,j/} afHsf] afpnL
lxpFb vfGof l;dLnfO{,kmf]6f] lvrL nfG5' ltdLnfO{
x}===c===3'Fu/' f aHof 5d5d
===afF;} slnn},9NSof] hf]jg
Gffg' efp gfGgfg',k;n yfkL kfGvfg'
/f]O/f]O kmf6\of] hLjg,wf]Owf]O kmf6\of] hfnL ?dfn
P]=c===;fnL d]/f
aa} vf]nf] aufof],e]/Lk'n rfOgfn] nufof]
s] lbpF xh'/ ;Demgf,hgsk'/ r'/f]6 sf/vfgf
l7Gsof 8fnL,Sof 5 dgsf] eGk ;fnL
xfFuf] /fd|f] s]nfsf] 5'l§Gof u}hfGof a]nfsf]
x} dfofn' gfg}===cflb .
5}6k}7,d]nfkj{,ljjfx,a|tjGw / ljz]if hfqfd]nf,rf8kj{ v'lzofnL h:tf ;fdflhs
pT;jx¿ df bdfO{hfltsf] pkl:ylt lagf Psbd} vNnf] / ck'/f] h:t} x'g] ub{5 .
g]kfnL >'ltnf]sjfª\do sfAo;Dkbfsf cfwf/lznf,nf]s;F:s[ltsf d"n;|f]t, w/f]x/
bdfO{hflt / pgLx¿ sf] df}lns hftLo nf]sgfrnfO{ dgf]/~hgsf] ;fwgsf] ?kdf dfq}
glnP/ ;fdflhs,;fF:s[lts,;flxlTos,cd"t{ ;fF:s[lts ;Dkbfsf] ?kdf cem} lj:t[t
?kdf vf]hcg';Gwfg,;+/If0f / clen]lvs/0f ug'{kg]{ b]lvG5 -ad,@)^&M&%–&(_ .
(-ª_ 5lnof gfr
bdfO{ hfltsf] x'8\s] kl5sf] 5lnof dxTjk"0f{ gfr xf] . zflAbs ¿ kdf 5lnof gfr
-5n±ofÖ5lnof_ af6 zAb lgdf{0f jf gfds/0f ePsf] kfOG5 . k|frLg sfnsf
>'ltsf/–:d[ltsf/x¿ n] 9fF6,5n jf if8\oGq u/]/ ljjfx ug]{ rng÷rNtL jf k4ltsf]
af/]df rrf{ u/]sf 5g\ . k|frLg sfndf sGofnfO{ ank"js
{ hj{h:tL ckx/0f u/]/
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ljjfx ug]{ rng lyof] . ;f] cj:yfdf a]xn
' f kIfn] ljz]if v'lzofnL dgfpg 5lnof
g[To ug]{ ul/GYof] .
o; k|sf/sf] g[To cfof]hgf ubf{ bdf}F -bdfxf_,9f]n,t'/xL,d;s aLg,e\mofnL,;xgO{,/
g/l;Ë h:tf afhfx¿ ahfOG5g\ . 5nf] v]Ng] gt{s ljljw xfpefp;lxt g[To ub{5 .
;Dk"0f{ z/L/, xft–v'§f, zL/, cfFvf, e[s'6L, d'vd'b|fsf ljljw k|of]uåf/f eo, :do,
v'zL, /L;, cfZro{, cfgGb cflb dgf]efj cleJoQm ub}{ g[To k|:t't ul/G5 . 5lnof
gfr gfRg] gt{sn] hfdf,;'?jfn,ku/L klx/]sf] x'G5 / xftdf 9fn,t/af/,v'§fdf w'Fw'F/f
klx/]sf] x'G5 .
5lnof gfr gfFRbf ufOg] uLtnfO{ ‘7f]sÚ elgG5 . uLtsf] Ps gd"gf o; k|sf/ 5 .
a|xDb]j x} s'OFof] p8\of],xl/of /Ësf]
cfh d'O PSnf] eof],;fyLsf ;Ësf] – @
n's;x/ df]tL w'Fª? gahf 5'df 5'd – @
5of}6f]M nf]s ufyfsf] Pp6f c+z xf] . bdfO{ hfltsf gt{sx¿ n] ufyf -e8f_ ufpg]
qmddf ufOg] nf]sufyfsf] Pp6f c+z xf] . 5of}6f] ufpFbf k|foM x'8\sf] afhf ahfpg]
/kfZj{ ufosx¿ n] uLt ufpg] k/Dk/f /x]sf] 5-efO;fj, @)^^M!!, !@, %&–%&_ .
(-r_ ufyf ufogdf vlKk; bdfO{ hflt
bdfO{-x'8\s]_hfltsf] hftLo kl/rosf] ¿ kdf /x]sf] l;nfO{,gfr ufgsf ;fy} dfgj
hLjgsf ljleGg kIfsf ufyf ufogsf] ¿ kdf klg lrgf/L agfPsf 5g\ . ljleGg
hflt,efiff wd{,nf]s ;+:s[lt / k/Dk/fn] ;DkGg g]kfnsf] klZrd If]qsf] nf]shLjgdf
r}t,svf{,ef/th:tf k/Dk/fb]lv rln cfPsf nf]s ufyfx¿ sf] ljlzi6 :yfg 5 .
;fdflhs hLjg / cg'ejsf k|ltljDasf ¿ kdf ;[lht oxfFsf] nf]s;flxTo clnlvt 5g\
.
t/,ch/–cd/ / c6n /rgfx¿ sf clwsf+z ljwf wfld{s k/Dk/f af]s]sf,j]b C[Uj]b /
k'/f0fx¿ sf :j/nx/Laf6 lg:s]sf nf]snx/L x'g\ . >'lt nf]s k/Dk/faf6 cfPsf oL
nf]sufyfx¿ clnlvt eP/ klg nf]s s07df k|ltWjlgt / hLljt 5g\ . h;nfO{
cfh;Dd klg bdfO{-x'8\s]_hfltn] hLljt Oltxf;sf] ¿ kdf arfpFb} cfPsf 5g\ . o;sf]
;+/If0f / j]jf:tfsf sf/0fn] nf]kf]Gd'v cj:yfdf k'u]sf 5g\ .
nf]s ;flxTosf ljleGg ljwfx¿ dWo] nf]s hLjg / nf]sljZjf;sf] ;hLj lrq0f ug{
;Ifd oL nf]sufyfx¿ sfJofTds uLlt u'0fn] ;DkGg nf]s ;flxTosf nf]sjfª\do
sfJo;Dkbf / nf]sgf6\o x'g\ . dWoklZrd / ;'b"/klZrd g]kfnsf] nf]shLjgsf ljljw
kIfx¿ / ljleGg cj;/x¿ df 3/,dlGb/ / ;fdflhs :ynx¿ df ufOg] ljljw k|sf/sf
ufyfx¿ h:t} b]jufyf -kmfu_,rl/qufyf -r}t_,k|]dufyf -/t]8f_,r/0f ufyf -e8f÷;jfO{_
cflb .
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dfgj hLjgsf] ctLtnfO{ j0f{g ug]{,dfgjk/Dk/fsf] aofg ug]{ clnlvt ¿ kdf >'lt nf]s
k/Dk/fdf x:tfGtl/t nf]sgf6\o / nf]ssfJonfO{ bdfO{ hfltn] arfpFb} cfPsf 5g\ .
nf]sufyfx¿ df b]jL b]ptfnfO{ k|;Gg ug{ tyf ;fdflhs dof{bfnfO{ arfO/fVg 3/ jf
dlGb/df ufOg] hfu/ufyf / kmfux¿ b]jufyf x'g\ . rl/q ufyfdf ;dfhnfO{ ;'dfu{
b]vfpg] nf]s sNof0fsf/L dxfk'?if tyf cnf}lss dxfk'?ifsf] rl/q j0f{g ul/G5 .
k|]d ufyfdf o'jfo'jtL aLr k|]dk|;Ësf ufyf ufOG5g\,h:t} ;?dd]? k|d] ufyf -/t]8f
uLt_ . bdfO{, x'8\s] -cfjhL_ hfltåf/f ufOg] e8f,adf}{ / efF8?åf/f ufOg] ;jfO{ uLt
cflb r/0f ufyf x'g\ . ljleGg ufyfsf] 5f]6s/L rrf{ tn ul/Psf] 5-efO;fa,
@)^^M!^–$%_ .


b]jufyf -hfu/÷kmfu_

s'g} vf; ljz]if k'0o sfo{sf cj;/df b]jL–b]jtfsf dlGb/df cyjf o1,xjg:yndf
b]jL–b]jtfnfO{ hfu[t u/fpg b]jtfx¿ sf] :t"lt k|z+;fn] el/Psf zfGt /;k|wfg
hfu/ufyf cyjf b]jtfx¿ sf] dlxdf ufg ePsf kmfu -ufyf_ jf dlGb/df ufOg] s?0ff
/;k|wfg k|aGw emf]8fufyf o;df kb}{5g\ . o; k|sf/sf b]jufyfx¿ df hfu/ -hfu[t
ufg_ / a};G' g/sf] kmfu k|l;¢ 5g\ . oL b]jufyfx¿ kf}/fl0fs sfnb]lv rln cfPsf
k/Dk/fut ufyf x'g\ .


r/0f ufyf -e8f÷;jfO{_

dfgj hLjgsf ;+:s[lt;Fu ufFl;Psf ljleGg lax],j|taGw, Iff}/,kf:gLh:tf z'e
cj;/df bdfO{ -x'8\s], cfjhL_ hfltn] ufOg] e§÷of]4f / kfOsx¿ sf jL/tfsf] j0f{g
ePsf jL/ /;k|wfg e8f tyf ef6 cyjf /}ef6x¿ åf/f ufOg] ;jfO{ cflb r/0fufyf
x'g\ .


rl/qufyf r}t

;fdflhs nf]shLjgdf ;bfrf/,lzi6frf/ / dof{bfnfO{ sfod /fVg c;n cfr/0f
lgdf{0f ug]{ p2]Zon] j]b,k'/f0f,dxfef/t h:tf wd{zf:qsf] cfwf/ lnP/ ;dfhnfO{
kyk|bz{g ug]{ s"nLg o'uk'?ifx¿ sf] ufyfnfO{ nf]sefiff,nf]sno / nf]sz}nLdf 9fn]/
cfkm\gf] df}lnskg emNsg] u/L lgdf{0f ul/Psf ufyf g} rl/qufyf x'g\ . rl/q ufyfx¿
s'g} vf; hfqf cyjf pT;j kj{sf cj;/df 9':sf],w'df/L,rfnL / 7f8f] u/L ljleGg
tfn / nox¿ df ufpg] ul/G5g\ . k|frLg sfnb]lv ufOFb} cfPsf oL rl/q ufyfx¿ sf]
ljsf;qmddf gofF / n3' rl/qufyfx¿ klg slyPsf] kfOG5 .


k|]d ufyf

k|]d / hLjg ;[li6 rqmsf] clgjfo{ tTj xf] . o;y{,o"jfo'jtL aLrdf x'g] k|]d ;fdfGo
¿ kdf g} lng' k5{ . o;} ljifonfO{ dfofsf] ¿ kdf sy]/ bdfO{x¿ n] ufpg]÷;'gfpg]
ub{5g\\ . hjfg k'?if / dlxnf aLr k|]dk|;Í ePsf k/Dk/fb]lv g} ufog x'Fb} cfPsf
k|]d ufyfx¿ k|fo M v]8f -/fqL uLt_ sf ¿ kdf ufpg] ul/G5 . klZrd g]kfndf v?–
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;d]?sf] k|;L¢ k|]d ufyfsf] ¿ kdf bdfO{ hfltx¿ n] ufpg]÷;'gfpg] u/]sf] kfO{G5efO;fa,@)^^M!%, !^_ .
!=!) e8f ufogdf l;kfn' bdfO{ hflt
ljleGg of]4f,jL/ k'?ifx¿ sf] ufyf ufogdf vlKk; eP h:t} bdfO{x¿ e8f ;'gfpg /
ufpgdf klg cu|k+lQmdf g} /x]sf 5g\ . pgLx¿ n] df}lns Oltxf;sf] ¿ kdf s07:y
ljleGg kj{,cj;/,pT;j tyf rf8jf8sf ;fy} :yfgLo ;+:sf/ / ;+:s[ltdf k|:t't ug]{
ub}{5g\ . >'lt / :d[lt k/Dk/fdf x:tfGtl/t of] ljBf ;+/If0f / lg/Gt/tfsf] cefjdf
nf]kf]Gd'v cj:yfdf k'u]sf] 5 . o"jfk':tfsf] o; k|lt j]jf:tf / a"9fkfsfsf] d[To' ;Fu}
bdfO{ hfltn] arfpFb} cfPsf hLljt >'lt k/Dk/fsf] df}lns nf]sjfª\do sfJo ;Dkbfsf]
¿ kdf /x]sf] e8f ufog ljBf dfl;Fb} uO{ /x]sf] 5 .
!)=! e8fsf] kl/ro
e8f zAb ;+:s[tsf] e6 Jo'TkGg ePsf] xf] . h;sf] zflAbs cy{ aL/ of]¢f x'G5 .
‘e8Ú df cf k|Too nfu]/ e8f zAb ag]sf] 5 . o;y{,e8fsf] cy{ jL/ of]¢fx¿ sf] ufyf
x'g cfpF5 . ;do / :yfg cg';f/ e8f ufos km/s x'g ;S5g\ . t/,bdfO{ cfjhL_x¿ g} o;sf k|d'v ufos x'g\ . e§, dNn,kfOs,of]¢fx¿ sf ufyf g} e8f x'g\
.e8fnfO{ u9\jfndf kFjf8f,s'dfpFdf ebfF} / dWoklZrd / ;'b"/klZrddf e8f eGg] rng
5 . jt{dfg ;dodf ;"b/' klZrd g]kfndf 5}F6L,j|taGw,Iff}/,kf:gL /ljjfxf h:tf z'e
cj;/x¿ df bdfO{ -cfjhL,9f]nL,x'8\s]_ hfltsf gt{sx¿ åf/f e8f ufog / k|bz{g x'Fb}
cfPsf] 5 .
e8f ufog÷k|bz{g sfo{ lgs} vlr{nf] x'g] ePsf]n] ;dfhdf hf] s;}n] cfkm\gf
z'e ;+:sf/ tyf pT;jx¿ df e8fufogsf] Joj:yf ug}{ ;Sb}gg . ;dfhdf k|ltli7t /
7"nfa8f dflgg] kl/jf/n] dfq} ef/t÷e8f ufpg] Joj:yf ldnfpF5g\ . ljleGg pT;j /
kj{x¿ df ef/t÷e8f ufpg nufpFbf ;dfhdf k|lti7f a9]sf] 7fGb5g\ cyf{t\ k|lti7f
a9fpgsf] nflu klg e8fsf] pkof]u ug]{ ul/G5 .
e8f ufogsf cj;/df ;a}df xiff]{Nnf; 5fPsf] x'G5 ,d]nldnfk / v'zLn] jftfj/0f
cfgGbdo ag]sf] x'G5 .e8f ufog s'g} ljz]if v'lzofnLsf cj;/df ljz]if /f}gstfsf
;fy cfjZos ljlw ljwfg ;lxt ul/G5 . htf;'s} ufog ug{ ;lsg] cGo ;/n
ufogx¿ eGbf of] lgs} k[ys klg /x]sf] kfOG5 . ;DejtM lbpF;f] k"m;{bsf] cefjn]
xf]nf,a]ns
' f vfgf vfPkl5 dfq e8f xfNg] rng 5 .
/ftL UofF; jf nfnl6gsf] pHofnf]df cyjf h'g]nL /ftdf h"gsf] pHofnf]df e8f
xflnG5 . j[xt\ jL/ ufyf ePsf e8fsf] ufog /fte/ g} rNb5 . /,laxfg pHofnf] x'g]
a]nfdf e8f ufog ;lsFbf -z'ek|eft_ ef]nf}nf] ufP/ dfq sfo{qmd ;dfkg ug]{ k/Dk/f
/x]sf] 5 . b]jLb]jtfsf] dlGb/df eg] e8f ufFOb}g . ;fob dlGb/df JolQmsf] dlxdf ug{
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pko{Q' m gePsf]n] xf]nf . clwsf+z e8fx¿ df zf}o{ / k/fqmd k|bz{g,;+/Ifs /fhfnfO{
;xfotf ug'{,cGofo lj?¢sf] ;+3if{,dNnx¿ nfO{ k/f:t ug'{,;'Gb/L sGofl;t lax] ug'{
h:tf k|j[lQx¿ kfOG5g\ eg] s]xL e8fx¿ df O{iof{n' k|j[lQ ePsf,wg,dfg / OHhtsf
ef]sf ;fdGtx¿ åf/f if8\oGq u/]/ of]¢fx¿ nfO{ dfg{ nufpg],dgf]/~hgsf nflu
of]¢fx¿ nfO{ h'wfpg],c?sf] k|ult x]g{ g;Sg] / df/sf6df /dfpg] k|j[lQx¿ klg
e]l6G5g\ .

lbbLnfO{ af]nfP/ 3/lt/ kms{bf sfnL gfu / ;b]pjfnfsf] o'¢ x'G5 . ;b]pjfnfn]
sfnL gfunfO{ dfb{5 . sfnLgfu d/]kl5 ‘d lsg afFrF"Ú eg]/ uf]/Lwfgf ;d'b|df
xfdkmflN5g\ . o;/L b'a} 3/ l/Qf ePsfn] ‘enf] u/] efuf gGb b'a} 3/ l/QfÚ eGg]
pvfg o; 36\gfaf6 aGb5 . r}q dlxgfsf] of] 36\gf ePsf]n] ;'b"/klZrd If]qdf r}q
dlxgfdf efOn] alxgL e]6\g hfg] k|rng Tof] a]nfb]lv xfn;Dd sfod 5 . of] e8fnfO{
bdfO{ hfltn] l/y/fgf] cyf{t Ct' uLtsf] ¿ kdf klg ufpg] ub{5g\ .

e8fdf;a} ufyfx¿ df ;dfg k|j[lQ o;k|sf/ 5g\ M :qLx¿ n] r'gf}tL lbg',clgi6sf]
k"jf{Eoff;,zlQmsf] e/df c;DejnfO{ ;Dej agfpg',;'t]sfnfO{ hufpg] ljlzi6 k2lt,zq'
kIfsfnfO{ 5nk"j{s dfg'{,lbJo k'?ifsf] hGd,k|ltzf]w,k|]ldsfl;t hf]uLsf] ¿ k wf/0f u/]/
e]6 ug'{,r/fåf/f ;Gb]z k7fpg',z/0fdf k/]sfnfO{ ;+/If0f lbg' cflb . k|f/Dedf o'4e"lddf
of]¢fx¿ sf] pT;fx a9fpg tyf ;}lgs / gful/sx¿ nfO{ pT;flxt ug{ / k|zl:tsf
¿ kdf ufOFb} cfOPsf oL e8fx¿ ;do qmd;Fu} nf]s dgf]/~hgsf nflu ufOg] /
ctLtsf] :d[lt u/fpg] ePsf 5g\ .

!)=# 5'/f vftLsf] e8f

e8fx¿ uBkwfTds x'G5g\ . oL
c+z uBfTds /xG5,ufog k|;Ëjz cfpg]
nufO{ Psn k|:t"lt (monoacting) ub}{
ul/G5 . e8fdf Oltxf; / nf]ssNkgfsf]
v'lzofnL jf dgf]/~hg g} xf] .

clego k|wfg x'G5g\ . e8f ufog x'Fbf d"n
ub{5 . Pp6} JolQm gt{såf/f ljz]if kf]zfs
clegosf dfWodaf6 syf]ksygsf] ;~rfng
ck"j{ ;ld>0f e]l6G5 . e8f ufogsf] p2]Zo

clegosf ljljw k|sf/x¿ ;+u|lxt cfFug jf v'nf d~rdf >f]tf÷bz{sx¿ dfem clego
u/]/ k|bz{g ul/g] oL jL/ ufyf jf e8fx¿ nf]s gf6\o jf gf6\o ufyfsf P]ltxfl;s
hLjGt gd"gf x'g\ . s]xL e8fsf] rrf{ 5f]6s/Ldf tn k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
!)=@ ;b]pjfnfsf] e8f
rGb j+zsf /fgfb]p,efgfb]p / pbob]p
a;]sf,pbo b]p a}t8L lhNnfsf] :j/f8
lt/ uO{ a;]sf] s'/f j+zfjnLaf6 k'li6
afns_ lyof] . rGb j+zfjnL cg';f/
dflgG5 .

tLg efOdWo] /fgfb]p a}t8L ;b/d'sfd glhs
uvf{df a;]sf / efgfb]p ToxfFb]lv k"j{ ;'v]{t
x'G5 . efgfb]psf] 5f]/fsf] gfd ;b]pjfnf !% cf}F ztflAbdf of] e8fr}tsf] /rgf ePsf]

;b]pjfnf ufO{ j:t' r/fpg hfFbf -!@ jif{_ uf]7fnfx¿ n] alxgL gePsf] efO -lg/f}jfnf]_
egL luHofpFbf p;n] cfdf;Fu d]/L s'g} alxgL 5}g < egL ;f]W5 . cfdfn] ;b]pjfnf]
hGdg' cl3 g} !@ jif{ cl3 p;sL lbbL uf]/L wgfsf] lax] sfnLgfu l;t ePsf] s'/f
atfOg\ . To;kl5 ;b]pjfnf lbbL e]6\g sfnL gfusf] 3/ hfG5 . crfgs e]6 x'Fbf
klZrd kl5 b'a} hgf lbbL / efO b'a} cª\ufnf] xfn]/ ?g nfu] . efuf gGbn] pgLx¿
9f]ue]6 g} gu/L o;/L cFufnf]df lsg afFlwP eg]/ cs}{} dfG5] ePsf] zÍf ul/g\ .
/,cfkm\gf] klt sfnL gfunfO{ s'/f nufOg\ .

8f]6Lsf /fhf kxf8L zfxLsf kfnfsf] 36\gf ljz]if -lj=;+= !&&)–!&@#_ . of] 8f]6Lsf
/fhf kxf8L zfxLsf zf;g sfnsf aemfªsf of]¢f -kfOs_ 5'/f vftLsf] k/fqmdsf]
af/]df j0f{g ePsf] ufyf ljz]if xf] .
!)=$ b]pjf k}s]nfsf] e8f
of] e8f 8f]6Lsf /fhf xl/ zfxL .
36\gf j0f{g ul/Psf] jL/ufyf xf] .
cfkm\gf] s's'/nfO{ /fv]/ of]¢fx¿ nfO{
n] Tof] s's'/nfO{ sf6]/ b/jf/df
ePsf] 5 .

lj=;+= !^$*– !^%#_ sf kfnfsf] !& cf}F ztfAbLsf]
/fhf xl/ zfxLn] bz}Fsf avt 9f]Ug'kg]{ l;+xf;gdf
9f]Ug nufO{ ckdfg u/]sf . /,b]pjf k}s]nf -of]¢f_
xNnLvNnL dRrfPsf] s'/f of] e8f ufyfdf j0f{g

!)=% /fgL df}nfsf] e8f
of] e8fnfO{ s]xL ljåfgx¿ n] gfuL dNnsf] ;dodf /rgf ePsf] dfGb5g\ . s'g} @
ufosn] /fgL df}nfsf] 5f]/fsf ¿ kdf gfuL dNnnfO{ dfg]sf 5g\ . gfuL dNnn] s]xL
k|d'v b]jfnox¿ df 306f r9fPsf,o1 u/]sf / w]/} b]jLb]jtfx¿ sf] zlQm kl/If0f u/L
b]jfno g} gi6 u/]sf] s'/f efu]Zj/sf] r}tnufot To; sfnv08df /rgf ePsf y'k|}
b]jufyf / rl/qufyfdf j0f{g ePsf] kfO{G5 . t/,gfuL dNnsf] ;dosf af/]df jL/
ufyf÷e8fdf st} pNn]v kfOFb}g .
P]ltxfl;s tYo / j+zfjnLx¿ sf cfwf/df /fgL df}nf 8f]6L /fhj+zdf kg]{ #% cf}F /fhf
ljl/db]j -a|X db]j_ sL kTgL ePsfn] e8fsf] /rgf kl5 ePsf] eP /fgL df}nfsf]
e8fsf] ljifoj:t' / 36\gf 8f]6Lsf #% cf}F /fhf ljl/db]j / s'dfpFsf
;fnfb]p÷jfnfb]psf kfnfsf] ePsf] dfGg'kg]{ cfwf/x¿ ef/t k|d'v 36\gf xf] . /fgL
df}nfsf] e8fsf] /rgfsfn 8f]6Lsf] /fhj+zfjnL cg';f/ !$ cf}F ztfAbLnfO{ dflgPsf] 5
.
!)=^ sfnf e0ff/Lsf] e8f
o; e8fdf /Dof df}tfn] lax] u/]sL sGof dgsf]OnfnfO{ of]¢f sfnf e0ff/Ln] x/]/
nu]kl5 /Dof df}tfn] sfnf e0ff/LnfO{ 3'Fofqf] xfgL d/]sf] / dgsf]OnfnfO{ lnP/ uPsf]
sf?l0fs / b'vfGt ufyf jl0f{t of] ef8fdf /x]sf] 5-efO;fj,@)^^M$)–$%_ .
!=!! bdfO{ hfltsf] df}lnsk~r}afhf
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!=!! bdfO{ hfltsf] df}lns k~r} afhf
g]kfnL ;ËLt cfsfzdf k~r}afhf k|frLgsfnb]lv g} aHb} cfPsf] 5 . dËnjfBsf
¿ kdf o;nfO{ ljz]if u/L bdfO{x¿ n] ahfpFb] cfPsf 5g\ . hflt;"rssf] ¿ kdf o;nfO{
dËn] jf bd}afhf klg eGg] ul/Ps]f kfOG5 . lautdf g]kfnL ;+:s[ltsf] ¿ kdf
k~r}afhf ahfpFbf hftLo¿ kdf bdfO{x¿ nfO{ xf]Rofpg] / lje]b ug]{ ul/GYof] . kl5Nnf]
sfndf of] afhfn] Joj;flos ¿ kdf km8\sf] dfg{ yfn] kl5 eg] ;a} hfltsf] cfFvf
k/]sf] kfOG5 . k~r}afhfsf jfbsx¿ nfO{ ;u'0fL klg elgPsf] 5 .
;u'0fLnfO{ b]vd] f ;fOt kg]{ k/Dk/fn] klg ;f] s'/fnfO{ k'li6 u5{g\ . k/Dk/fut ¿ kdf
k|frLg ;dob]lv aHb} cfPsf] k~r}afhfdf kfFr k|sf/sf afhf /xG5g\ –
;xg},9f]nsL,bdfxf,‰ofnL / 6\ofDsf] . k~r}afhfdf ;xg} d'Vo :j/afhf xf] . o;n]
ljleGg /fu -w'g_ ahfpg] u5{ . 9f]nsL d'Vo tfn afhf xf] . o;n] tfn lbg] /
tfn dfg]{ sfd u5{ . k~r}afhfdf bdfxf / 6\ofDsf] ;xfos tfnafhf x'g\ .
logn] tfnsf] lg/Gt/tfnfO{ sfod u5{g\ . ‰ofnL -e"df{_ sfF:o -sfF;_ tfnafhf xf] .
o;n] klg ;xfos tfnafhfsf ¿ kdf tfnnfO{ ;3fPsf] x'G5 .;ËLtzf:qLo juL{s/0f
cg';f/ :j/afhf ;xg} ;'lif/ afB xf] . o;nfO{ cf}nf rfnL k'ms]/ ahfOG5 .
9f]nsL,bdfxf / 6\ofDsf] 5fnfn] df]xf]l/Psf] -df]xf]g'{_ cfg4afB x'g\,h;nfO{ uhfn]
7f]s]/ ahfOG5 .
‰ofnL rfFlx wgjfB cGtu{t /flvPsf] 5 . k~r}afhf g]kfnL k/Dk/fut df}lns
;ËLtsf] ljlzi6 afhf xf] . x/]s ;+:sf/,;+:s[lt,rf8kj{,pT;j,cj;/ / z'esfo{df
k~r}afhf cfjZos dflgPsf] 5 . csf]{ cy{df of] afhfnfO{ kbfy{sf] /rgf ePsf]
k~rtTjsf] k|tLssf]¿ kdf klg dflgPsf] kfOG5 . h;df– != ;Xg}M k~r}afhf leqsf]
;xg}, g/l;+uf / s0f{nnfO{ cfsfz tTj;Fu /fVg ;lsGG5 @= 9f]nsLM k~r}afhf leqsf]
9f]nsLnfO{ jfo' tTj;Fu /fVg ;lsGG5 #= e"df{ -‰ofnL_M k~r}afhf leqsf] em"df{nfO{
nfO{ jfo' tTj;Fu /fVg ;lsGG5 $=bdfxfM k~r}afhf leqsf] bdfxfnfO{ kfgL jf hn
tTj;Fu /fVg ;lsGG5 %= 6\ofDsf]M 6\ofDsf]nfO{ k[YjL jf e"ld tTj;Fu /xG5g\ . ljZj
kfFrj6f d"n / ;f/e"t tTjx¿ af6 ag]sf] 5 . h;nfO{ k~rdxfe"t klg elgG5 .
h;df–!= cfsfz -cGtl/If_ @=jfo' #=clUg $=hn %=k[YjL jf e"ld k5{g\ . df6f]af6 ag]sf
9f]nsL,bdfxf / 6\ofDsf] clg sf7af6 ag]sf] ;xg} / k~r wft'af6 lgld{t ‰ofnL e"mdf{,‰ofD6f_ n] tL s'/fnfO{ yk k|i6 kfb{5g\ .ljz]if u/L g]kfnL ;dfhsf] ;a}
;f+:s[lts,wfld{s lqmofsnfkdf k~r}afhfnfO{ clgjfo{ h:t} dflgPsf] 5 . k~r}afhfdf
dËnw'g -cf/tL_,a9fOF -;nfdL_b]lv lnP/ :t"tL,a]nf /fu / nf]s;ËLtdf
nf]slk|o,‰ofp/] VofnL,r'8\sf,c;f/],p7:jfdL cflb w'g aHg] u5{g\ .
k~r} afhfdf a]xn
' L dfUg] w'g df}lns w'gsf] ¿ kdf /x]sf] kfOG5 . o;}u/L ef]6];]nf]sf]
w'g ahfpFbf b]jtf r9\g] 8/n] of] w'g Tolt ahfpg] gul/g'n] klg o;sf] k|efj
/ dxTjnfO{ ;xh} cf+sng ug{ ;lsG5 .k~r}afhf ;d"xsf] cln 7"nf] ¿ k ‘gf}dtLafhfÚ
xf] . o;df yk ;xg} / bdfxf Ps–Ps cf]6f /xG5g\ . g/l;ª\uf / s0ff{n b'O{
;'lif/afB -k'ms]/ ahfOg]_ klg ;lDdlnt u/fOG5 . ljz]if u/L gf}dtLafhf gf}j6f dfq
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/xg] u/] klg st}–st} !# j6f ;Dd jf Tof] eGbf a9L ;+Vofdf klg afhf ahfOPsf]
kfOG5 .
d'VotofM k~r}afhfrfFlx g]kfnsf] ;a} If]qdf aHb} cfPsf 5g\ . clxn]
g]kfnL ;+:s[ltsf] ¿ kdf of] afhfn] b]z aflx/ ;d]t k|fyldstf kfpFb} cfPsf] kfOG5 .
:jb]z / ljb]zdf ;d]t k~r}afhf g]kfnL ;+:s[ltsf] :kGbgsf] ¿ kdf /xg ;kmn ePsf]
5 . kl5Nnf] ;dodf of] afhflta| x:tIf]k / cltqmd0fsf] rk]6fdf kg{ yfn]sf] 5 .
;+/If0fsf ljleGg cfj/0f /afGsLdf ‘lxhf] lje]bdf c? ;d'bfo of] afhf 5'Fbf hft}
hfg] 8/n] afO; xft k/ x'Gy] .t/,clxn] Joj;flos x'Fb} uP kl5 ;a} olx wGbfdf
nfUg yfn]sf 5g\ . nfUg' g/fd|f] xf]Og . t/, k'/fgf] :j¿ knfO g} laufg'{ / bdfO{
hfltnfO{ g} lj:yflkt ug'{ plrt xf] h:tf] nfUb}g -bgf{n, @)^$M@!^–@@)_ .
!=!@

k~r}afhfsf] la:tfl/t ?k gf}dtLafhf

k~r}afhfsf] lj:tfl/t ?k g} gf}dtLafhf xf] . k~r}afhf k~rtTj /
k~rwft'sf] k|tLs xf] . csf]{ ;Gbe{df of] kf~rfog b]jtfsf] c+z klg xf] . kf~rfogdf
– lzj, u0f]z, b]jL, ;"o{ / lji0f' /xG5g\ eg] lji0f' kf~rfogdf lji0f', u0f]z, b]jL, ;"o{
/ lzj /xG5g\ . lzj kf~rfogsf] z}j pkf;gfsf] k|ltlglwTj ub{5 eg] lji0f'
kf~rfogn] j}i0fj pkf;gfsf] k|ltlglwTj ub{5 . k~rtTjdf k[YjL, hn, t]h, jfo' /
} ]
cfsfz tTj /xG5 eg] k~rnf}xdf ;'g, rfFbL, tfdf, /ª / l;;f /xG5 . b'an
k~r}afhfdf cf–cfkm\gf] c+z cGt{lglxt /x]sf 5g\ . b'a} k|s[ltsf k|tLs klg x'g\ .
o;/L kfFr b]jtf, kfFr tTj / kfFr wft' ldn]/ k~rafB -k~r}afhf_ sf]
:j?k lnPsf] x'g'k5{ . x'g t jf}lbssfn cl3 b]lv g} k~rd'vjfBd\ sf] k|rng
/x]sf] b]lvG5 .
k~r}afhfsf kfFrj6f afhf j}lbssfncl3 b]lv g} aHb} cfPsf 5g\ . dª\un
/ z'esf] k|tLs k~r}afhfdf kfFrj6f afhf /xG5g\ . h;df–;Xg}, 9f]nsL, e"df{ ‰ofnL_, bdfxf / 6\ofDsf] /xG5g\ . k|frLgsfnb]lv g} ;u'gL -;u'0fL_ hftsf ?kdf
lrlgg] bdfO{ hfltsf] k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhf, dlGb/b]lv k|To]s z'esfo{df a9\b} cfPsf]
5 . oL b'a} afB;d"xn] wfld{s sfo{b]lv ;fËLlts / ;f+:s[lts If]qdf 7"nf] of]ubfg
lbFb} cfPsf 5g\ .
b"/–b/fhsf ufpF 3/b]lv /]l8of], 6]lnlehg / 7"nf /ª\ud~rdf ;d]t k|jz
]
kfPsf oL b'a} afB ;d"x g]kfnL ;ËLtsf] cleGg cË ag]sf] 5g\ . t/, o;sf] plrt
k|lzIf0fsf] Joj:yfsf] cefjn] cfw'lgstf tk{m km8\sf] dfg{ ;s]sf] 5}g . s'g} lsl;dsf]
z}lIfs / Jofjxfl/s tflnd / lzIff ;d]t Joj:yf x'g ;s]sf] 5}g . ljb]zdf t s'/}
5f]8f}, :jb]zdf ;d]t oL b'O{ afhfsf] plrt k|lzIf0fsf] Joj:yf 5}g .
ljb]zL cWo]tfsf] gh/df bdfO{ hflt
k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhf afbs bdfO{ hfltaf/] ;j{k|yd k|sfz kfg]{ >]o k|m] Gr
;ËLtzf:qL d]l/o x]Nkm/nfO{ hfG5 . pgn] of] hfltaf/] ulx/f] cWoog u/]sL 5g\ .
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;g\ – !(^( df k]l/;af6 pgn] bdfO{ hfltaf/] Ps n]v k|m] Gr efiffdf k|sflzt u/]sL
lyOg\ . To;}u/L hd{g ;ËLtzf:qL k]mlnS; xf]a{u/n] ;g\–!(&% df hd{g efiffdf
g]kfnsf] ;ËLtaf/] Pp6f k':ts k|sflzt u/]sf lyP . pQm k':tsdf w]/} cWofo bdfO{
hfltsf] k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhfdf /x]sf] lyof] . kl5Nnf] vf]h–cg';Gwfgsf qmddf ;g\
!(() df a]nfotL ;ËLtzf:qL 8f=Sof/f]n l6ªuLn] bdfO{ ;ËLtaf/] uxg cWoog u/L
k|1f k|lti7fg / a]nfotsf] P;cf]PP;\ -SOAS) ljZjljBfnoaf6 ;g\ !(($ df csf]{
k':ts k|sfzg u/]sL lyOg\ . c+u|]hL efiffdf n]lvPsf oL b'O{ u|Gyn] k~r}afhf /
gf}dtLafhf af/] / ltgsf jfbsx¿ sf] ;fdflhs, /fhgLlts / cfly{s / ;FuLt
;F:s[ltsf] cj:yf af/] /fd|/L lrq0f u/]sL 5g\ .8f= Sof/f]nn] ljZj;ËLtdf k~r}afhf /
gf}dtLafhfnfO{ kl/lrt u/fpg] qmddf tL u|Gy k|sfzdf NofPsL lyOg\ .
;dfj]zL afhf lgdf{tf
k~r}afhf / gf}dtL afhfsf] lgdf{0fdf sfdL, ;fsL{, jfbL / tdf]6x¿ sf] ljz]if
of]ubfg /x]sf] x'G5 . ltgn] kmnfd, lktn / tfdfsf] afhfsf] :j?k tof/ ul/lbPkl5
;fsL{ / jfbLx¿ n] 5fnf dl9lbg] sfd k"/f ul/lbG5g\ . o; ;Gbe{df 9f]nsL ahfpg
r'gf/f / 5fnf d9\g] s'n' -jf9L_ sf] of]ubfgnfO{ klg la;{g ;lsFb}g .
bdfO{ hfltsf] nf]k e};s]sf s]xL afhf
bdfO{ hfltn] k|frLg ;do b]lv dlGb/df dfq ahfpFb} cfPsf sltko
afhfsf] kl/ro nf]k e};s]sf] 5 . oL afhfx¿ df afgf], lah'nLafgf, /f;, 9f]kjfgf,
dfkm{f, lzv/afgf / sfxn cflb afhf dlGb/df dfq} ahfpg] ul/G5 . a9\bf] cfw'lgs
Jof08 afhfsf] k|efj, df}lns afhf k|ltsf] a]jf:tfn] afhf / jfbssf] g} nf]k x'g]
vt/f b]lvG5 .

5fFofdf bdfO{ hfltsf k|ltef
k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhfsf kof{o ag]sf bdfO{ hfltsf] s]lx snf k|ltefx¿
xfn /fli6«o :t/df dfq ;Lldt g/xL cGt/fli6«o :t/df ;d]t rrf{df /x]sf 5g\ . t/,
k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhfn] ck]Iffs[t ?kdf km8\sf] dfg{ g;Sg' lrGtfsf] ljifo ag]sf] 5
. g]kfnsf] e"uf]n / hfltdf ljljwtf eP h:t} k~r}afhf / gf}dtLafhfdf klg k"j{ b]lv
klZrd ;Ddsf leGgtf / km/s ljz]iftf kfOPsf] 5 . o;sf] lj:t[t
cWoog
cg';Gwfg x'g ;s]sf] 5}g . bdfO{x¿ ;d[4 afB ;d"x eP klg lje]b / ckdfgsf
sf/0fn] pgLx?df la:tf/} snf,;+:s[lt / ;ËLtk|lt dfof / :g]x 36\b} uPsf] 5 .
g]kfnL ;ËLtsnfsf] ;Gbe{df k~r}afhf / gf}dtL afhf sf] ;Gbe{df /fhf
k[YjL gf/fo0f zfxåf/f gurL{sf] kbjLn] gu/f jfbsnfO{ /fli6«o ;ËLtdf ;Ddfg lbOP
klg cfh ;Dd k~r}afhf / gf}dtL afhfsf] ;+:yfut ljsf;, ;+/If0f / ;Dab{g x'g
;s]sf] 5}g . kl/0ffd :j?k o; afhfsf k"FhLsf] ?kdf /x]sf k"vf{ afbsx¿ nf]k x'Fb}
uPsf 5g\ . pgLx¿ ;Fu} k"/fgf g]kfnL df}lns /fu -w'g_, tfn, ufyf, ;Lk lanfpFb}
5g\ . bdfO{ hflt / k~r}afhf–gf}dtLafhf Ps–csf{sf] cl:tTjsf] k'/s ePsf]n] oL b'a}
afB / jfbssf] ;+/If0f ug'{ kg]{ b]lvG5 . o; If]qsf k]z]j/ snfsf/sf] ;Gbe{df xfld
oL hfltnfO{ ;DemG5f}F, hf] g]kfnL ;dfhdf bdfO{, ufOg] jfbL / rdf/sf gfdn] kl/lrt
5g\ .
oL hGdhft snfsf/n] cfkm\gf] df}lns ;+:s[lt / k]zfut ?kdf cfh klg
cfkm\gf] snf k]zf sfod} /fv] klg plrt ?kdf pgLx¿ sf] snfsfl/tfsf] ljsf; /
cfw'lgstfdf 9fNg kfPsf 5}gg\ . ljZjsf ljleGg b]zdf k]z]j/ snfsf/ hfltnfO{
/fHon] g} dfly Nofpg kxn u/]sf] 5 . ef/tdf ;d]t ljleGg k]z]j/ snfsf/x¿ n]
cf–cfkm\gf If]qdf cl3 a9\g] cj;/ kfpFb} cfPsf 5g\ . ToxfF, /fh:yfgsf] ‘dul0fof/Ú
hfltnfO{ pbfx/0fsf ?kdf lng ;lsG5 . s]Gb| ;/sf/n] pgLx¿ nfO{ nf]sufos /
nf]sjfbssf ?kdf ljZj;ËLtdf kl/lrt u/fpg] k|of; ul/Psf] 5 . pgLx¿ sf]
;ËLtsnfsf] ;+/If0f / ;Da4{g ug'{sf ;fy} snfsfl/tfsf] :t/ / ljsf;sf nflu
tflnd / k|lzIf0fsf] ;d]t Joj:yf u/]sf] 5 . g]kfnsf] ;Gbe{df o;nfO{ pbfx/0fsf]
?kdf lng ;lsG5 . g]kfnL ;ËLt ljwfdf nf]s;ËLt, k/Dk/fut ;ËLt, zf:qLo
;ËLt / cfw'lgs ;ËLtdf w]/} snfsf/x¿ n] nfdf] ;fwgf u/]sf 5g\ . o:tf ;ËLt
;fwsx¿ clwsf+z hftLo lje]baf6} ckx]lnt ul/Ps]f kfO{G5 -bgf{n,@)^$_ .
!=!# ldemf/-d'lvof_af7f] bdfO{
/f0ffsfnsf] dWolt/ cfO{k'Ubf ufOg] hfltsf] dfq ldemf/L lbg] sfo{df
kl/jt{g ul/Psf] kfOG5 . lj+=;+= !(^# dfu{ !( ut] /f]h # df k|wfgdGqL rGb|zdz]/
tyf sdfG8/ OlGrkm eLdzdz]/sf] gfdaf6 guf/rL af7f] bdfO{nfO{ ldemf/L-ufFpsf] Ps
k|sf/sf] d'lvof,tfn'sbf/ eGbf bf];|f] txsf] lt/f] p7fpg]_ lbOPsf] Pp6f ?Ssf hf/L
ul/Psf] lyof] . o; avt eg] pgnfO{ bdfO{ hfltsf] dfq geP/ ufOg] / efF8-afbL_
hfltsf] klg ldemf/L lbOPsf] lyof] . o;sf cltl/Qm pgnfO{ d'n'sel/sf ltg hfltsf]
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ldemf/L lbOPsf] lyof] . lgh af7f] bdfO{nfO{ bdfO{,ufOg] / efF8 hfltsf] ldemf/L
lbOPsf] eP klg cfkm\gf]\ hft cyf{t\ bdfO{ afx]s cGo hfltsf] Gofo ;Dkfbg Pj+
;'ljwf lng kfpg] clVtof/L eg] lbOPsf] lyPg .

# df hf/L ul/Psf] nfndf]x/_ . o; nfndf]x/af6 ldemf/sf ;DaGwdf s]xL gofF ;Gbe{
p7]sf] kfOG5 . klxnf] t o;df af7f] bdfO{nfO{ cfkm\gf] hflteGbf cGo cyf{t\ !(^#
;fndf lbOPsf] ufOg] / efF8 hfltsf] ldemf/L lbOPsf] lyPg .

o; ?Ssfaf6 g} bdfO{ hfltnfO{ gofF zAbfjnL gurL{ k|of]u ul/Psf] lyof]
. ;+ejtM gurL{sf] x}l;otdf sf7df8f} pkTosfsf ltg zx/sf rf}/f;L gu/f ldemf/sf]
t}gfyLdf lbOPsf] lyof] . ca pgn] tL ;a} gu/fsf] lhDdf lnP/ ;Ffem tyf laxfg
b}lgs b'O{ ;do gu/f hfFra'em u/L rnfpg' kg]{ lyof] . Aff7f] bdfO{nfO{ d'n'sel/
cyf{t\ dxfsfnLb]lv k"j{ d]rLb]lv klZrd,/fhwfgL sf7df8f},kxf8 Pj+ dw]zsf nflu
ldemf/ lgo'Qm ul/Psf] lyof] . ;f]xL x}l;otdf pgnfO{ bdfO{ hfltsf]===/sd, b:t'/fb
df]x¿ rGb|fog\ lng], hfF8,s'v'/f,dfgf rfdn tyf d]hdfgL===vfg] clVtof/L lbOPsf]
lyof] .

bf];|f] klxn] pgnfO{ d'n'el/sf bdfO{sf] ;fdflhs Pj+ Goflos Joj:yf
;~rfngsf] clVtof/L lbOPsf] eP klg o;k6s kfNkf nufot rf/ lhNnf Pj+
;/sf/n] 7]Ssfdf lbPsf sltko If]qnfO{ 5f8]/ pgnfO{ ;f] clVtof/L lbOPsf] lyof] .
clGtd cyf{t\ t];|f]df kfNkf nufot rf/ lhNnfsf nflu 5'§} bdfO{ ldemf/ lgo'Qm
ul/Psf]n] ;/sf/n] cj:yf cg';f/ ;Da4 hfltdf ldemf/ cyf{t\ gfOs]÷k|d'v lgo'Qm
ub{Yof] eGg] :ki6 x'G5 . o;} ;Gbe{df ;/sf/n] s'g} avt d'n'sel/sf bdfO{ hfltdf
Ps hgfnfO{ dfq ldemf/ lgo'Qm ug]{ tyf s'g} cj:yfdf ljleGg If]qdf leGgflGg}
JolQmnfO{ lglZrt If]q tf]s]/ g} ldemf/ agfpg] u/]sf] kfOG5 .

of] x}l;otdf pgnfO{ s]xL bfloTj klg lbOPsf] lyof] . ;f] cg';f/ pgnfO{
‘cfkm\gf] hftsf]===rfif rs'O{ d/\of] ck'tfnL hft eftsf] yLlt t}n] ug'{ cfkm\gf hftsf
rGb|og\ k6/L rnfO{ b}b:t'/ nL===Ú egL clVtof/L klg lbOPsf] lyof] . o; cg';f/
pgnfO{ cfkm\gf] hft;Fu ;Da4 ljleGg Goflos clwsf/ klg lbOPsf] lyof] . o;
?Ssfn] tL ldemf/nfO{ ;/sf/L pbL{ adf]lhd afhf ahfpg] tyf n'uf l;nfpg] sfo{sf]
yk cleef/f klg lbPsf] lyof]-gurL{ af7f] bdfO{nfO{ e/ d'n'ssf bdfO{,ufOg] / efF8
hfltsf] ldemf/L lbOPsf] ;DaGwdf !(^# ;fn dfu{ !( ut] /f]h # sf] ?Ssf_ .

Oltxf;sf ljleGg sfn v08df g]kfnsf] ;fdflhs ;+/rgf cg';f/
;'b"/klZrd Pj+ klZrd g]kfndf /x]sf bdfO{,ufOg],efF8,sfdL nofut cgfo{ l;dfGts[t
lzNkL hfltx¿ nfO{ tNnf] bhf{df /flvPsf] lyof] . ;dfhdf slyt pkNnf] hflt
elgPsfx¿ sf] ;]jf ;'ljwf tyf /fHo ;~rfngsf nflu To:tf hfltsf] cfjZoStf kg]{
ePsf]n] hlt;'s} tNnf] eg] klg pgLx¿ sf] TolQs} dxTj lyof] . To;sf cltl/Qm
;Da4 hfltdf k/Dk/fb]lv ljBdfg ljleGg ;fF:s[lts,wfldf{s,;fdflhs Pj+ Goflos ljlw
Jojxf/ ;~rfngsf] nflu ;f]xL hfltnfO{ /fHon] ljleGg gfddf clVtof/L lbFb} cfPsf]
kfOG5 .

o; ?Ssfn] bdfO{ ldemf/nfO{ klxn] eGbf a9L clwsf/ lbPsf] b]lvG5 .
klxnf] t ldemf/nfO{ cfkm\gf] hftsf cltl/Qm cGo b'O{ hft ufOg] / efF8sf] ldemf/L
lbOPsf] lyof] . bf];|f]df pgnfO{ ltg hfltsf] d'n'sel/sf] ldemf/L lbOPsf] lyof] eg]
t];|f]df pgnfO{ Goflos clVtof/Lsf cltl/Qm sf7df8f}sf ltg ;x/df /x]sf rf}/f;L
gu/fsf] t}gfyL Pj+ ;/sf/L sk8f l;nfpg] / afhf ahfpg] bfloTj klg lbOPsf]
lyof] . o;/L b]z}el/ Jofks dfqfdf lbOPsf] clVtof/Laf6 :jfefljs} ?kdf bdfO{
hfltnfO{ ;dfh Pj+ :yfgLo k|zf;gdf cfkm\g} x}l;ot, OHht, dfg, k|lti7f sfod
/fVgdf 7'nf] d2t k'Ug uof] . k|wfgdGqL rGb| zdz]/n] pQm ?Ssf hf/L u/]sf] rf}w
jif{kl5 pg} af7f] bdfO{sf gfddf Pp6f nfndf]x/ hf/L u/]sf lyP . !(^# ;fndf
hf/L ul/Psf] ?Ssfdf pgnfO{ ldemf/ lgo'Qm u/L g]kfnel/af6 b}b:t'/ lng] clVtof/L
lbOPsf] eP klg kfNkf,u'NdL,c3f{ / vfFrL oL rf/ lhNnfsf] ldemf/L kfNkf uf}+8fsf
gfOs]n] vfO{ cfPsf] b]lvPsf] tyf ;/sf/n] klg sltko If]qaf6 7]Ssf lbP/ ljleGg
/sd c;'n txl;n u/]sf] b]lvPsf] lyof] .
To;}n] klxn] af7f] bdfO{nfO{ ldemf/ afkt d'ns
' el/af6 ljleGg /sd
c;'n ug]{ clVtof/L lbOP klg ca eg] lgh ldemf/nfO{ kfNkf nufot pQm rf/
lhNnf Pj+ ;/sf/n] 7]Ssfaf6 c;'n u/fpFb} cfPsf] If]q afx]s sf:sL tyf nDh'ª
;d]t d'n'sel/sf] bdfO{ hfltsf] ldemf/L lbOPsf] lyof] -gurL{ af7f] bdfO{nfO{
d'n'sel/sf bdfO{ hfltsf] ldemf/L lbOPsf] ;DaGwdf !(&& ;fn cflZjg !# ut] /f]h

o;} ;Gbe{df vf; u/L bdfO{, ufOg], efF8, dfemL h:tf hfltnfO{
;/sf/L sfddf nufpg Pj+ ;f] hfltsf] Goflos k/Dk/f sfod /fVgsf nflu Ps
hgfnfO{ ldemf/-d'lvof_ agfpg] ul/GYof] . o; k|;+udf pNn]Vo s'/f s] 5 eg] Ps
hgf bdfO{ hfltsf dflg;nfO{ bdfO{sf cltl/Qm ufOg] / efF8 hfltsf] klg ldemf/
lgo'Qm ul/Psf] b]lvgfn] bdfO{nfO{ lsg ufOg] / efF8sf] ldemf/ agfOPsf] xf] eGg]
lh1f;f /x]sf] 5 . ;du|df hftLo b[li6af6 txut lje]b u/L ;dfhdf tNnf] bhf{df
/flvPsf bdfO{ nufot hfltsf] df}lns k/Dk/f,;F:s[lt,wd{ Pj+ Gofo ;Dkfbgdf ;f]xL
hfltnfO{ ;+nUg ul/g' ;sf/fTds kIf b]lvG5 . o;af6 ;Da4 hfltsf] Oltxf;,Pj+
k/Dk/f gi6 x'gaf6 aRg hfGYof] . ;fy} ldemf/ h:tf hftLo k|dv
' n] /fHo Joj:yfsf]
:yfgLo k|zf;g ;~rfngdf pNn]Vo of]ubfg lbP/ cfkm\gf] hfltsf] cl:tTjnfO{ arfpg
;Sg] l:ylt ag]sf] b]lvG5 .
of] k|;+un] jt{dfg u0ftGqsf] ;+3Lotf eGbf /f0fftGqsf] ldemf/L /
:jzf;g ;of} u'0ff k|ultlzn /x]sf] b]vfpF5 . Tolt dfq} xf]Og,jt{dfg ;dodf cl:tTj
/ klxrfg u'dfO{/x]sf pTkLl8t lzNkL ;d'bfon] ldemf/Laf6 /fHo k|zf;gdf dxTjk"0f{
e"ldsf v]ns
] f] kfOG5 . o;af6 eGg s/} nfU5, klxnfsf k|zf;sx¿ ;fFlRrs}
k|zf;ss} ?kdf r'lgGy],5flgGy] . t/, clxn]sf k|zf;sx¿ a9fa9, lsga]rdf,
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vl/blas|Ldf j:t'sf] ?kdf k|:t"t x'g ljjz 5g\ . jt{dfg /fHoJoj:yfn] cfkm\g} b]zsf]
uf}/jzfnL k|zf;sLo gd"gfsf] cg';/0f lsg gug]<{ -kGt,@)&)M#&)–#&@_ .

>]i7, :joDe"nfn -@)@*_, xfdL g]kfnL, >]i7 k|sfzg,nlntk'/ .

lgisif{M

zfSo, s]zjdfg -@)^^_,g]kfndf v; hflt / a'4wd{, wdf]{bo ;ef a'4laxf/,
e[s'6Ld08k g]kfn .

g]kfnsf ;a} hfltx¿ df ;a}eGbf a9L gfr–ufg, uLt, ;ËLt, ;Lk snf sf}znsf ;fy}
df}lns snf ;F:s[ltsf] kof{o k~r} afhf, gf}dtL afhfsf ;fy /dfpg] / ufpg]df
bdfO{ hflt cu|k+lQmdf /x]sf 5g\ . pgLx¿ sf] hGdb]lv d[To';Ddafhfsf ljleGg /fu–
w'gsf ;fy} gfr ufg klg ug]{ ul/GYof] . dg' b]lv /f0ff zf;g ;Ddsf] r/d
;fdflhs alxis/0f, lje]b aGb]hsf ;fy} d[To' b08 ;Ddsf] ;hfon] bdfO{x¿ sf]
df}lns ;+:sf/, ;F:s[lt Oltxf;df lanfP/ ;bfsf nflu cGTo eP . of] hfltn]
Oltxf;sf] s'g} sfnv08df /fhf / /fHo ;~rfng ;d]t u/]sf] kfOG5 .
cgflbsfnLg lzNk;Eotfsf] ljsf;, afhfsf] cfljisf/, s0ff{nL / e]l/sf]
gfds/0f ;d]t oLg} hfltsf] b]g lyof] . g]kfnsf] df}lns ;F:s[lt / ;fF:s[lts
;Dkbfsf d"n>f]t bdfO{ hflt g} x'g\ . h;af6 pgLx¿ sf] cflbkgf / df}lnstfnfO{
emNsfpF5 . ckdfg / x:t5]kaf6 ar]v'r]sf pgLx¿ sf ;F:s[lt @! cf}F ztfAbLdf klg
hftLo e]befjsf sf/0f kmNg–k"mNg / km:6fpg gkfO{ d'emf{O/x]sf 5g\ . bdfO{ hfltsf]
df}lns gfr, rf8kj{, ;F:sf/ / ;F:s[lt Pp6f c;n dfnL ljgfsf] k"mnsf] lj?jf
h:tf] srlN6Psf] cj:yf /x]sf] 5 .
o:tf] ljifd kl/l:yltdf bdfO{ hfltn] ljleGg df}lns ;F:sf/ / ;F:s[ltnfO{
cfh;Ddlg/Gt/tf lbFb} arfO{/x]sf 5g\ . hLjg lgjf{xsf] nflu n'uf l;nfpg] d"nk]zf
ckgfPsf] of] hflt tGqdGq / wfdLemfFs|L ljBfdf klg Hofb} l;kfn' x'G5g\ . bdfO{
hfltsf] snf / ;fF:s[lts k|:t'ltdf pgLx¿ sf] cfkm\g} ljz]if k|sf/sf] kf]zfs nufP/
gfrufg ug]{ ub{5g\ . g]kfn /fi6«sf] hLjGt df}lns ;fF:s[lts ;Dkbfsf w/f]x/ bdfO{
hfltnfO{ /fHon] plrt ;+/If0f / ljsf; ug{ ;s]sf] 5}g .
g]kfnsf cgflbsfnLg d"njf;L bdfO{ hflt v'nf ljZjljBfno h:t} x'g\ .
;+;f/n] k9\g ;S5, a'em\g ;S5, cWoog ug{ ;S5, nfe lng ;S5 . t/, oL
;d'bfo / ;F:s[ltnfO{ g} arfpg ;lsPg eg] ug{ rfx]/ klg s]xL ug{ ;lsFb}g .
;do 5Fb} ;DalGwt ;a}kIfn] uDeL/ eP/ ;f]Rg h?/L 5 .

ljZjsdf{,rs|dfg -@)%$_, blntx¿
sf7df8f} .

cl:tTjsf] vf]hLdf, bLk tf/f ckm;]6 k|];,

zdf{,l8NnL/fh -@)%*_,klZrd g]kfnsf] d"lt{ tyf jf:t'snf, g]kfn /fhsLok|1f–k|lti7fg,
sf7df8f} .
;fdflhs ljsf; dGqfno s0ff{nL -@)&^_, k|b]zsf hflt, efiff / ;fF:s[lts
cj:yf,Ps
cWoog,
k|bz
]
;/sf/,
;fdflhs
ljsf;
dGqfno,s0ff{nL
k|b]z,jL/]Gb|gu/,;'v]{t .
ljZjsdf{, bfgaxfb'/, g]kfnL,8LaL, @)&^MlzNkL klxrfg,nlntk'/,lzNkL ljz]if k|b]z
;ldlt,k|rf/k|;f/ tyf k|sfzg ljefu .
l8Pg Pkm sf] bz jif]{ /0fgLlts kq ;g\ @)!#, sf7df8f} .
g]kfndf hftLo ;+:sf/, efu–@, -@)&)_,g]kfn k|1f–k|lti7fg, sdnfbL,sf7df8f} .
lk5l8Psf] s]xL hflt tyf hghfltsf] ;fdflhs tyf cfly{s cj:yfsf] cWoog@)$$_,>L % sf] ;/sf/,>d tyf ;fdflhs sNof0f dGqfno, l;+xb/af/,sf7df8f} .
kGt, ho/fh-@)^$_, 8f]6]nL ef] kj{sf uLt / ufyfx¿ ,jfª\do k|sfzg tyf cg';Gwfg
s]Gb| k|f=ln= sdnkf]v/L .
;dfgtf, -@)%!, jif{–!, c+s–!_,g]kfn pTkLl8t blnt hftLo d'lQm ;dfhsf]
d'vkq,sf7df8f} .
kf08]o, dw';'bg,====g]kfnsf blntx¿ , sf7df8f} .
s0ff{nL nf]s;+:s[lt v08–% -@)@*_, ;femf k|sfzg,sf7df8f} .
efO;fa,jf;'b]j -@)^^_, 8f]6L k|bz
] sf] nf]sjfª\do sf]z,;femf k|sfzg, k'nrf]s .
>]i7, t]hk|sfz -@)$$_, c5fdL nf]s;flxTo, /Tg k':ts e08f/, ef]6flx6L .

;Gbe{;'rLM
g]kfnL a[xt\ zAbsf]z-@)%*_, g]kfn /fhsLo k|1f–k|lti7fg,sdnfbL, sf7df8f} .
dw'ks{-@)@&, jif{–#,c+s–#_,uf]vf{kq ;+:yfg, wd{ky,sf7df8f} .
bgf{n, /fdz/0f-@)$%_, g]kfnL ;+ËLt ;+:s[lt, g]kfn /fhlso k|1f–k|lti7fg, sf7df8f} .
zdf{, hgsnfn-@)#(_, xfd|f] ;dfhM Ps cWoog, M;femf k|sfzg,sf7df8f} .

ad,df]tL/fh -@)^&_,s0ff{nLsf]
k|f=ln+,afuahf/ .

nf]shLjg,;]Gr'/L

lk|lG6ª

P08

klAnl;ª\

g]kfn

bgf{n, /fdz/0f -@)^$_,g]kfnL afhf, /Tg k':ts e08f/,sf7df8f} .
kGt,ho/fh-@)&!_,
g]kfnL
k|bz{gLdfu{,sf7df8f} .

nf]sjftf{,

efu–!,e[s'6L

P]s]8]dL

klAns];G;,
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Book Review

Education in Post Welfare Society by Sally Tomlinson, Open
University Press: Maidenhead, 2005. pp. 267
The book ‘Education in the Post-welfare Society’by Sally Tomlinson
who is an Emeritus Professor at Goldsmiths London University and
an honorary person in the Education Department, University of
Oxford. She has spent her academiccareer researching, writing and
teaching about race and ethnicity, and the politics of
education,especially 'special' education.
In the book, the author presents a critical review of the education
policy that prevailed in the UK from 1945 to 2000. This review
comprises of critics on chronologies of education acts, major
legislations and published reports related to education policy of UK
over the past fifty years. In doing so, Tomlinson elucidates the
relationship of these policies with the economy and social structure
that includes the class, race, and gender. This book is
comprehensive in terms of informational arguments offered
through an in-depth review of different works of literature done in
regards to the relevance of educational policy and practice in the
UK. Further, the author offers a holistic view of the impact of
educational policy which has been changing over the years. The
book provides instrumental information for researches, educational
professionals and politicians interested in understanding the
relationship between education policy and society.
The book revolves around the key theme of persistence and
reinforcement of class structure and advantage to certain section
through English education policy. It also underscores the
controversies that occurred over the last fifty years concerning
social justice and development of educational policies. Tomlinson
argues that as the UK moved from welfare state to post-welfare

state, competitive markets and private enterprise started to play a
dominant role in the education sector. As a consequence,
decentralized education system became centralized, controlling the
funding, teaching and curriculum. Furthermore, education became a
competitive enterprise and a commodity. The author argues that
such transformation of educational system is a potential threat to a
democratic society where the actual needs of the society and the
individual are not compatible. In support of this argument the
author is able to chalk out a link between ideological position and
policies and offers a counterattack by explaining the reality of
education being used as a medium for the government to control
the economy. She states that education should become -a force for
humanizing, liberalizing and democratizing society.
Relevance to Nepal
The information and facts presented in Tomlinson’s book with
regards to the educational policy reflect much of Nepal’s own
education policy and system too. The author informs that in the 20th
century, Britain had realized the need for education for everyone
rather than only the elites and the wealthy people. It is a wellknown fact that education in Nepal became open to the general
public only after 1951.Before that, only the royal family and the
ruling classes had access to education. The rulers feared that, if poor
and lower caste people would get free education, they would be
critical and dissatisfied. They felt that the people should, therefore,
be kept ignorant (Dangal,2019).
Tomlinson states that the Governments around the world, who
were turning their welfare states into post-welfare
societies,converted education into a commodity. This increased
theprivatization and marketization of education. In the case of
Britain, this free marketcapitalization and privatization of education
had become a global market force which potentially reduced the
power of national government to control their economic resource.
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This scenario is relevant in the context of Nepal too. The first
education development plan which was launched in the country in
1956 as part of its first five-year development planstates, “the
central purposeof the program is to raise production, employment,
standards of living and general wellbeing throughout the country,
thus opening out to the people opportunities for a richer and more
satisfying life” (Government of Nepal [GON], 1956). The first
education plan of the country implemented in 1956 also noted,
“there can be little improvement in our economic conditions
without the help of technology and education” (ibid). While this can
be looked-up as welfare Nepal, policies recently favor the market.
The education policy and laws in Nepal like in the UK underscore
too much on the need to reform education structure in order to
prepare human resources for the global market. Too much
emphasis on economy is reflected in the School Sector
Development Plan (SSDP) 6 of Nepal, developed in order meet the
Nepal’s vision to graduate from the status of a Least Developed
Country (LDC) by the year 2022 and to reach the status of the
middle-income country's level by 2030 (MOE,2016). Such
graduation would be less meaningful if education does not cater to
the needs of the society in general and individuals in particular. It is
crucial to note that the purpose of education transcends the
boundary of an economy and penetrates deeper into social and
family life too. This is what our education policy and structure have
failed to address.
The centralized curriculum and education structure, like in the UK,
justifies how the need felt by the country has even affected and
convinced the academicians through the means of textbooks and
Plan for the seven-year period of mid-July 2016 to mid-July
2023 (BS 2073–2080),
6
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assessment system, which demanded pupil to serve the main
economic objective of the country as a skilled labor force.
Development of a centralized education system was the main
objective of Nepal’s plan too, which was done for the sake of
developing national integration (Pandey, K. C., & Wood, 1956 as
cited in Parajuli,2014). The other objective of the plan was to
connect education and development. The emphasis on the
“technical and vocation education for all” in the 15th long term plan
of Nepal is an evidence to the aforementioned statement (NPC,
2075). One of the critical weaknesses of both UK and Nepal’s
education policy is that it has been adopting an absolute approach
without considering the differences in demographic composition,
contexts and differing needs of education. The plans are centralized
and structured as it has adopted the policy of one design, one
curriculum, one set of textbooks, one management system, one
practice of student assessment etc. In the context of Nepal, there is
some hope for decentralization of the education system in the
upcoming years through the federal states.
Furthermore, the subject centered curriculum, examination
techniques, rote learning which were prevalent in the UK is
reflective in Nepalese society too. This raises the question of the
true purpose and meaning of educational attainment. Being
educated just for the sake of getting a job and good pay has started
to prevail.
I agree that a characteristic of post-welfare society is the depersonalization of people as human beings into consumers, human
resources and human capital. Governments of varying political
persuasions around the world rediscovered human capital theory.By
ƚŚĞ ϭϵϵϬƐ ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚƐ ǁĞƌĞ  ĮƌŵůǇ ĐŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĚ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ďĞůŝĞĨ ƚŚĂƚ
only greater investment in human capital would enable the country
to compete in the new global economy through improvement in
economic growth and productivity.
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The human capital theory that Tomlinson mentions in her book has
influenced Nepal’s education reformation too. The core
understanding that the increase in educational opportunities
thereby increases women and men’s participation in the
educational process and with the acquisition of some skills and
knowledge through their schooling will contribute to development,
still persists (Parajuli,2014).
The growth of the business to create wealth and employment had
started to influence education policy in the UK. Education has been
claimed as the fundamental right of citizens but the reality of the
day in most of the countries including Nepal is that citizens
themselves have to pay for the education under the democratic
setting. The Constitution of Nepal (2015) guarantees the
fundamental right to its citizen. On the other hand, there is increase
in number of the private schools in the country since 1998, due to
the prevailing school liberalization policy (Carney &Bista, 2009).The
burden of increasing fee structure has contributed to reproducing
the class structure through the difference in types of schools
existing in our country as people from the lower rung of the
economic ladder won’t have access to ‘quality’ education. This has
created a stratified workforce, which was evident in the UK too. The
policy allowing private schools to operate and determine their own
fee structure has forbidden the right being enjoyed by all the class
and division in the society.
By the 1990s, in the UK there was an important section of the
middle class, educated in private or good state schools and ‘good’
universities, dominating the communications, information and
propaganda industries, and the political arena. This section of the
middle class were easily able to resist egalitarian and social
democratic school organization. Private education continued to be
important for those who could afford to buy competitive advantage
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for their children; the upper classes and old middle classes
effortlessly reproduced most of their children into good social and
economic positions, and new and aspirant groups were eager to
grasp the advantages of both excellent resources and old boy
networks, with the additional legitimacy of meritocracy. The middle
class and aspirant groupscontinued to move away from schools
attended by the poor and disadvantaged. Tomlinsonmentions an
account of Margaret Thatcher who led an attack on a common
education with an open assertion in 1957 that the aspirant middle
classes had less access to a more privileged education. This situation
is present in the context of Nepal too where people don’t have a
choice to forego private schools as there is a rise in the demand of
“standard education”, the notion to which private schools are often
linked with. Moreover, the caste and the class-based discrimination
ingrained deeply in the mindset of Nepali citizens have forbidden
rich and middle-class people to send their children to poorly
equipped schools (especially public schools). In addition, a research
conducted by Thapa (2013)clearly demonstrates the strong positive
relation between income and private school attainment in Nepal.
Tomlinson’s portrayal of challenges for poor people and thereby
poorly equipped schools presents a gloomy side of educational
reform which failed to address the situational context of the social
division in the society on the basis of income level. In the later
1990s, Politicians in the UK competed to demonstrate their zero
tolerance of school underperformance, and the media coverage of
failing schools was negative and derisory. Two-thirds of schools
labeled as ‘failing’ were schools attended by the children of the
poor, of minority ethnic origin and children with special educational
needs, not wanted in other schools. Market forces were helping to
create underperforming schools. During the 1990s governments
ƐƵƉĞƌĮĐŝĂůůǇ ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ ƚŚĂƚ ͚ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ŝƐ ŶŽ
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excuse’ for schools in deprived areas obtaining low examination
results, to create a blame and shame culture.
Education policy was largely based on a social democratic consensus
that governments should regulate and add adequate resource on
education to help achieve redistributive justice, and provide equal
opportunity. The development of comprehensive education from
the 1960s appeared to signal an end to education as a vehicle for
the perpetuation of social class divisions and raised the hope that
the talents of the whole population could be put to new social and
economic use.
The ultimate aim of education in the UK was considered as the
means for social justice which offers inclusiveness. However, the
author states that disparity continued to exist as people from
middle class always chose to send their children to better-equipped
schools and away from people from lower strata. The poor people
therefore are pushed towards schools with comparatively
inadequate facilities and infrastructure. The education policy in
Nepal too has set provision for equal inclusive and equitable in
terms of access, participation and learning outcomes, with a special
focus on reducing disparities among and between groups having the
lowest levels of access, participation and learning outcomes. The
policy also aims to reduce disparities suffered by children from
disadvantaged groups, children with disabilities and children from
remote areas. However, different level of educational attainment
among different ethnic groups (Janajatis) and castes, and the
gender-based disparities in access to and participation in education
remains within the groups (MOE,2016).
In UK selection and segregation of children in different schools and
different curricula came in the forefront. The new rule in Nepal
which segregates students into the different high school faculty as
per the score based assessment (KC,2016) reflects the same system
that existed in the UK. Moreover, the idea that occupation status
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determined by meritocracy became a myth in the UK and different
jobs started having different pay which reflected the class structure
in the country. Likewise, a country like Nepal which is besieged in
unequal access to educational attainment it is obvious that even the
talented poor kids will never be able to participate in the economic
force and earn in the manner an educated person from good
income family would. Tomlinson is correct when she states that
“market principle education has introduced a complex system of
selection”.
Critical Review: Positive Aspect of the Education Policy
Though Tomlinson is intensively critical about the educational policy
in the UK, she does not fail to acknowledge the role of the
reformation that took place in the UK. She claims that such
reformations have possibilities to widen opportunity and raise
aspiration among younger ones in the UK, leading to girls’ and
women’s success. Minority groups were able to overcome exclusion
through lifelong learning and importance that was attached to
qualifications and credentials.
Likewise, the educational policies in Nepal also emphasize equity
and inclusion. Policy measures and programs have aimed to
enhance equity and inclusion of deprived and marginalized groups
in education such as women, the poor and groups like Dalits and
other castes, religion and languagebased social groups (MOE, 2009).
The deprived and marginalized groups today are much aware of
their rights and are also empowered in many ways (Central Bureau
of Statistics [CBS], 2006 ). Moreover, being able to read and write
has brought positive changes in the life of many adults, more so in
the case of women (UNDP, 2004). Literate women’s status has been
enhanced and so has her identity in her family and community
(Robinson-Pant, 2000).
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Through exploratory research based on intensive researches,
Tomlinson has presented facts and changes occurring in the
educational policy in the UK, as the country was transitioning to
post-welfare society. The critical review presented by Tomlinson
provides educational reformers and policy-makers with new ideas
and strategies to guide the conventional educational system into a
meaningful journey for both the economic growth and societal
transformation. The clash of the existing notion of education being
the fundamental right with the growing marketization and
privatization has led to creating further division and inequality in
the society which requires urgent attention. The review presented
by Tomlinson can always guide the modern education policy and
system towards finding a more resilient and purposeful teaching
and learning process, in the face of the constantly changing global
market world. Overall the book is resourceful and informational to
understand the policy transition and its implication in the society.

Robinson-Pant, A. (2000). Women and literacy: A Nepal perspective.
International Journal of Educational Development, 20(4),
349-364
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